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Preface to the Series
Genome sequencing has emerged as the leading discipline in the plant sci-
ences coinciding with the start of the new century. For much of the twentieth
century, plant geneticists were only successful in delineating putative chro-
mosomal location, function, and changes in genes indirectly through the use
of a number of ‘markers’ physically linked to them. These included visible or
morphological, cytological, protein, and molecular or DNA markers. Among
them, the ﬁrst DNA marker, the RFLPs, introduced a revolutionary change in
plant genetics and breeding in the mid-1980s, mainly because of their inﬁnite
number and thus potential to cover maximum chromosomal regions, phe-
notypic neutrality, absence of epistasis, and codominant nature. An array of
other hybridization-based markers, PCR-based markers, and markers based
on both facilitated construction of genetic linkage maps, mapping of genes
controlling simply inherited traits, and even gene clusters (QTLs) controlling
polygenic traits in a large number of model and crop plants. During this
period, a number of new mapping populations beyond F2 were utilized and a
number of computer programs were developed for map construction, map-
ping of genes, and for mapping of polygenic clusters or QTLs. Molecular
markers were also used in studies of evolution and phylogenetic relationship,
genetic diversity, DNA-ﬁngerprinting, and map-based cloning. Markers
tightly linked to the genes were used in crop improvement employing the
so-called marker-assisted selection. These strategies of molecular genetic
mapping and molecular breeding made a spectacular impact during the last
one and a half decades of the twentieth century. But still they remained
‘indirect’ approaches for elucidation and utilization of plant genomes since
much of the chromosomes remained unknown and the complete chemical
depiction of them was yet to be unraveled.
Physical mapping of genomes was the obvious consequence that facili-
tated development of the ‘genomic resources’ including BAC and YAC
libraries to develop physical maps in some plant genomes. Subsequently,
integrated genetic–physical maps were also developed in many plants. This
led to the concept of structural genomics. Later on, emphasis was laid on
EST and transcriptome analysis to decipher the function of the active gene
sequences leading to another concept deﬁned as functional genomics. The
advent of techniques of bacteriophage gene and DNA sequencing in the
1970s was extended to facilitate sequencing of these genomic resources in
the last decade of the twentieth century.
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As expected, sequencing of chromosomal regions would have led to too
much data to store, characterize, and utilize with the-then available computer
software could handle. But development of information technology made the
life of biologists easier by leading to a swift and sweet marriage of biology
and informatics, and a new subject was born—bioinformatics.
Thus, evolution of the concepts, strategies, and tools of sequencing and
bioinformatics reinforced the subject of genomics—structural and functional.
Today, genome sequencing has traveled much beyond biology and involves
biophysics, biochemistry, and bioinformatics!
Thanks to the efforts of both public and private agencies, genome
sequencing strategies are evolving very fast, leading to cheaper, quicker, and
automated techniques right from clone-by-clone and whole-genome shotgun
approaches to a succession of second generation sequencing methods.
Development of software of different generations facilitated this genome
sequencing. At the same time, newer concepts and strategies were emerging
to handle sequencing of the complex genomes, particularly the polyploids.
It became a reality to chemically—and so directly—deﬁne plant genomes,
popularly called whole-genome sequencing or simply genome sequencing.
The history of plant genome sequencing will always cite the sequencing
of the genome of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana in 2000 that was
followed by sequencing the genome of the crop and model plant rice in 2002.
Since then, the number of sequenced genomes of higher plants has been
increasing exponentially, mainly due to the development of cheaper and
quicker genomic techniques and, most importantly, development of collab-
orative platforms such as national and international consortia involving
partners from public and/or private agencies.
As I write this preface for the ﬁrst volume of the new series ‘Compendium
of Plant Genomes,’ a net search tells me that complete or nearly complete
whole-genome sequencing of 45 crop plants, eight crop and model plants,
eight model plants, 15 crop progenitors and relatives, and three basal plants is
accomplished, the majority of which are in the public domain. This means
that we nowadays know many of our model and crop plants chemically, i.e.,
directly, and we may depict them and utilize them precisely better than ever.
Genome sequencing has covered all groups of crop plants. Hence, infor-
mation on the precise depiction of plant genomes and the scope of their
utilization is growing rapidly every day. However, the information is scat-
tered in research articles and review papers in journals and dedicated Web
pages of the consortia and databases. There is no compilation of plant gen-
omes and the opportunity of using the information in sequence-assisted
breeding or further genomic studies. This is the underlying rationale for
starting this book series, with each volume dedicated to a particular plant.
Plant genome science has emerged as an important subject in academia,
and the present compendium of plant genomes will be highly useful both to
students and teaching faculties. Most importantly, research scientists
involved in genomics research will have access to systematic deliberations on
the plant genomes of their interest. Elucidation of plant genomes is of interest
not only for the geneticists and breeders, but also for practitioners of an array
of plant science disciplines, such as taxonomy, evolution, cytology,
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physiology, pathology, entomology, nematology, crop production, bio-
chemistry, and obviously bioinformatics. It must be mentioned that infor-
mation regarding each plant genome is ever-growing. The contents of the
volumes of this compendium are therefore focusing on the basic aspects
of the genomes and their utility. They include information on the academic
and/ or economic importance of the plants, description of their genomes from
a molecular genetic and cytogenetic point of view, and the genomic resources
developed. Detailed deliberations focus on the background history of the
national and international genome initiatives, public and private partners
involved, strategies and genomic resources and tools utilized, enumeration on
the sequences and their assembly, repetitive sequences, gene annotation, and
genome duplication. In addition, synteny with other sequences, comparison
of gene families, and, most importantly, potential of the genome sequence
information for gene pool characterization through genotyping by sequencing
(GBS) and genetic improvement of crop plants have been described. As
expected, there is a lot of variation of these topics in the volumes based on
the information available on the crop, model, or reference plants.
I must confess that as the series editor, it has been a daunting task for me
to work on such a huge and broad knowledge base that spans so many
diverse plant species. However, pioneering scientists with lifetime experience
and expertise on the particular crops did excellent jobs editing the respective
volumes. I myself have been a small science worker on plant genomes since
the mid-1980s and that provided me the opportunity to personally know
several stalwarts of plant genomics from all over the globe. Most, if not all,
of the volume editors are my longtime friends and colleagues. It has been
highly comfortable and enriching for me to work with them on this book
series. To be honest, while working on this series I have been and will remain
a student ﬁrst, a science worker second, and a series editor last. And I must
express my gratitude to the volume editors and the chapter authors for pro-
viding me the opportunity to work with them on this compendium.
I also wish to mention here my thanks and gratitude to the Springer staff,
Dr. Christina Eckey and Dr. Jutta Lindenborn in particular, for all their
constant and cordial support right from the inception of the idea.
I always had to set aside additional hours to edit books besides my pro-
fessional and personal commitments—hours I could and should have given
to my wife, Phullara, and our kids, Sourav, and Devleena. I must mention
that they not only allowed me the freedom to take away those hours from
them but also offered their support in the editing job itself. I am really not
sure whether my dedication of this compendium to them will sufﬁce to do
justice to their sacriﬁces for the interest of science and the science
community.
Kalyani, India Chittaranjan Kole
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The order of four nucleotides, i.e., adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine
constitutes an organism’s DNA or genome. Genome sequencing is to
understand the order of nucleotides, or bases, in a genome which is
responsible for basic behavior of every organism. With the current advances
in the genome sequencing, the entire genomes have been decoded in a
number of organisms. This has provided ways to manipulate genome con-
stitutions for achieving desirable phenotypes in crops species as well. Such
efforts in pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan) have been slow or negligible until onset
of twenty-ﬁrst century. The availability of reference genome sequence for
cultivated pigeonpea has accelerated understanding the basic biology,
understanding and deploying modern approaches for candidate gene dis-
covery, and marker development for key traits.
Pigeonpea is an important legume crop in arid and semi-arid regions of the
world. It provides nutritional food to the vegetarian families living in the
various countries of the world. The early cultivated pigeonpea has been
domesticated from its wild progenitor species, i.e., C. cajanifolius in central
India around 3,000 years ago. This crop has unique feature of often
cross-pollination behavior, which has been used in developing high yielding
hybrids. Beginning of second decade of twenty-ﬁrst century has been a
starting phase of revolutionizing pigeonpea research as a number of high
yielding hybrids have been released and reference genome sequence became
available for candidate gene discovery, high-resolution trait mapping, and
marker development and genomics-assisted breeding.
This book is well-timed in pigeonpea research as part of the genome
compendium series for different crops. It contains 10 different chapters
providing detailed overview on different aspects of botanical classiﬁcation,
genetics, genomics, and breeding of pigeonpea. This book not only provides
information on recent advances on genome sequencing, genome architecture,
genetic mapping, and marker identiﬁcation but also presents future guidelines
of research by deploying modern genomics tools in conjunction with
breeding.
A total of 26 authors have contributed 10 chapters for this volume (see
Appendix I). The editors of this volume are grateful to all the authors for their
contribution in writing chapters and reviewers (see Appendix II) for their
constructive suggestions and corrections helping in improving the quality
of the chapters further. The editors are also thankful to Dr. David
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Bergvinson, Director General, ICRISAT and Dr. Peter Carberry, Deputy
Director General—Research, ICRISAT for their support. The editors thank
Prof. C. Kole, Series Editor for his invitation and help in editing this volume.
The cooperation received from Abirami Purushothaman, Jegadeeswari
Diravidamani, Naresh Kumar and Jutta Lindenborn from Springer has been a
great help in completion of this book and is gratefully acknowledged.
In addition to above, we also appreciate and recognize cooperation and
moral support from our family members for sparing us precious time for
editorial work that we should have spent with our respective families. RKV
acknowledges the help and support of wife (Monika), son (Prakhar), and
daughter (Preksha) who allowed their time to be taken away to fulﬁll RKV’s
editorial responsibilities in addition to research and other administrative
duties at ICRISAT. Similarly, RKS is grateful to his wife (Shelly) and two
young sons (Aniruddha and Madhav) for their help and moral support in
doing editorial responsibilities in addition to research duties at ICRISAT. SJ
also acknowledges his wife (Julie) for support.
Editors hope that their efforts in compiling the information on different
aspects of pigeonpea will help the pigeonpea genomics and breeding
researchers in developing better understanding and research strategies. This
book will also beneﬁt students, academicians, and policy makers in updating
their knowledge on recent advances in pigeonpea research.
ICRISAT, India Rajeev K. Varshney
ICRISAT, India Rachit K. Saxena
UGA, USA Scott A. Jackson
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1The Pigeonpea Genome:An Overview
Rajeev K. Varshney, Rachit K. Saxena and Scott A. Jackson
Abstract
First two decades of twenty-ﬁrst century have witnessed a number of
advances in genetics and genomics research of pigeonpea. These advances
have enhanced our understanding of structural and functional aspects of
genome and also provided us opportunities to deal with constraints
impeding production of pigeonpea in precise and faster manner.
Availability of the draft genome sequence and large-scale molecular
markers has made it possible to map traits of interest in speedy manner.
Although germplasm re-sequencing has already been started in pigeonpea,
large-scale germplasm including elite breeding line, landraces and wild
species is expected to be fully sequenced very soon. These sequencing
efforts coupled with functional genomics and systems biology will
facilitate the identiﬁcation of genes/gene networks that are involved in
expression of agronomically valuable traits. For accelerating genetic gains
in the crop breeding, selection efﬁciency needs to be enhanced by
integrating modern genomics in breeding efforts. This book provides a
critical assessment on current status as well as future prospects on different
aspects of genome, trait mapping, germplasm research and
genomics-assisted breeding. This chapter introduces and provides high-
lights of different chapters of the book.
1.1 Introduction
Pigeonpea is considered a resilient crop to envi-
ronmental constraints and climate changes. It is
an important crop for providing proteins in food
to the poor people especially in Asia. In
present-day scenario, agricultural focus is shifting
to “nutritional food security” from just “food
security”. Therefore, pulse crops such as
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pigeonpea have potential for sustainable agricul-
ture to meet the needs of a fast-growing human
population worldwide. However, pigeonpea suf-
fers with a low yield levels due to the exposure of
the crop to a number of biotic and abiotic stresses
(Saxena et al. 2014). On the other hand, lack of
systematic public funding and minimal or no
industrial funding support to pigeonpea research
and development have also contributed to slow
development of varieties with the limited genetic
gains in the past. As a result, the crop productivity
has remained stagnant for about last six decades
(Fig. 1.1). Emphasis of research and funding and
support of private sector in pigeonpea was also
highlighted by Mr. Bill Gates during his visit to
ICRISAT in his blog entitled “Making a Better
Pigeonpea” as following: “It’s also an example of
what agricultural development people call an
orphan crop, a crop that’s important to many of
the world’s poorest people yet largely ignored by
the big agriculture companies. Those companies
focus on high-value crops like corn and soy that
are building blocks of rich-world diets and
industry. As a result, their research has boosted
yields of those crops by making them more
resistant to insects, disease, and drought. The
orphans haven’t seen many, if any, of those
kinds of improvements” (https://www.gatesnotes.
com/Development/Visiting-ICRISAT-Agricultural-
Research-Center).
Genomics has made positive interventions on
enhancing yield and developing better varieties
in many cereals and few legume crops (Varshney
et al. 2011). However, the pigeonpea crop, until
recently, has largely been untouched with this
genomic revolution. As a result, pigeonpea has
often referred as “orphan crop”. However, due to
the decline in sequencing cost and strong part-
nerships across different continents, draft genome
was assembled for pigeonpea (Varshney et al.
2012) that has provided tools and opportunities
for pigeonpea improvement. These tools can be
used in a number of ways such as deployment of
early generation screening of large segregating
populations for must-have traits, gene pyramid-
ing for multiple resistance to speciﬁc pathogens
and pests within the same cultivar, introgression
of superior alleles from landraces and wild spe-
cies in cultivated material.
In recent years, signiﬁcant progress has been
achieved in the area of pigeonpea genomics. For
instance, large-scale genomic and transcriptome
resources have been developed and used in
germplasm research, trait mapping, molecular
breeding as well as functional genomics research
(Pazhamala et al. 2015). The present book enti-
tled “The Pigeonpea Genome” therefore aims to
present available information on different aspects
of research in the area of germplasm, genetics,
genomics and breeding. The book also provides
Fig. 1.1 Pigeonpea area,
production and productivity
in different regions during
2014
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approaches and strategies to apply in breeding.
Furthermore, in addition to achievements, con-
straints and future prospects of applications of
modern genomics in pigeonpea improvement
have also been appraised. The introductory
chapter provides an overview of all the chapters
of the book in following sections.
1.2 Crop Characteristics, Botanical
Description and Wide Crossing
Chapter 2 entitled “Key Plant and Grain Char-
acteristics and Their Importance in Breeding and
Adaptation of Pigeonpea Cultivars” by KB
Saxena and colleagues provides detailed infor-
mation on the potential role of different plant and
grain characteristics in determining yield and
stability of pigeonpea. Yield enhancement is an
ultimate target for any crop improvement pro-
gram, however; there is no straight route for
breeding high-yielding cultivars. Breeders have
relied on selecting individual traits, which con-
tributing to yield directly or indirectly and lim-
ited success has been achieved in pigeonpea.
Therefore, in Chap. 2, authors have highlighted
various qualitative and quantitative traits related
to seed yield, quality and those preferred for
marketing and milling. A brief description about
their inheritance and association with yield in
pigeonpea has also been provided.
Chapter 3, Botanical Description of Pigeon-
pea authored by Sameer Kumar et al., provides
information on the genetic structure of the genus
including its origin, variability and geographical
distribution of various species. The detailed
description on pollination behaviour, adaptability
to a range of soil types, temperature and rainfall,
ability of nitrogen ﬁxation, root system, branch-
ing pattern, growth habit or plant architecture has
been provided in this chapter.
Nalini Mallikarjuna and colleagues provide
detailed information on the importance and uti-
lization of rich source of genetic variations in
Chap. 4 entitled Wide Crossing Technology for
Pigeonpea Improvement. This chapter also
summarized a thorough knowledge of crossabil-
ity and concerted efforts to effectively utilize the
immense variation present in the secondary, ter-
tiary and quaternary gene pool. In the end of this
chapter, an emphasis has been given to use
advances in genomics wide crossing program.
1.3 Genetic Resources and Trait
Mapping
Bohra et al. provide information on the modern
genomic tools for pigeonpea improvement in
Chap. 5. This chapter reviews the progress on
generation of genomic resources and highlights
their importance in designing future crop breed-
ing schemes. This chapter has assembled the
information on the collaborative research efforts
which have facilitated development of genomic
tools (mapping populations, molecular markers,
genome sequence, transcriptome, etc.) for
pigeonpea improvement during the last ten years
(Pazhamala et al. 2015). Subsequently, Irshad
Ahmad Rather and colleagues in Chap. 6 com-
pile molecular mapping efforts on genes and
quantitative trait loci (QTL) in pigeonpea.
Chapter 7 entitled “Germplasm Characterization
and Trait Discovery” authored by Christopher P
Krieg and colleagues discusses development of
core and minicore collections for better utiliza-
tion of diverse germplasm in routine pigeonpea
breeding program. The chapter also presents
about the research priorities for important traits
such as yield, resistance to biotic and abiotic
stress. Further deployment of modern genomics
approaches has been suggested for accelerated
trait/gene discovery and development of appro-
priate genomics tools for key traits to deploy
them in routine breeding program to utilize
germplasm collection.
1.4 Genome Sequence and Beyond
Two chapters, i.e. Chaps. 8 and 9, explain about
various efforts undertaken for de novo genome
sequencing of pigeonpea and provide back-
ground history on genome sequencing efforts and
current status on deployment of genome
sequence information for crop improvement.
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These chapters related to genome sequencing
have also discussed about recent advances in
establishing high-density genotyping platforms
such as genotyping by sequencing (GBS) and
Axiom®CajanusSNP Array: 56 K, whole gen-
ome re-sequencing efforts, etc. In the last chapter
(Chap. 10) entitled “Future Prospects”, the edi-
tors of book have presented a concise view on
future prospects of pigeonpea research.
Next-generation breeding including use of
next-generation sequencing and high-throughput
genotyping for early generation screening,
marker-assisted selection, marker-assisted back-
crossing and genomic selection as well as gen-
ome editing coupled with other advances has
been proposed to achieve rapid genetic gains for
pigeonpea improvement.
1.5 Conclusion
This book provides up-to-date information about
pigeonpea genome and its utilization for germ-
plasm research, advancing genetics, genomics
and accelerating breeding practices by a panel of
lead pigeonpea scientists across the world. This
book does not provide only current landscape of
pigeonpea genomics at international level in
terms of tools and strategies employed in genome
sequencing, transcriptomics, functional analysis,
trait mapping and molecular breeding but also
present a road map for accelerating genetics and
genomics research for enhancing genetic gains in
pigeonpea improvement.
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2Key Plant and Grain Characteristicsand Their Importance in Breeding
and Adaptation of Pigeonpea
Cultivars
K.B. Saxena, Rachit K. Saxena and Rajeev K. Varshney
Abstract
Complexity of yield formation is well understood by all, and there is no
speciﬁc formula for breeding high-yielding cultivars. Breeders, however
for a long time, have relied on selecting various individual traits, which,
they thought, will contribute to yield formation directly or indirectly, and
in these ways, successes have been achieved in almost all the crops. In
pigeonpea, the most important individual plant traits, known to be linked
to seed yield are number of pods, primary and secondary branches, and
pod-bearing bunches. All these traits are quantitative in nature and have
low heritability. In this paper, an attempt has been made to identify
various qualitative and quantitative traits related to seed yield, quality, and
those preferred for marketing and milling. A brief description about their
inheritance and association with yield has also been provided to help
breeders in decision-making.
2.1 Introduction
Yield is a product of numerous direct and indi-
rect pathways originating from various traits and
their complex interactions among themselves.
A number of plant and environmental studies
have been conducted in different crops using
sophisticated models to understand the process of
yield formation. Besides this, various statistical
and biometrical methods have been proposed to
eliminate/minimize environmental effects to
understand the role of speciﬁc trait in the deter-
mination of yield. In order to select high-yielding
genotypes, breeders have attempted to establish
relative contribution of individual traits in
determining yield. This was done with the help
of simple statistical tools such as correlations,
regressions, path analyses. However, none of the
approaches is foolproof and has their own pros
and cons.
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Based on number of genes, the traits have
been considered a qualitative (1 or 2 genes with
major effect) or quantitative (more genes, each
with minor effect). In general, the qualitative
traits contribute relatively less to yield but are
important for resistances, restoration of fertility,
and certain market-preferred traits. The heri-
tability of such traits is usually high and has a
little or no environmental effect. The quantitative
traits, such as plant vigor, pod and branch num-
ber, on the other hand, play relatively a greater
role in yield formation, but various major or
microenvironment often influences their expres-
sion. In addition, there are some ‘super’ traits
such as photosensitivity and growth habit (de-
terminate or non-determinate), which are con-
trolled by fewer genes, but when expressed, they
alter the phenotype of the plant by altering the
expression of other traits. In such events, the
estimates of gene action, based on phenotypic
data, are biased and useful conclusions cannot be
derived. Therefore, as suggested by Byth et al.
(1981), the studies related to the estimation of
various genetic parameters, and the phenotypic
selection should be exercised under the envi-
ronment for which the cultivar breeding is
targeted.
With all these limitations, the trait-based
selection is being carried out in almost every
crop and it has been effective with different
degrees of success. In the present paper, the
potential role of different plant and grain char-
acteristics in determining yield and stability of
pigeonpea are discussed to assist breeders in
selection.
2.2 Productivity Traits
Maturity: Earliness in a crop has always fasci-
nated both researchers and farmers. The tradi-
tional pigeonpea cultivars take 6–9 months to
mature. Recently, some early lines maturing in
120–130 days were bred, and they succeeded in
creating new production niches. Breeders at
ICRISAT continued their efforts to reduce its
maturity further to help in widening its adapta-
tion. They succeeded in breeding genotypes,
which take <50 days to flower, and their maturity
is achieved in 80–90 days (Vales et al. 2012). In
advanced trials, such genotypes have produced
about 800–1000 kg/ha yield with mean per day
productivity of 10 kg/ha. Since in pigeonpea
earliness is tightly linked to photo-insensitivity
(Wallis et al. 1981), such cultivars can help in
broadening the adaptation to warm season win-
dows (>20 °C) at higher altitudes (up to
1600 m), wider latitudes (up to 40° N/S), and
under short-fallow between two normal crops
(Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 Maturity groups of pigeonpea established at 17°N
Broad group Sub-group Days to flowera Reference variety Remarksa Prodn. system
Super early 00 <50 MN 5 Photo-insensitive Sole crop
Extra early 0 51–60 ICPL 88039 Photo-insensitive Sole crop
Early I 61–70 Prabhat Photo-insensitive Sole crop
II 71–80 UPAS 120 Photo-insensitive Sole crop
III 81–90 Pusa ageti Photo-sensitive Sole crop
IV 91–100 T. 21 Photo-sensitive Sole crop
Medium V 101–110 Maruti Photo-sensitive Intercrop
VI 111–130 Asha Photo-sensitive Intercrop
VII 131–140 ICP 7035 Photo-sensitive Intercrop
Late VIII 141–160 Bahar Photo-sensitive Intercrop
IX >160 MAL 13 Photo-sensitive Intercrop
aBased on ﬁeld observations on flowering at ICRISAT
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Branches, pods, and pod-bearing clusters
per plant: In pigeonpea, yield components such
as number of branches, pods, and pod-bearing
clusters are interlinked and influence the realized
yield (Table 2.2). These traits are quantitative in
nature and highly influenced by changes in the
growing conditions and cropping systems. The
heritability estimates of these traits are also low,
and selection advance is limited. In spite of their
low selection efﬁciency, pigeonpea breeders have
used these traits frequently, but the results in
terms of productivity gains are not very
encouraging.
Seed size: There is a large variation (2–
22 g/100 seeds) for seed size in pigeonpea
germplasm. Seed size is an important component
of yield in pigeonpea, and its relationship with
yield is curvilinear in nature. D. Sharma (Pers.
Comm.) studied this relationship in a large
number of breeding lines and germplasm at
ICRISAT, and he concluded that in the geno-
types with seed size of  10 g/100 seeds, the
correlation between yield and seed size was
positive. This relationship, however, reversed
within the large seeded ( 15 g/100 seeds)
group of genotypes. Interestingly, there existed
no relationship between these two traits in the
seed size range of 11–14 g/100 seeds. Traders,
millers, and consumers accept this seed size, and
most breeders are now working within this range.
Pod size: In pigeonpea, the genetic variation
for pod size (=seeds/pod) is large and varies from
2 to 9. In India, the large-podded genotypes are
invariably consumed as a fresh vegetable, while
the cultivars grown for dal purpose generally
contain 4–6 seeds/pod. Normally, the traits such
as pod size, seed size, pods/bunch, number of
secondary branches are negatively associated
with number of pods on a plant. The
large-podded (8–9 seeds/pod) genotypes have
shy pod bearing and suffer with the inherent
problem of ovule abortion. In majority of the
pods, 1–2 ovules fail to develop into seeds. This
problem could be associated with the limited
supply of food reserves to the developing ovules.
In the small-podded genotypes, there is no issue
of ovule abortion.
Plant biomass and harvest index: According
to Y. S. Chauhan (Pers. Comm.), the
high-yielding both inbred and hybrid cultivars
have more or less similar partitioning and harvest
indices. He further postulated that high yields
recorded in hybrids were primarily due to greater
biomass production and relatively with more
pod-bearing sites. Bharathi and Saxena (2012)
under controlled environment showed that the
excessive vigor in the hybrids starts accumulat-
ing from very early seedling stage. This means
that the plant vigor can be used as selection cri-
terion, but within a given maturity, plant type,
cropping system, and availability of moisture
during reproductive stage.
In pigeonpea, harvest indices have little or no
value for breeders, because their values are low
and the estimates of genetic parameters such as
genetic variation and heritability within a matu-
rity group are not large enough to carry out any
breeding exercise and expect signiﬁcant genetic
advances. In addition, being a perennial plant, its
accurate measurement is also very difﬁcult.
Besides this, it is also proven that the plant bio-
mass production is highly sensitive to changes in
environment and cropping systems. In
medium-duration cultivars, it was found to vary
between 0.15 and 0.20 (Narayanan and Shel-
drake 1979). Natarajan and Willey (1980) also
Table 2.2 Summary of
relationships of yield with
some key traits
Correlation of yield with Reported correlations
Days to flower +ve
Days to mature +ve, non-sig
Plant height +ve, −ve, non-sig
Seed size +ve, −ve, non-sig
Seeds/pod −ve, non-sig
Branches/plant +ve
Pods/plant +ve
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reported large difference in the harvest indices;
under pure stand of pigeonpea, it was 0.19, as
compared with 0.32 in the intercrop. Matters are
further complicated by pigeonpea shedding
leaves throughout their growth cycle and are not
normally included in the measurement.
2.3 Adaptation and Stability Traits
2.3.1 Diseases
Genetic resistances to key biotic and abiotic
stresses reduce losses and provide stability to the
production.
Fusarium wilt and sterility mosaic are major
pigeonpea diseases causing severe yield losses
each year. For wilt resistance, both recessive and
dominant genes have been reported (Saxena et al.
2012); while for sterility mosaic, the genetics of
resistance is unclear. Singh et al. (1983) reported
that resistance to sterility mosaic virus was con-
trolled by two dominant and two recessive alle-
les. Sharma et al. (1984) reported that the
resistance to this virus was controlled by four
alleles at two major loci. Of these, one each of
dominant and recessive alleles together gives
immune reaction. In both wilt and sterility
mosaic, some prominent biotypes/races have also
been observed. For fusarium wilt, the situation
with respect to races and their resistance sources
is inconclusive. For sterility mosaic disease, three
prominent races, speciﬁc to area, have been
identiﬁed. These are designated as Patancheru,
Bangalore, and Dholi (Bihar) races, and their
resistance sources are well deﬁned.
In addition to wilt and sterility mosaic, Phy-
tophthora stem blight is another potential disease.
For this disease also, the existence of races has
been established, but their biology and genetics
of resistance are unclear. The race situation for
Phytophthora blight is still unclear. Alternaria
blight, though a minor disease, can cause severe
damage in the post-rainy season sowings. A sin-
gle recessive gene (Sharma et al. 1987) controls
the resistance to Alternaria blight.
2.3.2 Insects
Helicoverpa armigera is the most common
pod-boring insect of pigeonpea. The annual los-
ses caused by this insect to pigeonpea are esti-
mated to be around US $317 m. The genetic
solutions to manage this constraint have not been
successful and so far farmers resort to excessive
use of chemicals to protect their crops. As an
alternate breeding approach, the use of an
endotoxin of Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) is being
tried in pigeonpea at ICRISAT. In pigeonpea,
Sharma et al. (2006) reported the development of
transgenic for pod borer resistance through direct
organogenesis of axillary bud following 72 h
co-cultivation with A. tumefacience. According
to Sharma et al. (2008) although the transgenic
pigeonpea plants with Bt are available at ICRI-
SAT, the expression of the target genes in the
selections for efﬁciently controlling pod borers
under ﬁeld conditions has been very low, and
work is in progress to develop plants with better
events.
2.3.3 Waterlogging
Temporary waterlogging in soils with high
water-holding capacity poses a serious threat to
pigeonpea productivity (Reddy and Virmani
1981). In India alone, about 1.1 m ha of land is
waterlogged annually, causing losses of about
25–30% in the productivity (Choudhary et al.
2011). Under waterlogged situations, the useful
aerobic bacteria become inactive while their
anaerobic counterparts (both facultative/obligate
bacteria) become active, and this results in the
shortage of oxygen in the soil (Jackson 1990).
This adversely affects general plant health. For
screening waterlogging tolerance, a reliable
technology was developed by Chauhan et al.
(2008), and recently, a number of tolerant
genotypes have been identiﬁed (Sultana et al.
2013). The resistance to waterlogging is con-
trolled by a single dominant gene (Perera et al.
2001).
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2.3.4 Drought
Drought is a universal abiotic constraint, and it
may affect the crop at early, intermittent, or ter-
minal growth stages with variable intensity
(Lopez et al. 1996). In pigeonpea, very little
work has been done to understand this constraint,
and so far, no genotype with noticeable genetic
resistance has been identiﬁed.
2.4 Grain Quality Traits
Pigeonpea produces quality grains with 20–22%
protein. To produce more protein and meet the
requirements, there is a need to breed cultivars
with high (20–22%) protein and seed yield as
good as traditional cultivars. At ICRISAT,
breeding for high protein was taken up using
wild species as donor parents. The newly bred
lines had protein between 28 and 30% with yield
as good as cultivar BDN 1 (Saxena and Sawar-
gaonkar 2015). An estimate of protein yield from
this genotype showed (Table 2.3) that the culti-
vation of such high-protein cultivars, in one
hectare additional 100,000 gram protein could be
harvested for the farming families.
2.5 Market-preferred Traits
Pigeonpea seeds are non-endospermic with a
tightly glued seed coat. To prepare dal of good
quality with minimum losses, the commercial
millers and traders have preferences for various
seed traits. These include seed size, shape, and
color, besides overall dal recovery. Generally,
seed size of 10–14 g/100 seeds is preferred for
quality dal production. Millers easily accept
round seeds with white or brown color, but seed
lots with mixed colors/size fetch fewer rates in
the market. Most millers consider dal recovery of
about 70% in commercial milling economical. In
eastern and southern Africa, the preferred vari-
eties are those with large (>15 g/100 seeds) and
white/cream grain color.
2.6 Naked-Eye Polymorphic
Markers
Some distinctive morphological traits could be
used to ensure genetic purity of breeding lines
and cultivars. Such marker traits (Table 2.4) are
controlled by recessive genes and popularly
called as ‘naked-eye polymorphic markers.’
Some of such markers identiﬁed in pigeonpea
germplasm are described herewith.
Obcordate leaf shape: One such important
morphological trait is ‘obcordate leaf.’ This
marker is controlled by a single recessive gene
(Saxena et al. 2011), and it can be incorporated
easily into popular cultivars and hybrid parents.
This leaf marker expresses within a month from
sowing. The out-crossed hybrid seedlings will
have dominant normal (lanceolate) leaves. Such
plants can be identiﬁed easily with naked eyes
for rouging before flowering.
Sesame leaf shape: The plants have long
narrow leaves with greenish-yellow color and
can be identiﬁed easily with naked eyes. Since
the sesame leaf trait is controlled by single
recessive gene, it can be incorporated easily into
the genotypes of interest and can be used as
Table 2.3 Seed and protein yields harvested from high-protein lines
Genotype Maturity (days) 100-seed wt (g) Yield (kg/ha) Protein (%) Protein yield (g/ha)
HPL 40–5 169 9.6 2100 26.9 452,000 (21.2)
HPL 40–17 169 8.5 2070 26.5 440,000 (18.0)
BDN 1 (C) 168 9.6 2020 23.2 373,000
SEm± 0.9 0.18 160 0.46 –
CV (%) 0.9 3.4 17.3 3.0 –
Source: Saxena and Sawargaonkar (2015); () % advantage over control
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marker for maintaining genetic purity in
pigeonpea.
Genetic dwarfs: In a well-managed crop, the
pigeonpea plants often grow to a height of 2–
3 m, and it becomes difﬁcult to manage insects
with chemical sprays. The only viable alternative
is to tackle this issue by reducing plant height at
genetic level. Earlier efforts in this direction
succeeded in identifying various dwarﬁng sour-
ces, but the breeders could not succeed in
transferring this trait to high-yielding genotypes.
Determinate growth habit: The
non-determinate plants have a vegetative termi-
nal bud, which allows the plant to grow in height
and spread under adequate moisture conditions.
In such plants, the flowers and pods are borne in
bunches on the axillary inflorescences arising
from nodes. The alternative form of this plant
type is designated as ‘determinate.’ The deter-
minate pigeonpea plants are short in stature and
are characterized by reproductive terminal buds.
Such plants when they reach flowering stop
growing in height. The cultivars with determinate
growth habit are not popular because of their
greater susceptibility to pod borers. In most
cases, the determinate growth habit is controlled
by a single recessive gene and can be distin-
guished easily with naked eyes (Kapoor and
Gupta 1991).
Green stem: Genotypes with uniform green
stem color were used as ‘naked-eye polymorphic
marker’ in studying the extent of natural
out-crossing in pigeonpea (Bhatia et al. 1981).
A single recessive gene controls this trait, and its
alternate form has dark purple-colored stem.
2.7 Evolution-related Traits
Biologists often ask a question about the evolu-
tion of pigeonpea from its wild form to the
domesticated types, and some believe that
pigeonpea plant is still evolving in nature. The
presence of certain plant traits indicates that, in
spite of 3000 years of cultivation, the crop is not
fully domesticated. The traits such as absence of
annual growth cycle, creation of food reserves in
stem and other parts, photosensitivity, extensive
flower drop, presence of strophiole, and pod
shattering in certain germplasm support this
view. According to De (1974) and Maesen
(1980), the cultivated form of pigeonpea origi-
nated from Cajanus cajanifolius, a wild relative
of pigeonpea, through a single gene mutation.
Perhaps a careful comparison of the two species
at morphological and genomics levels can
through some light on this issue.
Perenniality: Botanically, all the pigeonpea
genotypes are perennial. This perennial nature,
however, is not very strong across the germ-
plasm, and genetic variation has been observed.
In general, the pigeonpea plants survive for
Table 2.4 List of
potential naked-eye
polymorphic traits in
pigeonpea
S. no Plant part Recessive phenotype Dominant phenotype
1 Stem Green Purple
2 Determinate Non-determinate
3 Corky Smooth
4 Single culm Branching
5 Decumbent Strait
6 Leaf Obcordate Lanceolate
7 Narrow Lanceolate
8 Sesame Normal
9 Flower Cleistogamous Normal
10 Yellow color Red color
11 Pod Green color Purple color
12 Stature Dwarf Tall
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3–5 years. No information is available on the
physiology or genetics of this trait.
Photosensitivity: In pigeonpea, long hours of
darkness induce flowering, therefore it is classi-
ﬁed as a`short-day plant.’ Day and night tem-
peratures also interact with prevailing
photoperiod to influence the emergence of flow-
ers. The information on the threshold levels for
inducing flowering is inconclusive. Wallis et al.
(1981) studied the response of extended (16 h)
photoperiod on flowering in a range of genotypes
and concluded that in pigeonpea, earliness and
photo-insensitivity were inversely correlated.
Saxena (1981) studied the inheritance of pho-
toperiod reaction in pigeonpea and concluded
that three major dominant genes (Ps1, Ps2, and
Ps3) were responsible for lateness, and these
genes exhibited pleiotropic effects under exten-
ded daylength to determine the photoperiod
sensitivity. He further concluded that it is not
possible to breed late maturing photo-insensitive
cultivars in pigeonpea.
2.7.1 Temperature
Inherently, pigeonpea is a warm season pulse
and it grows well in the temperature range of
25-35 °C. In both low as well high temperature
regimes its growth, flowering and pod set are
adversely affected. Under low (<10 °C) temper-
atures the photosynthesis in the plants is
adversely affected due to moisture stress and
internal injury causing of cell sap; while the high
(>40 °C) temperatures often lead to pollen
abortion/sterility and flower drop. In pigeonpea,
this has not been an area of serious research and
very little and unconﬁrmed information is avail-
able with respect to critical/threshold temperature
levels and genetic variation for the tolerance for
this abiotic factor.
2.7.2 Need a Section on Temperature
Influence
Cleistogamy: Natural out-crossing has been
recognized as a major constraint in maintaining
genetic purity in pigeonpea. Saxena et al. (1992)
selected segregants from an interspeciﬁc cross
with modiﬁed flowers that does not permit nat-
ural out-crossing. Since this floral variant is easy
to identify and it is controlled by single recessive
gene, it offers opportunities to breed cultivars
with least or no out-crossing.
Male sterility: In pigeonpea genetic (GMS),
cytoplasmic nuclear (CMS), and
temperature-sensitive (TGMS) male sterility
systems have been discovered. A total of 11
GMS sources were reported from different
researchers (see review by Saxena et al. 2010;
Saxena 2014). At present, these are not being
used in any plant breeding activity, but their
maintenance would be a positive step toward
conserving biodiversity. Two CMS systems (A2
and A4) in pigeonpea have been stabilized, but
only A4 with C. cajanifolius cytoplasm is being
used in commercial hybrid breeding. The other
six CMS sources need to be stabilized for cyto-
plasmic diversiﬁcation of pigeonpea hybrids.
Some rare traits: Sometimes, certain rare
traits also appear in the crop. This generally
happens due to spontaneous recessive mutation
and subsequent segregation. Invariably, such
traits are lost because of their inability to com-
pete or survive. Most of these traits have no
economic value, but can be considered important
from academic point of view. Some of such
mutants identiﬁed at ICRISAT were corky stem
(Saxena et al. 1988a, 1988b), open carpel (Sax-
ena et al. 1988a, 1988b), and prostrate or
decumbent growth (Saxena et al. 1989) habit.
These mutants must be maintained in genetically
pure form.
2.8 Traits of Interest in the Wild
Species
The cultivated species of crops have originated
from their wild ancestors, and it has taken cen-
turies to evolve through natural phenomenon of
mutation and selection. Such processes gradually
led to species differentiation within a given
genera. During this process, some important
alleles (mostly recessive and those with minor
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effects) were also lost, and the cultivated species
lacked these vital traits. Over a period of time,
the gene frequencies in highly self-pollinated and
those with strong crossability barriers were more
or less stabilized, while those with out-crossing
continued to maintain such variability.
Based on the crossability barrier, Harlan and
de Wit (1971) classiﬁed the germplasm into three
broad groups and called them gene pools. The
primary gene pools consisted of cultivated types
and were easy to cross with other sister lines. The
secondary and tertiary gene pools were involved
all the wild relatives of species. In the former
group, the crossable wild species were included,
while the non-crossable species constituted the
tertiary gene pool. Similar to primary gene pool,
in the secondary and tertiary gene pools also, a
considerable intra-species genetic variability for
different traits exists (Saxena et al. 1990, 1996).
This means that for the genetic improvement of
cultivated types using its wild relatives, a careful
scanning of traits within wild species and their
documentation is essential (Table 2.5). From the
species representing the secondary gene pool, so
far traits such as high protein have successfully
been transferred (Saxena and Sawargaonkar
2015). In addition C. scarabaeoides, C. sericeus,
C. reticulatus, and C. cajanifolius were used to
breed cytoplasmic nuclear male sterility systems
(Saxena et al. 2010). Due to strong crossability
barriers, the transfer of useful traits from the
tertiary gene pool is not easy. The only suc-
cessful example is C. platycarpus. Mallikarjuna
and Moss (1995) crossed this species with cul-
tivated type using embryo rescue technology.
They succeeded in transferring Phytophthora
blight resistance and earliness to the cultivated
types.
2.9 Inheritance of Key Traits
For planning a sustainable genetic enhancement
programme, information on gene action of the
key traits is essential. In pigeonpea, limited
information is available in different maturity
groups. The information available from literature
(Saxena and Sharma 1990) has been summarized
(Table 2.6) for the beneﬁt of the readers. For any
detailed information, the original research papers
need to be consulted. A perusal of the table
shows that both additive as well as non-additive
gene actions govern the key traits. For yield
enhancement in pigeonpea, both pure line and
hybrid breeding programs are in use.
2.10 Genomic Approaches
for Trait-Based Breeding
Breeding program in pigeonpea is expected to be
enriching through collaborative approaches
incorporating genomics interventions. Beneﬁts of
combining genomics tools with breeding have
been identiﬁed in a number of crop species
(Varshney et al. 2006). However, in the case of
Table 2.5 List of
important traits available in
secondary and tertiary gene
pools
Traits lacking in primary gene pool Potential donor species in secondary gene pool
High protein C. scarabaeoides
C. albicans
C. sericeous
Pod borer resistance C. scarabaeoides
Salinity tolerance C. sericeous
CMS inducing cytoplasm C. scarabaeoides
C. albicans
C. sericeous
Temperature-sensitive male
sterility
C. sericeous
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pigeonpea with few exceptions such as markers
for purity testing in hybrids and few preliminary
studies on marker trait associations, larger gains
from genomics have not realized. Successfully
applying genomics in harnessing the genetic
gains requires diverse genetic resources, trait
phenotyping, genomics tools, bioinformatics, and
proof of gene function in crop, i.e., proof of
concept. In order to implement genomics in
pigeonpea improvement two major milestones
have been achieved (1) understanding the desired
phenotypic traits in the ﬁeld (Table 2.7) and
(2) developed ample genomics resources
including draft genome sequence (Pazhamala
et al. 2015). Now, the further challenge is to
effectively combine different genomics approa-
ches, integrating information to maximize for
pigeonpea improvement. Once marker trait
associations established will provide
easy/accurate means of selection and transferring
desired traits in required genetic backgrounds.
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Wilt resistance Dominant gene ICPL 87119 1
SM resistance Genes from 3 races ICP 7035 1
Alterneria blight Recessive gene ICPL 366 4
Phytophthora blight Dominant gene Wild relatives 4
Waterlogging Dominant gene ICP 5028/MAL 15 2
High protein Recessive gene Wild relatives 3
Fertility restoration Dominant gene ICPL 87119 1
Cytoplasmic male sterility – ICPA 2039 1
Cleistogamous flower Recessive gene ICPL 99050 2
Obcordate leaves Recessive gene ICP 5277 2
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Abstract
Pigeonpea [Cajanus cajan (L.) Millspaugh] is an important legume crop
of the papilionaceae family. It is an often cross-pollinated crop, and
breeding principles of both self and cross-pollinated crops are highly
effective in its genetic enhancement. Pigeonpea is a hard woody shrub,
extensively adaptable to a range of soil types, temperature, and rainfall. It
has a deep taproot system extending up to two meters and can grow to a
height of four meters. Pigeonpea roots form a symbiotic association with
Brady rhizobium spp. and perform biological nitrogen ﬁxation. The
branching pattern of stem may vary from bush type to compact upright
type and is of determinate, semi-determinate, and non-determinate type
based on the flowering pattern. The primary leaves are simple, opposite,
and caduceus, while the latter ones are pinnately trifoliate with lanceolate
to elliptical leaflets. Pigeonpea flowers are zygomorphic, borne on
terminal or auxiliary racemes and are normally yellow in color with some
variations. It has ten stamens in diadelphous condition with light or dark
yellow anthers. The ovary is superior with a long style attached to a
thickened, incurved, and swollen stigma. Pigeonpea is an often
cross-pollinated crop with an average of 20% cross-pollination. The fruit
of pigeonpea is called pod, which is of various colors, with and without
deep constrictions. Seeds (with 20–22% proteins and amino acids) can be
round or lens shaped, in shades of white and brown color with yellow
color cotyledon. Pigeonpea is a widely consumed multi-utility pulse crop,
thus the knowledge about the crop botany is vital for modifying it
according to future challenges and goals.
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3.1 Introduction
Cajanus cajan, commonly known as pigeonpea,
is a multipurpose drought-tolerant crop cultivated
mainly for its edible seeds which are high in
dietary protein. It also has household importance
and a number of medicinal uses. Apart from
human consumption, it is also used as forage,
feed, and meal for animals, piggery, and ﬁshery.
Cajanus cajan is a natural barrier for soil erosion
and biological factory for ﬁxing atmospheric
nitrogen in soil. Globally, it is grown in more
than 80 countries but it is an important grain
legume in Asia (India and Myanmar) and Eastern
and Southern Africa (Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi,
Uganda, and Mozambique). Pigeonpea has a
unique place in Indian farming and India
accounts for about 68% of the global production.
It is the second most important pulse crop next to
chickpea, covering an area of 6.66 million hec-
tares in the world, with an average annual pro-
duction of 4.85 million tons. Its average
productivity is 728.5 kg ha−1. The major
pigeonpea growing area (5.06 m ha) is in India
with a production of 3.29 million tons with the
productivity of 649.9 kg ha−1 (FAO 2015). The
major states in terms of area and production are
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Karnataka, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana,
and Bihar.
Pigeonpea named by various vernacular
names viz., Guandul, poroto guandul, poro-
toparaguayo, sachacafé, falso café, arveja
(Argentina); pigeonpea (Australia); guando
(Brazil); mu dou (Chinese); pigeonpea, congo
pea, red gram (English); pois cajan, poisd’An-
gole, ambrevade (French); poisd’angole
(French-speaking West Africa); straucherbse
(German); Puerto Rican bean, pigeonpea
(Hawaii); red gram, tur, arhar, dal (India); frijol
de árbol (Mexico); Cumandái (Paraguay); ervilha
do Congo, feijão, guandu, ervilha de Angola
(Portuguese); cachito (spanish); mbaazi (Swa-
hili); duvart (Swedish); pigeonpea, angola pea
(United Kingdom); quinchoncho (Venezuela).
3.2 Origin and Geographical
Distribution
The name pigeonpea was ﬁrst used in Barbados
where pigeon were fed the seeds of Cajanus
cajan (Plukenet 1692). Based on the wide
genetic variability, Vavilov (1951) reported that
India is the center of origin for cultivated
pigeonpea and is also been widely cultivated in
many African countries, Egypt, and a bunch of
Asian countries since prehistoric times. Eastern
Africa was considered as center of origin of
pigeonpea by several workers owing to its
occurrence in wild form (Zeven and Zhukovsky
1975). Based on the occurrence of wild relatives
and diversity, van der Maesen (1980) inferred
that India is the primary center of origin and
Africa is the secondary center of origin for
pigeonpea. It is cultivated in wide range of alti-
tude (0–3000 m) (Ripperton and Hosaka 1942;
Krause 1921) and the Latitudinal limit is 30°
North and South. However, the optimal being
15–20° for most cultivars. Now it has been
acclimatized in several tropical and subtropical
countries of the world.
3.3 Taxonomical Hierarchy
The genus Cajanus belongs to the sub-tribe
Cajaninae, tribe Phaseoleae, sub-family Papil-
ionoideae, and family Papilionaceae. The genus
Cajanus has 11 related genera [(1) Rhynchosia
Lour., (2) Dunbaria W., (3) Dunbaria A.,
(4) Eriosema D., (5) Eriosema C., (6) Reichenb,
(7) Flemingia Roxb. Ex Aiton., (8) Paracalyx
Roxb. Ali, (9) Adenodolichos, (10) Baukea, and
(11) Carissoa (Mallikarjuna et al. 2011)] and 32
species; (18 species are endemic to Asia, 13 to
Australia, and one to West Africa De
1974; Maesen 1980).
It is postulated that the cultivated pigeonpea
originated from Cajanus cajanifolius by selec-
tion for size and vigor of the plant, non-shattering
pods, and larger seed size. However, the
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cultivated Cajanus cajan differs from Cajanus
cajanifolius in floral morphology, pod and seed
color, and 100 seed mass (Mallikarjuna et al.
2012).
Based on the genetic cross-compatibility the
species of Cajanus cajan are distributed into
primary gene pool (GP1), which includes the all
available germplasm and C. cajanifolius. It is
freely crossable with the cultivated types and
produces fertile hybrids. While the 10 Cajanus
species that are cross-compatible with C. cajan
form the secondary gene pool (GP2), the rest of
the species, which do not cross with C. cajan, are
placed in the tertiary gene pool (GP3) (Rem-
anandan 1990) Table 3.1.
3.4 Botanical Descriptors
When pigeonpea seed is sown under optimal
moisture and temperature (29 °C–36 °C), the
testa of the seed splits open near the micropyle
on the second day. The tip of the radical elon-
gates and emerges from the seed coat. Hypocotyl
appears as an arch on the third day and continues
to grow upward. The hypocotyl turns light pur-
ple. The seedling epicotyl elongates three to
seven centimeters before the ﬁrst trifoliate leaf
emerges (Reddy 1990). Likewise, the tender
seedling grows and gives rise to an erect woody
shrub. The plant shows considerable variations in
height, ranging from one to four meters with
Table 3.1 Gene pool
system of Cajanus cajan
Gene pool Species
GP1 1) C. cajan (L.) Millsp., C. cajanifolius
GP2 1) C. acutifolius (F. von Muell.) van der Maese
2) C. albicans (W. & A.) van der Maesen
3) C. cajanifolius (Haines) van der Maesen
4) C. lanceolatus (W. V. Fitzg.) van der Maesen
5) C. latisepalus (Reynolds and Pedley) van der Maesen
6) C. lineatus (W. & A.) van der Maesen
7) C. sericeus (Benth. ex Bak.) van der Maesen
8) C. trinervius (D.C.) van der Maesen
9) C. scarabaeoides (L.) Thouars
10) C. reticulates (Dryander) F. von Muell
GP3 1) C. aromaticus van der Maesen
2) C. cinereus (F. von Muell) F. von Muell
3) C. crassicaulis van der Maesen
4) C. crassus (Prain ex. King) van der Maesen
5) C. elongatus (Benth.) van der Maesen
6) C. grandiflorus (Benth. ex Bak.) van der Maesen
7) C. goensis Dalz
8) C. heynei (W. & A.) van der Maesen
9) C. kerstingii Harms
10) C. lanceolatus (W. V. Fitzg.) van der Maese,
11) C. lanuginosus van der Maesen
12) C. mareebensis (Reynolds and Pedley) van der Maesen
13) C. marmoratus (R. Br. ex Benth.) F. von Muell
14) C. mollis (Benth.) van der Maesen
15) C. niveus (Benth.) van der Maesen
16) C. platycarpus (Benth.) van der Maesen
17) C. pubescence (Ewart & Morrison) van der Maesen
18) C. rugosus (W. & A.) van der Maesen
19) C. villous (Benth. ex. Bak.) van der Maesen
20) C. viscidus van der Maesen
21) C. volubilis (Blanco)
22) C. convertiflorus F. von Muell.
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taproots that extend up to two meters into the
soil. In most of the types, branching begins from
the sixth to the tenth node, i.e., from 15 to
20 centimeters above the ground and covers with
full-fledged lush green foliage (Fig. 3.1). The
comprehensive botanical description of main
parts of pigeonpea plant is given below.
3.4.1 Root System
Under optimal conditions, root growth starts on
second day after sowing. Splitting of the testa
takes place near the micropyle and radicle
emerges and elongation starts from the seed coat.
Cambial activity results in secondary thickening
(Bisen and 1981). Pigeonpea root system pos-
sesses taproot in central with numerous lateral
and secondary branches. The taproot becomes
thick and woody (Fig. 3.2). The length and
spread of the root system is governed by the
varietal characters. The erect types produce
deeper and penetrating roots where as the
spreading ones have shallower and spreading
root system (Mahta and Dave 1931). Depending
on the varieties, roots may grow deep more than
two meters in the soil.
Pigeonpea is nodulated by the cowpea group
of rhizobia (Brady rhizobium spp.) and forms
rhizobia-symbiotic system, mainly on the upper
30 cm of the root system takes active
participation. Nodulation starts approximately
15 days after sowing and continues up to
120 days. It declines toward pod ﬁlling stage
(Kumar Rao 1990). Meristematic zone anchors
the development of nodules (Bisen and Sheldrake
1981). The shape of nodules may be oval, elon-
gate, or spherical, and the size varies from 2 to
4 mm. The rhizobia-symbiotic systems play a
signiﬁcant role in improving the fertility and
productivity of low nitrogen (N) soils of arid and
semi-arid regions and in turn act as a biological
factory for N (Sheldrake and Narayanan
1979; Hamdi 1999).
3.4.2 Stem
The nodes are connected by the primary vascular
tissues organized into strands, and each strand is
associated with a ridge on the stem (Bisen and
Sheldrake 1981). Starch accumulation will be
noticed in xylem parenchyma and medullary rays
during vegetative phase, and during reproductive
phase, these will be mobilized for pod develop-
ment (Sheldrake 1984).
3.4.3 Branches
The branching pattern in pigeonpea depends on
genotype, habitat, and spacing of the plants.
Fig. 3.1 Full-grown pigeonpea plant
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Wider spacing may form a bush and at narrow
spacing may remain compact and upright. For
agronomic purposes, pigeonpea plants can be
grouped as compact (erect), semi-spreading
(semi-erect), and spreading types. Based on the
flowering pattern, it may be determinate or
non-determinate (Fig. 3.3b). The determinate
type completes the vegetative phase and then
enters into the reproductive phase. In this type,
the apical bud of the main shoot develops into an
inflorescence, and the sequence of inflorescence
production is basipetal (developing in the direc-
tion of base). The non-determinate type shows
continuous vegetative and reproductive phases.
In this type, the flowering starts at nodes behind
the apex and proceeds both acropetally and
basipetally. Another group is semi-determinate
between the determinate and non-determinate
types. It includes late-maturing genotypes where
branching starts from different angles, but most
of the pods are at the upper region of the plant.
3.4.4 Leaves
The leaf shape in pigeonpea varied form lance-
olate to elliptical in shape. The leaflets are borne
on a rachis, which is swollen at the base (pulvi-
nus). The leaf sizes vary from 6 to 17 cm in
length and are about the same width. The rachis
varies from 2 to 4 cm, and the terminal leaflets
are 4–8 cm by 2–3.5 cm. The lateral leaflets are
slightly smaller. There is genetic variability in the
size, shape, and color of the leaves. The leaves
are pubescent with more on the lower than the
upper surface. The hair types are simple or
glandular. The latter are spherical and contain a
yellow oily material, probably responsible for the
fragrance of pigeonpea plants (Bisen and Shel-
drake 1981).
3.4.5 Inflorescence
In most cultivars, flowers are borne on terminal
or auxiliary racemes (4–12 cm) and are carried
on a long peduncle (Fig. 3.4a). The raceme
inflorescence forms a terminal panicle in
non-determinate types and as corymb-shape
bunch in the determinate types. These are
grouped together at the end of branches in late
types and distributed along the branches in early,
medium, and indeterminate types (Sharma and
Green 1980). The number of racemes plant−1 in
the pigeonpea world collections ranged from 6 to
915 (Remanandan et al, 1988). Flowering pro-
ceeds acropetally (in the direction of apex) both
within the raceme and on the branch.
Nodule
Fig. 3.2 Pigeonpea root system (a) nodules on the root branches
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Woody green stem Woody purple stem
Non-determinate branching Determinate branching
Lanceolate leaf Obcordate leaf 
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3.3 a Woody stem of
pigeonpea. b Different growth
habit types in pigeonpea.
c Trifoliate leaf of pigeonpea
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Flower buds on peduncle Close up view 
Full open Flower 
(a) (b)
(c)
(d) (e)
Bract of pigeonpea
Calyx
Fig. 3.4 a and b Flower buds and Full bloom flower of pigeonpea. c Dissected flower and Streak pattern of standard
petal. d Bract of pigeonpea. e Calyx
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3.4.6 Flowers
The flowers (Fig. 3.4a, b) are clustered at the top
of the peduncle. The peduncles are 1–8 cm long.
Flowers are normally yellow, however; the main
color of the petals could be ivory (green–yellow
group 1), light yellow (yellow group 6D), yellow
(yellow–orange group 14A), and orange–yellow
(orange–red group 31A). Color of streaks on
dorsal side of the vexillum (flag) and second color
of the wings and keel petals could be red (red
group 45 A) or purple (grayed–purple group
186A) (Royal Horticultural Society). The streaks
pattern of second color on the dorsal side of the
flag (standard petal) ranges from no/sparse streaks
to dense/uniform coverage of streaks (Fig. 3.4c).
The bracts (Fig. 3.4d) are small with a thick
middle nerve. They are ovate-lanceolate with
hairy margins and curved inward to form a
boat-like structure to enclose one-to-three young
lateral buds. The pedicel is thin, 5–15 mm long,
and covered with hair. The flowers are mostly
yellow and papilionaceous or completely bisexual
and zygomorphic (Sundaraj and Thulasidas
1980). The calyx is gamosepalous with ﬁve lobes.
The calyx tube is campanulate (bell-shaped) with
nerved teeth. The upper two teeth are sub-connate.
The lower three are free and spreading (Fig. 3.4e).
The upper lobes are paired, free or partly free, and
the lower one is the longest.
Corolla: The corolla is zygomorphic
(yoke-shaped flowers symmetrical about one
plane) and bright yellow. The petals are imbri-
cate and of three prominent types; the standard,
wings, and a keel. The standard is broad, large,
auricled, and erect (Fig. 3.5a). The wings are
obliquely obovate with an incurved claw
(Fig. 3.5b). The keel petals are obtuse (round)
incurved and boat shaped (Fig. 3.5c). The keel
covers the androecium (stamens) and gynoecium
(female organs) of the flower.
Androecium: The two halves of the anthers
are joined by a relatively large, sterile connective
tube that is basi ﬁxed. The anthers are light or
dark yellow, dorsi ﬁxed. Of the 10 stamens, four
have short ﬁlaments and six, including a poste-
rior one, have long ﬁlaments. The short anthers
have blunt lobes and the long ones pointed lobes.
The pollen produced by short stamens is gener-
ally used for self-fertilization (Bahadur et al.
1981).
Gynoecium: The ovary is superior, subsessile,
flattened dorsoventrally along with style
(Fig. 3.5e). It has a very short stalk, densely
pubescent, and glandular punctate (dotted or
pitted) with two to nine ovules, marginal pla-
centation, monocarpellary, and unilocular. The
style is long, ﬁliform, upturned beyond the
middle region, and glabrous. It is attached to a
thickened, incurved, and capitate (swollen)
stigma.
3.5 Pollination
Pigeonpea is an often cross-pollinated crop ran-
ges from 3 to 40%. In a fully developed bud,
anthers surround the stigma and dehisce a day
before the flower opens. Anthesis in pigeonpea
starts from 06.00 h and continues till 16.00 h.
The peak anthesis period recorded is between
09.00 and 10.00 h (Sharma and Green 1980).
The duration of flower opening also depends on
the weather and environment. This varies from 6
to 36 h. Fertilization occurs on the day of
pollination.
3.6 Pod/Fruit Development
The fruit of pigeonpea is a pod. During the ﬁrst
week of anthesis, the endosperm undergoes rapid
development. The nuclei take up a parietal
position, forming a large vacuole in the center of
the embryo sac. The embryo sac elongates at the
chalazal region and forms a haustorium. The
haustorium penetrates into the nucellar tissue.
This is instrumental in absorbing food material
that is used by the developing embryo. In the
cotyledons, synthesis of starch and protein starts
about 17 days after pollination and continues for
14 days (Sehgal et al. 1987). In each raceme, 1–5
pods may mature, rarely up to 10. Pods are of
various colors (Fig. 3.6); green, purple, dark
purple, or mixed green and purple. The seeds per
pod range from two to seven, and sometimes up
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to nine. The seeds are in separate locules, and the
cross-walls develop during the ﬁrst week after
fertilization. The pod wall develops more rapidly
than the young seeds. Seed development is vis-
ible 7 days after pollination. A pod is formed
15–20 days after fertilization. Seeds reach
physiological maturity in 30 days and are ready
for harvest at lower moisture content in 40 days
(Rao and Rao 1974). There is little or no shat-
tering of mature pods in the ﬁeld.
(f) Schematic detail view of androecium and gynoecium 
(a) Standard Petal
(b) Wing Petal
(c) Keel Petal
(d) & (e) Close up 
view of androecium 
and gynoecium
(d) & (e) 
androecium and 
gynoecium 
together
Fig. 3.5 a Standard Petal. b Wing Petal. c Keel Petal. d and e androecium and gynoecium together. d and e Close up
view of androecium and gynoecium. f Schematic detail view of androecium and gynoecium
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3.7 Seeds
Seeds are round or lens shaped, the color of the
seed coat varies from dirty white to silver white,
light brown to chestnut brown, dark mottled
brown and pinkish black, and the cotyledons are
yellow colored (Fig. 3.7). The seed is orthodox
and can be stored for long term under frozen
condition. The seed coat color is relatively trivial
character, but it is a consistent feature of
pigeonpea evolution that lighter colored testae
have consistently been favored in selection. This
is frequently the case even when the testa is
removed as in the preparation of split peas.
3.8 Chemotaxonomy
and Biochemistry
The most productive chemotaxonomic studies
carried out to date are those of Ladizinsky and
Hamel (1980) and Singh et al. (1981) using
electrophoresis. The seed protein separation
patterns produced was generally similar in
Cajanus and former Atylosia species, conﬁrming
congeneric. It was also observed that species
which had been successfully crossed with
pigeonpea had more closely similar patterns than
those which failed to cross. Variation within the
pigeonpea was also found to be less than
between itself and C. cajanifolius, the most
similar wild species.
Pigeonpea seeds are made up of 85% cotyle-
dons, 14% seed coat, and about 1% embryo, and
contain a variety of dietary nutrients (Table 3.2).
The cotyledons are rich in carbohydrates (66.7%)
while a major proportion (about 50%) of seed
protein is located in embryo. About one-third of
seed coat is made up of ﬁber. The quantities of
important sulfur-containing amino acids such as
methionine and cystine range around 1%, and
they are present in cotyledons and embryo, while
calcium is predominantly present in seed coat
and embryo (Saxena et al. 2010). In the review of
Toms and Western (1971), its seed is reported as
being free of measurable hemagglutinating
activity; Liener (1982), in a review of literature
Fig. 3.6 Pigeonpea pods are
of various colors and sizes
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Fig. 3.7 Different colors and
sizes of pigeonpea seeds
Table 3.2 Nutrient
composition in green seed,
mature seed, and dal of
pigeonpea
Constituent/cooking time Green seed Mature seed Dal
Protein (%) 21.0 18.8 24.6
Protein digestibility (%) 66.8 58.5 60.5
Trypsin inhibitor (units mg−1) 2.8 9.9 13.5
Soluble sugars (%) 5.1 3.1 5.2
Flatulence factors
(g 100 g−1soluble sugar)
10.3 53.5 –
Crude ﬁber (%) 8.2 6.6 1.2
Fat (%) 2.3 1.9 1.6
Minerals and trace elements (mg 100 g−1)
Calcium 94.6 120.8 16.3
Magnesium 113.7 122.0 78.9
Copper 1.4 1.3 1.3
Iron 4.6 3.9 2.9
Zinc 2.5 2.3 3.0
Cooking time (min) 13 53 18
(Table re-rewritten from Saxena et al. 2010)
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on legume seed toxins and anti-metabolites,
mentions the pigeonpea solely on account of a
very low cyanide content.
3.9 Ecological Requirement
Cajanus cajan is hard woody shrub, widely
adaptable to a range of soil types, temperature
and rainfall. Pigeonpea can tolerate the temper-
atures as high as 35 °C. However, it can be killed
by heavy frost. An average annual rainfall
between 600 and 1000 mm is most suitable.
Perhaps, it can be grown in humid areas, even
over 2500 mm of rainfall and is renowned for its
drought tolerance. It gives economic yield of
seeds in areas where rainfall averages about
400 mm annually. Although it cannot withstand
waterlogging, it can be grown in a wide range of
soils, as it tolerates low fertility. Some cultivars
are tolerant of salinity and aluminum toxicity.
A pH range of 4.5–8.4 is tolerated.
3.10 Conclusion
Cajanus cajan is the only cultivated species
domesticated from the genus Cajanus. It is the
unique jewel in rain-fed cropping systems (as
sole and intercrop) across the globe. Rich source
of protein complements well for a balanced diet
with cereals. Versatile use of pigeonpea for
human livelihood brought up it as a crop of main
land. Pigeonpea is a ‘Kalpavriksha’ for arid and
semi-arid region farmers of the world. Therefore,
knowing detailed botany of the crop helps the
researchers to modify according to the needs of
the future.
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4Wide Crossing Technologyfor Pigeonpea Improvement
Nalini Mallikarjuna, Rachit K. Saxena, M. Byre Gowda
and Rajeev K. Varshney
Abstract
Pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan Millsp,) has ample genetic and genomic
information now. It is endowed with rich germplasm in different gene
pools. One of the easiest material to use in those are in the primary gene
pool, which are closely related to cultivated pigeonpea. It is observed that
species placed beyond the primary gene pool are a rich source of genetic
variation. They contribute beneﬁcial traits to pigeonpea such as pest or
disease resistance, resistance to abiotic stresses, cytoplasmic male sterile
systems (CMS) leading to yield improvement, and some novel traits such
as homozygous pigeonpea lines. To effectively utilize the immense
variation present in the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary gene pool of
pigeonpea, a thorough knowledge of crossability and concerted effort is
essential.
4.1 Introduction
Genetic variability is the foundation for any
breeding program, and breeders look for useful
traits ﬁrst within the primary gene pool and if
unsuccessful, then look for the genes available
withinwild relative of the crop species. Thesewild
species, crossable or non-crossable, may carry
genes which may have been lost during natural
selection and/or breeding for key economic traits.
Mining and utilization of the required trait(s) from
wild species is resource intensive, and its success
depends on the individual breeder’s knowledge,
efforts and resources. There are many examples
where genes for diseases, insect, quality, etc., have
been identiﬁed and used in breeding for stability
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and developing new genetic system such as male
sterility. The development of technologies such as
transformation, somatic hybridization,
tissue/embryo culture has made it possible to uti-
lize genes from the wild species separated by vast
hybridization barriers.
In recent time, the change in agricultural
environment is making subsistence agriculture
more difﬁcult and unpredictable. To overcome
such threats as drought, high temperature, and
emergence of new biotypes of insects and dis-
eases necessitates the search of new genes from
the germplasm. The wild species have greater
probability of harboring the genes which can
sustain the climate changes because over the time
they have survived under diverse environments
and may carry special survival mechanisms, not
available among the cultivated types. Pigeonpea
belongs to the subtribe Cajaninae which contains
13 genera. The earlier taxonomists considered
genus Atylosia and Cajanus different but closely
related. Subsequently, van der Maesen (1980)
merged the two genera together and identiﬁed as
genus Cajanus. At present therefore, this genus
contains 32 species. Of these, 18 are endemic to
Asia, 13 to Australia, and one to Western Africa.
The other related genera are Rhynchosia, Dun-
baria, Flemingia, Paracalyx, Eriosema, Aden-
odolichos, Bolusafra, Carissoa, Chrysoscias,
and Baukea (van der Maesen 1986).
Pigeonpea originated about 3500 years ago,
and its landraces contain a lot of variability
(Remanadan 1990), but the recent genomics
studies showed lack of genetic diversity within
primary gene pool, and this is a matter of concern
to breeders engaged in the genetic improvement
of the crop. Hence, the viable option appears to
be the utilization of its wild relatives from sec-
ondary, tertiary, and quaternary gene pools using
appropriate gene transfer techniques.
4.2 Primary Gene Pool
Considerable progress has been made in
pigeonpea improvement by using variability
within the cultivated species. In spite of the large
germplasm collection in the primary gene pool, it
is not widely used (Wright 1997) as information
on the presence of useful traits is not easily
available and necessitating an extended period of
research whenever utilized (Goodman 1990). To
overcome these issues, core and mini core col-
lections have been developed (Upadhyaya et al.
2006). Variation within the primary gene pool is
of importance as they are easy to use with
quicker gains and can be directly released as
cultivars. Progress has been made in the utiliza-
tion of material from the primary gene pool.
Varieties BDN-1 and Maruthi are selections from
pure-line breeding which are popular even today
(Bantilan and Joshi 1996). Development of high
yielding varieties such as ICPL 87, ICPL 151,
Prabhat, T 21, Pusa Ageti, CO 5, and JA 3 has
also been reported (Singh et al. 2005). In
pigeonpea, 57 ancestors were used to develop 47
varieties. The top 10 ancestors contributed 48%
to the genetic base of the released varieties
(Kumar et al. 2003), thus narrowing the genetic
base of the crop.
4.3 Secondary Gene Pool
Compatible wild relatives of pigeonpea which
are placed in the secondary gene pool do not
need specialized techniques in the crossability
experiments in majority of the cases, with a few
exceptions (Mallikarjuna et al. 2011a).
4.3.1 Cytoplasmic Male Sterile
Systems
Cytoplasmic male sterile systems were devel-
oped for pigeonpea exploiting the
cross-pollination mechanism and utilizing wild
Cajanus species. So far, nine CMS systems have
been reported utilizing wild relatives of pigeon-
pea (Mallikarjuna et al. 2012; Srikanth et al.
2015). Of these, seven have been developed
utilizing wild relatives from secondary gene pool
as the female parent. Two systems have culti-
vated pigeonpea cytoplasm with the utilization of
wild species as the male parent (Mallikarjuna and
Saxena 2005; Srikanth et al. 2015).
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4.3.2 Cleistogamy
Insect-aided natural outcrossing in pigeonpea is a
universal event (Saxena et al. 2016), and it leads
to rapid contamination of pure lines. The breeders
were on the lookout for a genetic trait that could
protect the genetic purity at no cost basis. Saxena
et al. (1992) discovered a floral modiﬁcation that
inhibits cross-pollination under open ﬁelds.
This trait, selected from the cross C. cajan 
C. lineatus and identiﬁed as “partially cleistoga-
mous” flower, restricts natural outcrossing to less
than 1%. This trait is controlled by a single
recessive gene and thus easy to handle in pedigree
breeding programs. Its stability across the envi-
ronments makes it an ideal trait for incorporation
in future cultivars.
4.3.3 High Protein
High protein breeding lines were developed from
C. sericeus, C. albicans, and C. scarabaeoides.
Signiﬁcant positive correlation between seed size
and protein content was observed in lines derived
from C. scarabaeoides. Lines HPL 2, HPL 7,
HPL 40, and HPL 51 are some of the high pro-
tein and high seed weight lines derived from wild
species (Saxena et al. 1987). More recently,
crosses between pigeonpea and C. acutifolius
yielded progeny with high seed weight. High
seed weight accompanied by beige seed color is a
desirable trait (Jadhav et al. 2012).
4.3.4 Insect Resistance
C. acutifolius, a wild relative from secondary
gene pool and native of Australia, can be crossed
with pigeonpea as a one-way cross. The recip-
rocal cross using C. acutifolius as the female
parent aborts to give rise to immature seeds. In
vitro, interventions are necessary to obtain hybrid
plants (Mallikarjuna and Saxena 2002).
Advanced generation population from the cross
utilizing C. acutifolius as the pollen parent has
shown resistance for pod borer damage
(Mallikarjuna et al. 1997; Jadhav et al. 2012),
variation for seed color, and high seed weight.
Some of the lines showed high level of resistance
to pod borers, pod fly, and bruchid under
unprotected ﬁeld conditions (Jadhav et al. 2012).
Bruchid resistance (Jadhav et al. 2012) is an
important trait for pigeonpea seeds under storage
as resistance to the pest has not been observed in
cultivated pigeonpea.
Another species from secondary gene pool,
namely C. lanceolatus, was crossed successfully
with cultivated pigeonpea at ICRISAT and pro-
geny lines developed (Srikanth et al. 2013). F1
hybrids flowered but some of the hybrids were
pollen sterile, and in the rest of the hybrids, pollen
fertility varied from 25 to 55%. All the hybrids
were female fertile. Progeny lines developed from
the cross were screened for bruchid resistance.
Bruchid growth and survival was inhibited in the
lines derived from C. lanceolatus. Some of the
lines showed delayed bruchid growth and delayed
life cycle thus showing antibiosis mechanism of
resistance to bruchids. Lines were screened for
protein content, and some of the lines showed
higher protein content than both their parents.
Further, biochemical analysis showed higher
content of proteinase inhibitor activity in some of
the lines (Srikanth et al. 2017). Previously,
Satishkumar (1985) had attempted crossing
pigeonpea with C. lanceolatus but obtained ster-
ile hybrids which did not flower and remained in
the vegetative stage.
4.3.5 Water Logging
Some of the advance generation lines derived
from C. acutifolius were screened for water
logging by germinating them and later growing
them under water logged conditions. A few lines
grew under water logged conditions, and for-
mation of lenticels was observed in the region
above the water surface. The region gave rise to
roots which entered the soil through the water
surface. This shows that some of these lines may
survive water logged conditions as seen in some
pigeonpea lines (Hingane et al. 2015).
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4.4 Tertiary Gene Pool
There are 20 wild species in the tertiary gene
pool of pigeonpea (Mallikarjuna et al. 2011a).
Until now, two wild Cajanus species from this
gene pool have been successfully crossed and
traits of interest transferred (Mallikarjuna et al.
2011b). Cajanus platycarpus was successfully
crossed utilizing hormone-aided pollinations and
in vitro interventions (Mallikarjuna et al. 2011a)
to obtain hybrids. Progeny lines showed varia-
tion for days to flower, growth habit, seed weight
and number, seed color, resistance to pod borer,
pod fly, bruchids, fusarium, and sterility mosaic
disease and CMS (Mallikarjuna et al. 2011b,
2012). Some chasmogamous lines (Cherian
et al., 2006) were identiﬁed in CMS lines, a trait
favoring total cross-pollination. Hence, utilizing
C. platycarpus not only broadened the genetic
base of pigeonpea but it was possible to intro-
gress useful traits.
More recently, another species from tertiary
gene pool, namely C. volubilis, was crossed with
pigeonpea (Mallikarjuna et al. 2014). In F2 gen-
eration, extra short duration lines were recovered
in 2011. These lines flowered earlier than the
short duration cultivar ICPL 85010 which was
the female parent of the cross. Dwarf growth
habit coupled with determinate and
semi-determinate plants was observed. In the
determinate types, the number of pods per
inflorescence and the number of inflorescence
was more than that observed in the extra-early
and determinate cultivar MN5. Allele-speciﬁc
marker assay developed for the SNP (T/A) was
used to genotype 21 F2 progeny derived from C.
volubilis. Two bands (one common band
(848 bp) and one allele-speciﬁc band
(734 bp/167 bp) appeared in all the samples. The
degenerated common primers (TFL1_PCR_CF
and TFL1_PCR_CR) ampliﬁed 848 bp-speciﬁc
fragment, speciﬁc for determinate types, among
all genotypes (Mir et al. 2014). As short duration
is a desirable trait in pigeonpea improvement,
and there is an emphasis to look for this trait
while breeding for better pigeonpea especially
for higher altitudes and latitudes. Although early
flowering with short stature is available in
cultivated pigeonpea germplasm, the source
identiﬁed in C. volubilis derivatives may have a
different genetic background, as C. volubilis is a
tertiary gene pool species.
4.5 Quaternary Gene Pool
There are 11 related genera, namely Rhynchosia,
Flemingia, Dunbaria, Erisema, Paracalyx,
Adenodolichos, Bolusafra, Carissoa, Chrysos-
cias, and Baukea including Cajanus under the
subtribe Cajaninae. Many of these genera are
classiﬁed as underexploited legumes. Rhincosia
is one such example as it harbors important
nutritional and therapeutic properties (Drabu
et al. 2011), with the presence of phytochemicals
such as alkaloids, glycosides, anthraquinones,
carotenoids, coumarins, dihydrochalcones, fatty
acids, flavonoids, steroids and triterpenoids
(Bakshu and Venkataraju 2001). Some species of
Rhynchosia are used in human and animal diet
(Oke et al. 1995). Many of the tribal communi-
ties in India soak the seeds in water and consume
the seeds after boiling and decanting many times
to get rid of unwanted constituents (Murthy and
Emmanuel 2011). Many of the Rhynchosia spe-
cies are known to exhibit antitumor and thus
curative properties. Normally, during cancer
treatment iron deﬁciency and anemia are major
issues. It was observed that treatment with
Rhynchosia seeds restored hemoglobin
(Hb) count, RBC and WBC count to normal
levels. These traits are also important in the
treatment of dengue fever, an ailment caused by a
variety of mosquito bite. With the interest in
dietary flavonoids, suppression of cancer, and
treatment in dengue fever, progeny lines devel-
oped from pigeonpea and Rhynchosia cross
would be an asset in pigeonpea improvement.
None of the genera in the quaternary gene
pool have been successfully crossed with
pigeonpea until now. Among the genera in the
quaternary gene pool, Rhynchosia was selected
to initiate crossing/introgression/gene transfer
experiments as it had many desirable properties
as listed above. It was possible to successfully
cross Rhynchosia with pigeonpea through
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hormone-aided pollinations (Mallikarjuna et al.
2014). The success rate of crossing Rhynchosia
was low not exceeding 1–2%, but it was possible
to obtain hybrids. Screening the hybrids with
molecular markers conﬁrmed the hybridity
(Mallikarjuna et al. 2014). Although the initial
process of crossing Rhynchosia with pigeonpea
was challenging, nevertheless, hybrids were
obtained. They were fertile, and it was possible
to obtain self and backcross progenies. Experi-
ments to screen and study the progeny lines for
different traits/constraints are in progress.
4.6 Diversity in Expression of Traits
Due to Alien Introgression
4.6.1 Segregation of Traits Following
Mendelian Pattern
of Inheritance
Wild relatives from secondary gene pool cross
with cultigen following the Mendelian pattern of
inheritance. This meant the F1 produced, broadly
showed the expression of both the parental spe-
cies in the ratio of 1:1. When the F1 was back-
crossed the recurrent parent, the progeny lines
segregated to traits in the ratio of 3:1, again
following the Mendelian pattern of segregation.
Similar results were observed when a tertiary
gene pool species C. platycarpus was crossed
with the cultigen (Mallikarjuna et al. 2011b)
DArT analysis of the BC4F1 lines, where the
recurrent parent was the cultigen, showed that it
followed the Mendelian pattern of inheritance in
having approx. 94% C. cajan genome/DNA, and
the remaining was that of C. platycarpus (Mal-
likarjuna et al. 2011a).
4.6.2 Segregation Pattern Showing
Genomic Dominance
Cajanus volubilis, a wild relative in the tertiary
gene pool of pigeonpea, produced F1 hybrids
when crossed with the cultigen (Mallikarjuna
et al. 2014). The F1 hybrid showed traits of both
the parental species, i.e., of both C. volubilis and
the cultigen, and the hybridity was further con-
ﬁrmed by molecular SSR analysis (Mallikarjuna
et al. 2014). F1 hybrid was selfed to produce F2
progeny lines. All the plants from F2 onward
showed genomic disequilibrium by resembling
the cultigen with respect to morphological traits.
None of the plants had any morphological traits
or characters of C. volubilis. Molecular analysis
of F2 plants conﬁrmed that they resembled the
cultigen. Such a phenomenon has not been
observed in pigeonpea-wide crosses using com-
patible wild relatives from secondary gene pool
(Mallikarjuna and Saxena 2002). Genomic
asymmetry was observed in the present cross as
distantly related genomes of Cajanus, i.e., of the
cultigen and that of C. volubilis, were brought
together for the ﬁrst time through hybridization.
Bringing together distantly related genomes
involves radical and rapid mode of speciation by
means of interspeciﬁc hybridization. It has been
observed in wheat when different genomes were
brought together there was predominance of one
genome over the other (Flagel et al. 2009; Rapp
et al. 2009). In wheat A and B genome hybrids,
B genome exhibited more or higher marker
polymorphism than the A genome (Chao et al.
1989). Genome-wide transcriptome analysis in
synthetic Arabidopsis allotetraploids showed that
expression patterns from one genome could be
dominant over the other (Wang et al. 2006a,
2006b). Pumphery et al. (2009) observed that
some of the genes were similar to one of the
parental genomes in synthetic hexaploid wheat.
In C. volubilis progeny lines too, predominant
expression of one of the parental genome over
the other was observed and this can be explained
taking examples of wheat, Arabidopsis, etc., that
when distantly related genomes are brought
together, there is silencing of the expression of
the other genome completely or partially,
although the DNA from the other parent is pre-
sent, at least for many of the morphological traits,
female parental genome expression is obvious.
Genome asymmetry has been observed not
only for the expression of morphological traits
but for other important traits, in a few crops when
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different genomes are brought together by
hybridization. Genome asymmetry in the control
of storage proteins has been observed in wheat
(levy et al. 1988). In Gossypium hirsutum, gen-
ome asymmetry was found in the accumulation
of seed storage proteins (Hu et al. 2011). Gen-
ome asymmetry in the control of agronomic,
disease, and pest resistance traits has also been
observed in wheat (Feldman et al. 2012).
There were unsuccessful attempts in the past
to cross pigeonpea with C. volubilis pollen
(Pundir and Singh 1985). This is the ﬁrst report
of successful interspeciﬁc hybridization between
pigeonpea and C. volubilis. Morphological traits
of the F1 hybrid were more skewed toward the
female parent, and such phenomenon is not new
when distant genomes are made to come together
through wide hybridization. Molecular analysis
conﬁrmed its hybridity. C. volubilis is a wild
relative of pigeonpea placed in its tertiary gene
pool (Mallikarjuna et al. 2011b; Bohra et al.
2010). Genomic studies have also shown its
distant relationship with cultivated pigeonpea
(Pangaluri et al. 2007). Genome-wide transcrip-
tion analysis in synthetic Arabidopsis allote-
traploids showed that expression patterns from
one genome could be dominant over the other
genome (Wang et al. 2006a, 2006b). Pumphery
et al. (2009) found that a small percentage of
hybrids between wheat and synthetic hexaploids
was similar to one of the parents. We report for
the ﬁrst time in pigeonpea that such a phe-
nomenon is taking place in the hybrid between C.
cajan (cultivated pigeonpea) and C. volubilis
with the morphology of the F2 hybrids skewed
toward the female parent. Genetic control in
storage proteins has been observed in allopoly-
ploid wheat. Galili and Feldman (1984) showed
that inactivation of endosperm protein is brought
about by an inter-genomic suppression. Wheat
genome-driven control of some agronomic, pest,
and disease resistance was observed in wheat.
Peng et al. (2000) observed that R-gene cluster in
the B genome of wheat and high marker clus-
tering in the B genome than the A genome is the
result of expression of genome asymmetry. The
explanation for ability of one genome to suppress
the activity of genes in another in newly formed
hybrids with different genomes may be to pre-
vent defective organ formation/phenotype. This
may be a protective mechanism to obtain viable
plants.
4.7 Development of Homozygous
Lines
4.7.1 Tissue Culture
Haploids are plants that contain gametic number
(n) of chromosomes. Haploids and consequent
production of “double haploids” (DH), obtained
by doubling of chromosomes either sponta-
neously or induced via chemical methods, have
since been applied to many crop improvement
programs, and protocols are available for more
than 200 plant species (Bhojwani and Razdan
1996). DH is the fastest route to obtaining
homozygosity and can be developed in a single
laboratory-based generation. They are equivalent
to inbred lines developed by conventional
breeding program requiring 6–7 generations of
selﬁng to achieve satisfactory level of homozy-
gosity (Mallikarjuna et al. 2005). Owing to their
homozygous and true breeding nature, they are
of importance in plant breeding. But legumes are
considered to be recalcitrant to DH production
with a few successful examples such as Med-
icago truncatula (Lanas et al. 2006), Glycine
max (Moraes et al. 2004), Pisum sativum (Ochatt
et al. 2009), and Lupinus angustifolius (Kozak
et al. 2012).
Except for one report (Kaur and Bhalla 1998),
haploid/doubled haploids have not been reported
in pigeonpea in spite of multiple and concerted
efforts later on. Homozygous or pure lines have
gene sets which are exactly identical or two
identical haploid genomes. Homozygous lines or
doubled haploid plants once developed will be of
great signiﬁcance in pigeonpea, which is a par-
tially cross-pollinated crop. Cross-pollination
induces variability which is a desirable trait in
pigeonpea, but not always. In certain breeding
experiments such as CMS (cytoplasmic male
sterility), variability or heterozygosity is not
desirable in the development of restorers and to
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exploit heterosis. Homozygosity can be achieved
by anther culture, but this technology does not
work for pigeonpea in spite of concerted and
repeated efforts (Croser et al. 2006).
4.7.2 Wide Crosses
Utilizing related genera Rhincosia, it has been
possible to obtain hybrids between Rhyncosia
species and cultivated pigeonpea (Mallikarjuna
et al. 2014). Although the F1 was a true hybrid,
subsequent generation progenies resembled
pigeonpea. Molecular analysis of F2 progeny
lines revealed complete homozygosity for all the
loci tested. Hence, the resultant plants were
completely homozygous. In 2012 ﬁeld evalua-
tion, F4 progeny lines showed complete resem-
blance to the female parent, i.e., to cultivated
pigeonpea. Many distantly related species are
difﬁcult to cross and when forced to cross, get
their genome eliminated. Although this has not
been reported for any legume species, in cereal
crops such as barley, homozygous plants are
obtained in one step by crossing barley with
Hordeum bulbosum. The method called the bul-
bosum technique, ﬁrst reported by Kasha and
Kao (1970), is now a routine technique of haploid
production in barley through chromosome elim-
ination by wide cross technology. The chromo-
some elimination phenomenon is quite prevalent
among wide crosses between wheat and H. bul-
bosum as well (Barclay 1975). An added advan-
tage in such cases is that there is spontaneous
doubling of female parental chromosomes as
observed in barley and in pigeonpea too. Mal-
likarjuna et al. (2005) reported multicellular
microspores in most of the anther in a chickpea
wide cross C. arietinum  C. pinnatiﬁdum. If
such anthers/microspores are cultured, it may be
possible to obtain haploid plants in chickpea. This
could be yet another method of haploid produc-
tion through wide cross technology.
Homozygous plants offer a promising alter-
native to recurrent selﬁng for many years/
generations, for rapid inbred line development.
Even if the inbred lines are developed after
repeated selﬁng, it is known that certain regions
of the genome retain heterozygosity (Nair et al.
1995). In none of the leguminous crops, this
phenomenon of homozygosity through wide
crosses has been reported.
Normally, a diploid will have a combination
of different haploid genome/s obtained from each
parent through gametic fusion in sexual repro-
duction. When homozygous lines are developed
through wide hybridization, there is preferential
elimination of the paternal genome and doubling
of the maternal genome chromosomes, thus cre-
ating 100% homozygosity in one step. Domi-
nance is eliminated in homozygosity, and much
less progeny is needed in the study. For example,
for two desired genes, using homozygous lines,
one needs to grow four homozygous lines instead
of growing 16 when selfed to obtain desired
genotype. For four desired genes, using
homozygous route, one would need to grow 16
homozygous lines, instead of growing 256
through the selﬁng route.
4.8 Conclusion
No other food legume crop has been investi-
gated for alien introgression and succeeded in
crossing wild relatives from all the gene pools,
namely secondary, tertiary, and quaternary gene
pools. Pigeonpea is one crop where tremendous
progress has been made to cross wild Cajanus
species from different gene pools and introgress
genes/traits successfully. With these successes,
it can no more have a narrow genetic base.
With the advances in pigeonpea genomics, and
a major effort in sequencing the crop, and suc-
cess in wide crosses in pigeonpea, it has
emerged from being labeled as an orphan crop
to a trend setter. Recent successes in wide
crosses show that it is possible to introduce
desirable traits such as pod borer resistance,
develop CMS systems, develop lines with
multiple disease and pest resistance, change
plant type, and increase seed weight and yield.
An added advantage is the availability of
homozygous lines for any applied research.
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Abstract
Pigeonpea owing to its ability to sustain harsh environment and limited
input/water requirement remains an excellent remunerative crop in the
face of increasing climatic adversities. With nearly 70% share in global
pigeonpea production, India is the leading pigeonpea producing country.
Since the mid-1900s, constant research efforts directed to improve yield
and resistance levels of pigeonpea have resulted in the development and
deployment of several commercially accepted cultivars in India, accom-
modating into diverse agro-climatic zones. However, the crop productivity
needs incremental improvements in order to meet the growing nutritional
demands, especially in developing countries like India where pigeonpea
forms a dominant part of vegetarian diet. Empowering crop improvement
strategies with genomic tool kit is imperative to attain the project gains in
crop yield. In the context, adoption of next-generation sequencing
(NGS) technology has helped establish a wide range of genomic resources
to support pigeonpea breeding, and the existing molecular tool kit includes
genome-wide genetic markers, transcriptome/genome assemblies, and
candidate genes/QTLs for target traits. Similarly, availability of whole
mitochondrial genome sequence and derived DNA markers is immensely
relevant in order to furthering the understanding of cytoplasmic male
sterility (CMS) system and hybrid breeding. This chapter covers the
progress of developing modern genomic resources in pigeonpea and
highlights their vital role in designing future crop breeding schemes.
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5.1 Introduction
Pigeonpea [Cajanus cajan (L.) Millspaugh] is an
important food legume crop of the semi-arid
tropics (SATs). Its ability to withstand risk-prone
environments and low-input conditions makes it
a preferred crop for the farming community
relying on subsistence agriculture (Varshney
et al. 2012). Breeding through conventional
means (selection and hybridization) has been
fruitful, and more than 100 varieties belonging to
different maturity groups have been released for
commercial cultivation in India during the last
50 years (Singh et al. 2016a). These varieties
adequately suit to the speciﬁc needs of the
diverse agro-climatic zones. However, pigeonpea
productivity that has stayed consistently low
(around 700–800 kg/ha) over past several dec-
ades remains far below from the demand in
global food production projected by 2050.
A 70% increase in food production worldwide
necessitates transformative changes in methods
used for crop breeding and management (Tester
and Langridge 2010). Implementation of modern
genomic resources holds great promise to attend
the challenge mentioned above. Collaborative
research efforts have facilitated development of
much needed genomic tools for pigeonpea
improvement during the last ten years (Varshney
et al. 2013; Bohra et al. 2014; Pazhamala et al.
2015). Like other crops, dramatic impact of
evolution in sequencing chemistry was evident in
pigeonpea. The modern tools established recently
in pigeonpea include sequence-based molecular
markers and high-density genotyping/sequencing
assays, saturated genome maps and comprehen-
sive transcript assemblies, and most importantly,
candidate gene(s)/QTLs for important traits. De
novo sequencing attempts rendered entire gen-
ome sequence of a leading variety ‘Asha’ avail-
able for future research and breeding.
5.2 Economic Significance
and Production Constraints
Pigeonpea is largely cultivated under rainfed
conditions predominantly as an intercrop with
other crops like sorghum, maize, cotton, soybean,
and sunflower (Sameer Kumar et al. 2016). India
is the largest producer of pigeonpea contributing
3.29 Mt of the total 4.85 Mt harvested worldwide
followed by Myanmar (0.57 Mt), Malawi
(0.30 Mt), and Kenya (0.27 Mt) (FAOSTAT
2014). Most of the Indian population depends on
pigeonpea for protein source either as split dal or
as vegetable along with cereals for balanced diet
(Sharma et al. 2011; Kabuo et al. 2015).
According to the UN report, Indian population is
expected to reach 1.69 billion in the year of 2050.
Therefore, pigeonpea remains an important crop
with regard to providing food and nutritional
security to a large segment of India population
(Abraham et al. 2014; Saxena et al. 2015).
The productivity of this crop is severely
hampered by a variety of diseases (Reddy et al.
1998) and insect pests (Sharma et al. 2010).
Sterility mosaic disease (SMD) presents serious
threat to pigeonpea production, and up to 95%
yield loss has been registered in SMD-affected
pigeonpea (Reddy and Nene 1981). Kannaiyan
and Nene (1981) reported that Fusarium wilt
(FW) caused by Fusarium udum in pigeonpea
influences different stages (from pre-pod to
pre-harvest) of the crop, causing 30 to 99% yield
loss. Similarly, Phytophthora blight of pigeonpea
caused by Phytophthora drechsleri f. sp. cajani
leads to potential economic loss in pigeonpea
(Pande et al. 2011). Among insect pests, pod
borers are reported to have devastating impact on
pigeonpea production, and pod fly (Melana-
gromyza obtusa) is another important biotic
factor that challenges pigeonpea cultivation
(Sharma et al. 2011).
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Weak drainage system and water stagnation
exert pronounced impact on pigeonpea yield
(Reddy 2009). Drought and waterlogged condi-
tions remain crucial abiotic factors that constrain
pigeonpea production (Chauhan 1990). As
reported by Kumutha et al. (2008), pigeonpea
plants exhibit severe loss in relative water con-
tent (RWC) and chlorophyll of leaves and
membrane stability index (MSI) in both roots and
leaves under water-logged conditions. Based on
the survey of pigeonpea grown across several
locations in Kenya, substantial decrease in
pigeonpea production might be credited to a
variety of abiotic stresses, losses even extending
up to 100% (Mergeai et al. 2001). Similarly,
Mehta and Srivastava (2000) reported consider-
ably higher reduction in pigeonpea production in
India during drought years.
5.3 Taxonomy and Cytogenetics
Pigeonpea belongs to the family Fabaceae (sub-
family: papilionaceae) under the tribe Phaseoleae
(see Bohra et al. 2010). Divergent views were
offered regarding the origin of pigeonpea with
some authors favoring India (Vavilov 1951)
while others advocating for Africa (Zeven and
Zhukovsky 1975). On the basis of crop diversity,
van der Maesen (1980) deﬁnitively suggested
that India should be primary center of origin and
Africa may be secondary center of origin. The
close proximity of C. cajan and C. cajanifolius
has been established through a wide range of
diversity studies involving various wild species,
which implies toward latter being the most
probable progenitor of cultivated pigeonpea (van
der Maesen 1980, 1990; Kassa et al. 2012).
Similarly, karyotypic features including the
morphology of chromosomes and the number of
satellite chromosomes were reported to be strik-
ingly similar between C. cajan and C. cajani-
folius (Ohri and Singh 2002). Similar to the
observation made by Roy (1933) and Naithani
(1941) regarding chromosome count in pigeon-
pea, analysis of somatic chromosomes of ten
different species including Cajanus, Atylosia, and
Rhynchosia led authors to report 11 pairs of
chromosomes in pigeonpea genome with nearly
symmetric karyotypes except of Atylosia albi-
cans (Pundir and Singh 1986). No signiﬁcant
variation in genome sizes was reported within
cultivated pigeonpea, i.e., C cajan on the basis of
flow cytometry and Feulgen densitometry
(Greilhuber and Obermayer 1998).
5.4 Genomic Tools in Pigeonpea
Advances in pigeonpea genomics led a dramatic
expansion in the arsenal of genomic resources
that are greatly relevant to breeding (Table 5.1).
In this section, we offer a brief account on these
modern genomic tools and technologies.
5.5 Next-Generation Mapping
Resources
A genetic population of moderate size segre-
gating for the desired trait(s) is essentially nee-
ded to ﬁnd signiﬁcant associations between the
DNA markers and trait(s) under consideration.
Experimental populations stemming from a cross
between two contrasting genotypes have been
developed in pigeonpea targeting several traits
such as resistance to important biotic/abiotic
factors, fertility restoration, and growth
habit/flowering patterns (Varshney et al. 2010;
Khalekar et al. 2014; Pazhamala et al. 2015;
Daspute and Fakrudin 2015). In parallel, reverse
genetic tools like targeted induced local lesions
in genomes (TILLING) population derived from
EMS-treated ‘Asha’ were also reported in
pigeonpea (Varshney et al. 2010). The reference
mapping population in pigeonpea was generated
from an interspeciﬁc cross [ICP 28 (C. cajan)
ICPW 94 (C. scarabaeoides)], which eventually
served for the development of reference linkage
maps of moderate (SSR based) to high density
(SNP based). Concomitant with the availability
of high-density marker assays, a conceptual shift
has been witnessed in designing the mating
schemes that has paved way for the establish-
ment of modern mapping resources involving a
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set of diverse founders (Bohra 2013). The two
widely employed mating designs incorporating
multiple parents are multi-parent
advanced-generation intercross (MAGIC) and
nested association mapping (NAM). These
multi-parental populations are being increasingly
reported across several crops like maize
(McMullen et al. 2009), wheat (Huang et al.
2012; Delhaize et al. 2015), rice (Bandillo et al.
2013), pea (Tayeh et al. 2015), sorghum
(Ongom et al. 2016). Availability of a reference
genome sequence for ‘Asha’ genotype encour-
aged its use as a common parent in NAM
scheme. Such new-generation mapping popula-
tions not only ensure the best utilization of
high-throughput genotyping/sequencing plat-
forms but also offer several advantages over
conventional (biparental) mapping populations
like greater resolution, allelic richness. Also,
these adequately address the caveats associated
with the association analysis (AA) such as the
inflated rate of false positives. These advantages
render these mapping populations suitable for
both family-based QTL study and AA or more
appropriately, the joint linkage—linkage dise-
quilibrium (LD) analysis.
Table 5.1 Genomic resources in pigeonpea
Resource Reference
High-throughput genotyping
assays
GoldenGate Kumawat et al. (2012)
KASP Saxena et al. (2012, 2014)
VeraCode Roorkiwal et al. (2013)
Modern genetic populations MAGIC see Pazhamala et al. (2015)
NAM see Pazhamala et al. (2015)
High-density genome map 910 loci (interspeciﬁc F2) Saxena et al. (2012)
Large-scale genetic variants SNP Dubey et al. (2011), Singh et al. (2011),
Varshney et al. (2012), Saxena et al. (2012)
SSR Bohra et al. (2011), Singh et al. (2011),
Varshney et al. (2012)
Marker-trait associations
(MTAs)
Fertility restoration (SSR) Bohra et al. (2012)
Fusarium wilt (SSR/SNP) Khalekar et al. (2014), Singh et al. (2015)
SMD (SSR/SNP) Gnanesh et al. (2011a, 2011b), Singh et al.
(2015)
Plant type and earliness
(SSR/SNP)
Kumawat et al. (2012), Geddam et al. (2014)
Flowering
pattern/determinacy (SNP)
Mir et al. (2014)
Transcriptome assemblies 4557 TACs Raju et al. (2010)
43324 TACs Dutta et al. (2011)
48726 TACs Dubey et al. (2011)
21434 TACs Kudapa et al. (2012)
Mitochondrial genome
sequence
545.7 Kb Tuteja et al. (2013)
Whole genome sequences 510.8 Mb Singh et al. (2011)
605.7 Mb Varshney et al. (2012)
Molecular assays to assist
CMS breeding
21 SSRs Saxena et al. (2010a, 2010b)
42 SSRs Bohra et al. (2011)
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5.6 Genome-Scale DNA Markers
Diverse marker assays were employed in
pigeonpea for a variety of purposes including
assessment of genetic diversity, linkage mapping,
and QTL analyses. The ﬁrst generation of
markers included restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLPs: Nadimpalli et al. 1992),
random ampliﬁed polymorphic DNA (RAPDs:
Ratnaparkhe et al. 1995) followed by the DNA
markers of second generation such as simple
sequence repeats (SSRs). Initially, SSR markers
were developed from genomic libraries using
conventional protocols (Odeny et al. 2007; Sax-
ena et al. 2010a). A limited throughput coupled
with the higher cost of the marker development
and subsequent genotyping assays urgently
called for DNA marker systems that are amen-
able in terms of throughput, cost, and accuracy.
The ﬁrst set of massive DNA markers in
pigeonpea was reported by Bohra et al. (2011).
The authors developed more than 3000 SSRs
from BAC-end sequences (BESs) and success-
fully applied these markers in linkage analysis,
hybridity testing, and other genetic analyses. The
new generation of markers including diversity
arrays technology (DArT) and single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) markers extended marker
coverage to genome level. The DArT assays in
pigeonpea enabled assessment of the genetic
variation and linkage mapping. Among the sev-
eral marker systems advancing contemporarily,
SNP is increasingly replacing SSRs as the DNA
marker of choice. A set of 1616 SNPs designated
as pigeonpea KASP assay markers (PKAMs)
was subsequently used to analyze a panel of 24
genotypes and to construct a high-density linkage
map (Saxena et al. 2012). Further, a subset of
these PKAMs was selected on the basis of
polymorphism among cultivated types, poly-
morphism information content (PIC) values, and
assay design tool (ADT) scores, and 256 geno-
types of pigeonpea reference set were analyzed
using 48-plex VeraCode Assay technology on
the BeadXpress platform (Roorkiwal et al. 2013).
This represented an important study concerning
the assessment of genetic diversity that holds
greater relevance to breeder community. The
1,616 SNPs were also used to screen 184 Caja-
nus accessions (77 cultivated and 107 wild rel-
atives from secondary and tertiary gene pool),
which led to the identiﬁcation of a greater num-
ber of polymorphic DNA markers (1226).
Importantly, greater insights into domestication
of pigeonpea were gained supporting the
long-established view that C. cajanifolius is the
closest progenitor and Madhya Pradesh is the
center of origin (Saxena et al. 2014). In parallel,
whole transcriptome and genome assemblies also
served for the identiﬁcation of large-scale DNA
markers. Genetic variations were reported in the
form of expressed sequenced tag (EST)—SSRs,
intron spanning region (ISR) markers, and SNPs
via excavating transcriptome assemblies (Raju
et al. 2010; Dutta et al. 2011; Dubey et al. 2011;
Kudapa et al. 2012). Likewise, genome-wide
SSRs and SNPs were also recovered from whole
genome sequence of pigeonpea. Increasing
access to such high-throughput and cost-effective
marker systems will certainly help improving the
efﬁciency of traditional breeding methods.
5.7 Molecular Linkage Maps
No genetic linkage map was reported in
pigeonpea till 2011, and this lack of linkage
information might be credited largely to the
inadequacy of polymorphic DNA markers and
the lack of mapping populations. Access to the
modern marker technology like DArT enabled
development of ﬁrst genetic map in pigeonpea
for an interspeciﬁc cross (C. cajan  C. scar-
abaeoides). However, the paternal and maternal
speciﬁc maps could not be integrated into a
single genetic map, thereby restricting its wide-
spread use in future research work. The ﬁrst
SSR-based genetic map comprising 239 loci was
reported for the same interspeciﬁc cross that
spanned 930 cM of the pigeonpea genome
(Bohra et al. 2011). In a similar fashion, genetic
linkage maps were developed for cultivated
crosses as well, in which the number of mapped
SSR loci ranged from 59 to 140 (Gnanesh et al.
2011a, 2011b; Bohra et al. 2012). A 296-loci
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(genic SNP and SSR) genetic map for cultivated
pigeonpea was constructed by Kumawat et al.
(2012) covering 1520 cM of the genome. Apart
from these population-speciﬁc maps, the ﬁrst
consensus genetic map with 339 loci was syn-
thesized by integrating marker information from
six different F2 populations (Bohra et al. 2012).
Extremely low DNA polymorphism as revealed
by SSRs or other earlier prevailing DNA marker
systems demanded a shift toward adoption of
high-throughput marker technologies such as
genome-wide SNPs, and as a result of SNP
markers assayed through KASP platform, a sat-
urated genetic map was obtained for an inter-
speciﬁc F2 population (C. cajan  C.
scarabaeoides). The map covered a map distance
of 996 cM with 910 (SNPs and SSRs) spaced at
an average marker distance of 1.09 cM (Saxena
et al. 2012).
5.8 Comprehensive EST Resources
and Transcriptome Assemblies
Prior to the introduction of NGS techniques in
pigeonpea, different research groups (Raju et al.
2010, Priyanka et al. 2010; Kumar et al. 2014)
used Sanger-derived EST resources to access the
transcribed regions in the pigeonpea genome.
With the aim to develop and analyze ESTs
responsive to FW and SMD, Raju et al. (2010)
generated the ﬁrst set of ESTs for maker devel-
opment in pigeonpea. A total of 9,468
high-quality ESTs were obtained through
sequencing 16 cDNA libraries of four pigeonpea
genotypes that respond to FW (ICPL 20102 and
ICP 2376) and SMD (ICP 7035 and TTB 7). The
authors also found 19 and 20 genes to be differ-
entially expressed, respectively, in FW- and
SMD-responsive genotypes. Similarly, pigeonpea
ESTs were characterized and the genes responsive
to abiotic stress were functionally validated in
Arabidopsis thaliana (Priyanka et al. 2010). From
the cDNA libraries of drought stressed pigeonpea,
75 high-quality ESTs were obtained, of which 20
were speciﬁc to pigeonpea. Overexpression of
three selected pigeonpea genes, viz. CcHyPRP
(Cajanus cajan hybrid-proline-rich protein),
CcCYP (C. cajan cyclophilin), and CcCDR (C.
cajan cold and drought regulatory) genes, in
Arabidopsis conﬁrmed the plant’s tolerance under
abiotic stress. Kumar et al. (2014) generated 105
high-quality ESTs from the root tissues of
pigeonpea genotype GRG295. Further, the
expression of four transcripts, namely S-adeno-
sylmethionine synthetase, phosphoglycerate
kinase, serine carboxypeptidase, and methionine
aminopeptidase, was validated through reverse
transcriptase PCR.
Dutta et al. (2011) sequenced transcriptomes
of two pigeonpea genotypes ‘Asha’ and ‘UPAS
120’ using 454 GS-FLX pyrosequencing. The
total number of transcript assembly contigs
(TACs) was 43,324. Further analysis of this
assembly captured more than 3,000 genic SSR
markers. Moreover, primer pairs could be
designed for 2,877 SSRs, and 550 (designated as
ASSRs) of these SSRs provided the amplicons of
expected size. Another assembly ‘Cajanus cajan
transcriptome assembly’ (CcTA v1) was devel-
oped by combining 454-derived 494,353 short
transcript reads (STRs) for Pusa Ageti (ICP 28)
with 10,817 Sanger ESTs. The assembly com-
prised of 48,726 (38.1%) contigs and 79,028
singletons, and N50 of this assembly was
287 bp. A search for differentially expressed
TUSs resulted in the identiﬁcation of 99 and 13
TUSs common to FW- and SMD- responsive
genotypes, respectively. Moreover, a set of 8,137
SSRs was extracted from this assembly and a
total of 12,141 SNPs were detected across dif-
ferent parental combinations. The most compre-
hensive assembly (CcTA v2) was reported
recently by Kudapa et al. (2012) by combining
18,353 Sanger ESTs with reads generated from
different sequencing platforms such as Illumina
(128.9 million reads) and FLX/454 (2.19 million
reads). The assembly composed of total of
21,434 TACs with N50 of 1,510 bp. The tran-
script reads assembled in CcTA v2 were gener-
ated from 16 different pigeonpea genotypes.
A comparison of this assembly with soybean
genome sequence permitted discovery of 10,009
ISR markers, and a subset of 116 yielding scor-
able amplicons was used to screen eight
pigeonpea genotypes. Together with enabling
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access to the functionally important segments of
the pigeonpea genome, these transcriptomic tools
represent an important community resource to
facilitate comparative genomics and offer trans-
ferable DNA markers for cross-genera studies.
5.9 Reference Genome Sequence
Two whole genome assemblies have been
reported in pigeonpea for the genotype ‘Asha’ by
two different research groups. Varshney et al.
(2012) assembled more than 70% of the entire
833 Mb genome using Illumina sequencing
platform. This assembly revealed the presence of
a total of 48,680 genes with a mean transcript
length of 2,348.70 bp. Like other sequenced
legume crops, nearly half of the pigeonpea gen-
ome was reported to contain repetitive elements
(REs). New light was shed on the genetic land-
scape of drought tolerance in pigeonpea with
detection of 111 candidate genes. Serving as a
massive reservoir of the genetic markers, this
assembly delivered large sets of SSRs (23,410
primer pairs synthesized of total 309,052) and
SNPs (28,104). In a similar manner, Singh et al.
(2011) assembled 510 Mb (nearly 60%) of the
pigeonpea genome with the help of 454
sequencing system. The number of
protein-coding genes in this assembly was simi-
lar to what was reported by Varshney et al.
(2012); however, the average gene size was
reported to be 1,170 bp. Among the total 47,004
genes contained in the genome, 1,213 were noted
to be disease/defense responsive, whereas 152
genes were predicted to regulate plant’s response
to abiotic stress. Establishment of a reference
genome sequence improves scope for future
resequencing attempts and other genome-wide
mapping methods including next-generation
mapping (NGM). Further, decoding of the
entire genome sequence of a leading pigeonpea
variety will greatly assist breeders and geneticists
to develop improved cultivars or hybrids, par-
ticularly to accommodate in a climate increas-
ingly challenged by biotic and abiotic
constraints. Further, coupling traditional breed-
ing techniques to modern omics technologies
will help ensure a promising future to the
pigeonpea farmers and economy.
5.10 Progress Toward Finding
Candidate Genes/QTL(S)
Related to Target Traits
Determination of the causative gene(s)/genomic
segments that explain considerable proportion of
the phenotypic variation (PV) for any given trait
forms a crucial step in genomics-assisted crop
improvement. Examination of marker-trait asso-
ciations (MTAs) entails the generation of
experimental populations or an existing panel of
diversiﬁed genotypes. The former is termed as
family-based linkage (FBL) mapping, while the
latter is known as Association Analysis (AA)
(Mackay and Powell 2007).
5.11 Genetic Inheritance
and Gene/QTL Discovery
As described in earlier sections, FW and SMD
are the major diseases that raise tremendous
concerns among the pigeonpea growers. Con-
cerning the genetic inheritance, resistance to
these two important diseases was reported to be
governed by recessive gene(s) with varying
numbers (Odeny et al. 2009; Jain and Reddy
1995; Gnanesh et al. 2011a). However, contra-
dictory reports showing resistance conferred by
one/two dominant genes are also available
(Murugesan et al. 1997, Singh et al. 2016b). In
case of FW, complementary and inhibitory gene
actions were noted (Ajay et al. 2013), while
duplicate dominant epistasis and inhibitory
epistasis (Daspute et al. 2014) are reported to
play important roles in case of SMD resistance.
Several biparental mapping populations have
been reported in pigeonpea that segregated for
different traits. Two methods, i.e., bulked segre-
gant analysis (BSA) and QTLmapping, were used
for mapping these traits in pigeonpea. Examples
of F2-based BSA include RAPD markers for FW
(Kotresh et al. 2006) and plant type (Dhanasekar
et al. 2010), and AFLP marker for SMD
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(Ganapathy et al. 2009) (see Bohra et al. 2014).
More recent application of BSA in F2 population
(Gullyal white  BSMR 736) facilitated detec-
tion of a repulsive-phase RAPD fragment
co-segregating with SMD resistance (Daspute and
Fakrudin 2015). Similarly, Khalekar et al. (2014)
found ﬁve SSR markers to be associated with FW
resistance by analyzing resistant and susceptible
bulks of an F2 population (ICPL 87119  T.
Vishakha-1).
In addition, QTL analysis in F2 populations
unearthed putative genomic segments controlling
a considerable proportion of the PV. For instance,
Gnanesh et al. (2011b) analyzed F2 population
and F2:3 families (ICP 8863  ICPL 20097 and
TTB 7  ICP 7035) for SMD isolates (Patan-
cheru and Bengaluru) and detected QTLs having
minor as well as major effects on the phenotype.
The PV ranged between 8.3 and 24.7%. Simi-
larly, QTL analysis performed on three F2 pop-
ulations segregating for male sterility and fertility
enabled discovery of four major effect QTLs
explaining PV in the range of 14.85–24.17%.
Likewise, Kumawat et al. (2012) discovered
QTLs for plant type and earliness from the F2:3
population (Pusa Dwarf  HDM04-1). Of these
QTLs, one could explain PV up to 51.4%. Inter-
estingly, these QTLs were later validated in the
recombinant inbred background of the population
‘Pusa Dwarf  H2001-4’ (Geddam et al. 2014).
For instance, qSB 5.1 was found explaining
15.1% of the PV in this study (Geddam et al.
2014), while the same QTL accounted for 10.4%
PV in the previous report (Kumawat et al. 2012).
Once validated in different genetic backgrounds,
these putative genomic regions/associated DNA
markers can be immediately deployed in crop
improvement schemes.
5.12 Association Analysis (AA)
or Linkage Disequilibrium (LD)
Mapping
Alternatively, signiﬁcant MTAs are discovered
using association panel, which includes geneti-
cally diverse genotypes such as elite cultivars,
landraces, or wild relatives. Compared to
family-based (in particular biparental) analysis,
the ability of AA or LD mapping to harness
historical recombination makes it more efﬁcient
strategy in terms of allelic richness and mapping
resolution. Equally important, no additional
efforts are needed for generating experimental
material and favorably, phenotypic data are
often available on the diversiﬁed panel. LD
analysis can be performed at pathway level
using candidate genes or at whole genome scale
(genome-wide association study: GWAS). In
pigeonpea, a diversity panel comprising 94 lines
representing mapping parents and germplasm
lines could constitute a representative panel for
determinacy trait as 11 of these exhibit a
determinate (DT) growth habit while remaining
83 had indeterminate (IDT) habit.
A genome-scale search for MTAs was made on
these 94 lines using 6,144 DArTs and 768
GoldenGate SNPs. A total of 25 markers
including 6 DArTs and 19 SNPs were detected
as signiﬁcantly associated with the trait and the
phenotypic variance (R2) explained by these
markers reached up to 14.5% (Mir et al. 2012).
Later, a candidate gene-based approach was
adopted to decipher the genetic mechanism that
controls determinacy trait in pigeonpea. A total
of 142 genotypes were investigated using seven
genes speciﬁc to determinacy/flowering pattern.
The study resulted in the establishment of
(Cajanus cajan terminal flower 1) CcTFL1 as
the likely candidate gene underlying
determinacy/flowering pattern. Notably, the
same candidate gene was identiﬁed through
single marker analysis (SMA) and composite
interval mapping (CIM) analyses in an F2
mapping population (ICPA 2039  ICPR
2447). SIM analysis revealed that CcTFL1
accounted for 75% PV whereas as revealed by
CIM the marker interval CcTFL1-CcM0126 was
found to control up to 90% PV for determinacy
trait. A qRT–PCR experiment performed on the
two contrasting genotypes, i.e., ICPA 2039
(DT) and ICPL 87118 (IDT), further validated
the experimental ﬁndings (Mir et al. 2014). To
make the associated SNPs user-friendly, these
markers were subsequently converted to
PCR-amenable assays.
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5.13 Reference Genes to Predict
Response Under Abiotic
Stresses
More recently, attempts were made to ﬁnd a set
of ‘reference’ genes to support analysis of gene
expression in pigeonpea under the conditions
challenged by abiotic stresses, in particular
drought, heat, and salt stress (Sinha et al. 2015a,
2015b). Expression variation was measured for
ten pigeonpea-speciﬁc genes orthologous to
commonly used housekeeping genes (EF1a,
UBQ10, GAPDH, 18SrRNA, 25Sr RNA, TUB6,
ACT1, IF4a, UBC, and HSP90). The root, stem,
and leaf tissues of the popular genotype ‘ICPL
87119’ were used for the analysis. As a result of
quantitative assessment of gene expression,
stable genes were obtained with regard to
drought (IF4a and TUB6: Sinha et al. 2015a),
heat (UBC, HSP90, GAPDH: Sinha et al. 2015b),
and salt (GAPDH, UBC, HSP90: Sinha et al.
2015b) stress, which could act as internal control
for expression studies in pigeonpea, as speciﬁc
reference genes are required for speciﬁc species
for given stress conditions.
5.14 Next-Generation Trait
Mapping
Unlike the conventional mapping approaches
involving multiple steps, analysis of mapping
population with NGS facilitates discovery and
mapping of genetic variants in an instantaneous
fashion, and importantly, nucleotide level reso-
lution can be achieved (Schneeberger 2014). In
the context, various strategies have been pro-
posed in recent years that effectively integrate
high-throughput genotyping/sequencing proto-
cols into mapping schemes (Varshney et al.
2013, Bohra and Singh 2015). In pigeonpea,
NGS-based QTL Seq of pooled samples (sus-
ceptible and resistant extremes) of a recombinant
inbred population (ICPL 20096  ICPL 332)
coupled with the resequencing data generated for
four genotypes ICPL 20097, ICP 8863, ICPB
2049, and ICPL 99050 enabled discovery of four
non synonymous (ns) SNPs each for FW (four
candidate genes) and SMD (three candidate
genes). Furthermore, expression study using
qRT-PCR helped substantiate the robustness of
the candidate genes that condition resistance
against these two important diseases, i.e., ‘C.-
cajan_03203’ for FW and ‘C.cajan_01839’ for
SMD (Singh et al. 2015).
5.15 Genomics to Underpin
Cytoplasmic Genetic Male
Sterility (CMS)-based Hybrid
Breeding
Heterosis breeding constitutes an important
approach for pigeonpea genetic improvement.
Discovery of a stable CMS system in pigeonpea
has offered time-saving and cost-effective ways
to harness hybrid vigor. As reviewed recently by
different researchers (Saxena et al. 2015; Bohra
et al. 2016), deployment of genomic tools can
help improving efﬁciency of CMS-based crop
breeding programmes.
5.16 Mitochondrial Genome
Sequence and Derived
Molecular Tools
CMS offers a unique opportunity not only to
understand the cytoplasm and nucleus interaction
but also to breed hybrids with improved perfor-
mance. CGMS is a maternally inherited trait, and
the factors conditioning male sterility are known
to reside within the mitochondrion. These male
sterility-inducing causative genes or open read-
ing frames (orfs) have been identiﬁed in various
crops in which CMS system exits (Touzet and
Meyer 2014; Horn et al. 2014; Hu et al. 2014). In
order to identify these causative orfs, sequencing
the whole genome of the mitochondrion remains
an attractive strategy. In pigeonpea, mitochon-
drial genome sequence was established with
master circle covering length of 545 Kb (Tuteja
et al. 2013). The mitochondrial genome harbored
a total of 51 genes, of which 34 were found to be
protein coding. Sequence comparison of mito-
chondrial genomes between A and B lines
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facilitated detection of 13 chimeric orfs, which
could be considered as putative genomic candi-
dates inducing CMS in pigeonpea. These chi-
meric orfs are outcome of extensive genomic
rearrangement events that occur in mitochondria.
However, the exact genomic segment causing
CMS remains to be pinpointed. An elaborated
study involving interaction of both Rf and orf is
warranted in order to generate greater insights
into CGMS phenomenon. More recently, exam-
ination of expression proﬁling of 34
protein-coding genes from mitochondria led to
the identiﬁcation of nine differentially expressed
genes, of which nad4L and nad7a also showed
SNP and InDel, respectively. A PCR-based
marker developed by targeting nad7a would
prove helpful in identiﬁcation between A and B
lines (Sinha et al. 2015c). Survey of this mito-
chondrial genome further provided a set of 24
SSR markers (Khera et al. 2015).
5.17 Molecular Assays for Genetic
Purity Assessment
In addition to mitochondrial-speciﬁc DNA
markers, SSR marker from genomic libraries and
BESs were used in CMS breeding schemes.
Through enabling the assessment of genetic
purity of hybrids and their parents, these offer
valuable tools to support procedures to perform
grow out test (GoT). Based on the SSR analysis
of hybrid (ICPH 2438) carrying A4 cytoplasm
and its parents (ICPA 2039 and ICPR 2438), a
set of 21 SSR markers was found to be infor-
mative because these SSRs generated
monomorphic fragments between ICPA 2039
and ICPB 2039, and at the same time, these
markers successfully discriminated ICPA 2039
and ICPR 2438. Further, out of these 21 SSR
markers, two SSRs (CCB4 and CCttc006) were
found to be diagnostic while testing the genetic
purity of CMS-based hybrid ICPH 2438. Simi-
larly, a total of 42 SSR markers were identiﬁed
for facilitating purity testing of two hybrids ICPH
2671 and ICPH 2438. Importantly, SSR proto-
cols were optimized to accommodate up to eight
SSR markers in a multiplex (Bohra et al. 2011).
More recently, seven SSR markers (CCB9,
HASSR3, HASSR9, HASSR23, HASSR35,
HASSR37, and HASSR43) were obtained by
screening an A2-cytoplasm-derived hybrid IPH
09-5 and its parents (PA 163 A and AK 261322)
with 66 hyper-variable and informative SSRs
(Bohra et al. 2015). Likewise, assaying CMS line
(GT 288 A), restorer (GTR 11), and derived
hybrid (GTH 1) with 40 SSRs facilitated identi-
ﬁcation of one DNA marker (CcM0030), which
could be informative while assessing the
heterozygous nature of hybrid GTH 1 (Patel et al.
2012).
5.18 Prospects for Fast-Track Trait
Introgression and Molecular
Breeding
The genomics-enabled crop improvement is at its
initial stage in pigeonpea. The progress in last
10 years has been satisfactory in terms of gen-
eration of valuable genomic tools. This period
represents ‘development’ or ‘training’ phase of
the molecular breeding in which important
marker-trait associations (MTAs) are established
for downstream selection procedures or predic-
tion models are trained for genomic selection
(GS) (Nakaya and Isobe 2012; Bohra 2013). The
real potential of genomics-assisted breeding will
start unleashing once we enter into the ‘breeding
phase.’ For traits that lie under the control of
major effect QTL/gene, marker-assisted back-
crossing (MABC) will be the most appropriate
strategy for defect elimination, thus precisely
improving an otherwise elite cultivar for the trait
under consideration. At the same time, advanced
backcross (AB)-QTL offers exciting avenues for
detection as well as transfer of the traits. Example
includes advanced segregating generations
derived from wide crosses involving C. scar-
abaeoides as the wild donor (Varshney et al.
2013). By its virtue, AB-QTL seeks unexploited
wild gene(s)/allele(s) that are usually absent in
cultivated gene pool. Further, implementation of
genome-wide approaches like GWAS and
MAGIC/NAM in light of the NGS advances is
likely to expand the array of robust genomic
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segments associated with the trait along with
guiding the community for prioritizing the can-
didate genes. Growing adoption of schemes like
GS will help to curtail the cost and time invested
in repeated phenotypic screening.
5.19 Conclusion
Nutrient-dense crops like pigeonpea remain
important when viewed from the point of food
security and subsistence farming. New scientiﬁc
interventions are needed to be in place in order to
meet the challenges that the current agriculture
faces worldwide. In recent years,
genomics-assisted breeding emerges as a
promising approach for accelerating crop pro-
duction per unit area. In the context, an attractive
collection of genomic tools is now available to
exercise genomics-assisted crop improvement.
Importantly, CMS-based hybrid breeding tech-
nology will also be informed greatly by the
current genomic developments.
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Abstract
Pigeonpea is one of the most important grain legume crops grown in arid
and semiarid regions of the world. There is an increasing demand for the
development of new cultivars with high yield potential and better
adaptability to adverse environmental conditions. Recent advances in
genomics tools and techniques have helped to develop large repertoire of
molecular markers and genotypic platforms. The availability of molecular
markers facilitated the development of high-density genetic maps that
have been used in discovery of important/major QTLs for targeted traits in
pigeonpea. In addition, the availability of high-throughput genotypic
platforms helped to generate whole genome genotypic data in
high-throughput manner necessary for whole genome scanning/
genome-wide association mapping of economically important traits. The
advances in comparative genomics, transcriptomics, and whole genome
sequencing have uncovered thousands of useful genes including some
genes unique to pigeonpea crop. The availability of wealth of genomics
resources/information will facilitate molecular breeding aimed at improv-
ing production and productivity of pigeonpea in extreme environments of
arid and semiarid regions of the world.
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6.1 Introduction
Pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan L. Millsp.) is one of
the major grain legume crops of the arid and
semiarid regions of the world and the second
most important pulse crop in India. It is culti-
vated in many parts of the world like China,
Kenya, Myanmar, Nepal (Smartt 1990), but its
primary origin and diversiﬁcation center is India
(Vavilov 1928; Van Der Maesen 1990). Glob-
ally, pigeonpea is grown on *5 million hec-
tares (ha) and India accounts for over 85% of
the global area (Saxena et al. 2015). Pigeonpea
is a diploid crop with 2n = 2x = 22 and having
a genome size of 833.1 Mbp (Varshney et al.
2012a). This crop has great nutritional as well
as economic value especially for poor people
living in Asia, Africa, South America, Central
America, and the Caribbean (Mula and Saxena
2010). Almost all parts of this crop are con-
sumed for variety of purposes like pigeonpea
seeds having 20–22% protein are consumed as
green peas, whole grain, or split peas, the seed
and pod husks make a quality feed, whereas dry
branches and stems serve as domestic fuel,
fallen leaves from the plant provide vital nutri-
ents to the soil, and the plant also enriches soil
through symbiotic nitrogen ﬁxation (Varshney
et al. 2010a, 2010b; Saxena et al. 2010a, b;
Mohar et al. 2014)
Pigeonpea withstands elevated temperatures
and water scarcity and that adds to its importance
as a crop of choice in arid and semiarid tropical
(SAT) regions of the world. Despite its impor-
tance in the SAT regions and extensive efforts of
research community, little improvement has been
made in increasing pigeonpea production. Its
production is mostly hindered by a variety of
biotic (diseases and insect pests) and abiotic
(drought, salinity, and waterlogging) stresses
(Varshney et al. 2010a, b). Fusarium wilt
(FW) and sterility mosaic disease (SMD) are the
major biotic constraints limiting pigeonpea
production.
In order to address above production con-
straints in pigeonpea, genomics tools like
molecular markers, genetic/trait mapping, and
genome sequencing are the prerequisites for
pigeonpea improvement. However, in the past,
development of pigeonpea genetic maps has been
hindered by low level of genetic diversity present
within the gene pool and less availability of
DNA-based molecular markers. Little was done
in terms of discovery of genes for important
targeted traits. This paucity in gene discovery
programs in pigeonpea was partly attributed to its
‘orphan crop’ status few years back. During the
last decade, ICRISAT along with its
national/international partners has developed
signiﬁcant genomic resources of pigeonpea that
is impacting/will impact on trait mapping and
molecular breeding of this crop. Therefore,
recent advances in genomics tools and tech-
nologies like advances in sequencing and geno-
typing technologies have made this crop as one
of the resource-rich legume crops. As a result,
large repertoire of molecular markers, genotyp-
ing platforms, transcriptomics resources, and
more recently draft genome sequence have been
developed/became available in this crop (Varsh-
ney et al. 2012a, b).
In terms of molecular markers, large sets of
simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers (Saxena
et al. 2010a, b; Bohra et al. 2011; Dutta et al.
2011), diversity array technology (DArT) mark-
ers (Yang et al. 2006, 2011), single feature
polymorphism (SFP) markers (Saxena et al.
2011), and single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) genotyping platforms (see Varshney et al.
2012b; Saxena et al. 2014) have been developed.
In addition, molecular markers have been used
for the development of low-, moderate-, and
high-density genetic maps in pigeonpea. For
instance, a moderate-density interspeciﬁc genetic
map is already available (Bohra et al. 2011) and a
less dense genetic map for cultivated pigeonpea
has been also developed (Gnanesh et al. 2011).
More recently, four genetic maps and subsequent
ﬁrst consensus/integrated genetic map based on
six F2 intraspeciﬁc mapping populations were
also developed in pigeonpea (Bohra et al. 2012).
These molecular markers and molecular
marker-based genetic maps that have become
available/been developed in pigeonpea provide
great opportunities to discover genes/QTLs
responsible for important targeted traits in
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pigeonpea. The discovery of genes once done
will facilitate molecular breeding aimed at
improving pigeonpea against a range of stresses,
quality, etc. Some studies have been already
conducted, where these genetic maps have
helped in discovery of quantitative trait loci
(QTLs)/genes for some of the important traits
like sterility mosaic disease (SMD) (Gnanesh
et al. 2011) and fertility restoration (FR) (Bohra
et al. 2012).
Another very important approach that does not
involve development and use of genetic maps
from biparental mapping populations for gene
discovery is ‘association mapping.’ Association
mapping is considered one of the most important
approaches of gene discovery that overcomes
several limitations of QTL mapping (for details,
see Mir et al. 2012 for a review). This approach
has been already used in pigeonpea by scanning
whole genome of pigeonpea through Illumina,
GoldenGate SNP, and DArT markers, followed
by discovery of genes/signiﬁcantly associated
markers linked with determinacy trait in pigeon-
pea (Mir et al. 2013). Similarly, in another study,
whole genome association mapping (using DArT
markers) has been also used for identiﬁcation of
marker-trait associations for growth, phonological
and yield/yield contributing traits in pigeonpea
(Rajeev Varshney, personal communication). In
addition to marker-based QTL mapping and
association mapping, candidate gene-based asso-
ciation mapping has been also used to identify
candidate genes responsible for determinacy trait
in pigeonpea. In this chapter, efforts have been
made to summarize all the available results on
discovery of gene/QTLs through different
approaches in pigeon pea. We have also made
efforts to summarize results on
discovery/identiﬁcation of genes through
transcriptomics/next-generation sequencing
approaches in pigeonpea.
6.2 Approaches for Identification
and Mapping of Genes
and QTLs in Pigeonpea
Several approaches are available and have been
used to identify genes and QTLs in pigeonpea
(Fig. 6.1). However, the progress of mapping of
genes and QTLs in pigeonpea is still at its early
stage when compared to other grain legume crops
like soybean, chickpea, pea, common bean, and
groundnut. Therefore, concerted efforts need to be
made to map genes for important agronomic traits
in this crop. The genes once mapped could be
useful for improving production and productivity
of pigeonpea in arid and semiarid regions of the
world. For mapping of QTLs, two important
approaches like QTL mapping and association
mapping have been extensively used in all crops
including pigeonpea. The identiﬁcation of QTLs
mainly relied on linkage analysis involving use of
biparental mapping populations. This method is
more common and proved successful for identi-
ﬁcation of QTLs for variety of traits in different
crops worldwide. However, QTL mapping has
several disadvantages including possessing low
resolution (see Mir et al. 2012; Gupta et al. 2013).
To overcome most of the disadvantages associ-
ated with QTL mapping, linkage disequilibrium-
based association mapping (AM) has provided
alternative strategy to identify marker-trait asso-
ciations (MTAs). Association mapping has num-
ber of advantages over other mapping techniques
including the potential for increased QTL resolu-
tion, and an increased sampling of molecular
variation (for reviews, see Buckler and Thorns-
berry 2002; Flint-Garcia et al. 2003; Gupta et al.
2005; Yu and Buckler 2006; Mir et al. 2012). In
addition to QTL mapping and association map-
ping for mapping genes and QTLs, more direct
methods like transcriptomics, candidate gene
analysis/sequencing, and genome sequencing
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have been preferred method for gene discovery
nowadays. The progress made in discovery of
genes through various approaches in pigeonpea
will be discussed below.
6.3 Identification/Mapping
of Genes Through QTL Mapping
and Association Mapping
As mentioned earlier, not many studies have been
conducted for discovery of QTLs through either
QTL mapping or association mapping. Few stud-
ies that involve identiﬁcation of QTLs through
QTL mapping/association mapping in pigeon pea
are summarized in Table 6.1. The important traits
that have been targeted in these few studies
included plant height, number of branches, pod
number, flowering time, determinacy, fertility
restoration (FR), Fusariumwilt (FW), and sterility
mosaic disease (SMD) (Table 6.1). However,
among these traits, most important targeted traits
receiving more attention are biotic stresses like
FW and SMD. For instance, several RAPD,
SCAR, and SSR markers have been reported to be
associated with FW in some earlier studies
(Kotresh et al. 2006; Prasanthi et al. 2009; Singh
et al. 2013). Similarly for SMD, Gnanesh et al.
(2011) identiﬁed six (06) QTLs in two different
populations and for two different SMD isolates.
Among these six (06) QTLs, one QTL (qSMD4)
on LG07 explaining 24.72% phenotypic variation
for SMD is considered major/important QTL. This
major QTL may prove useful in marker-assisted
selection (MAS) programs after its validation.
For FR, four (04) QTLs/genomic regions includ-
ing two major QTLs (explaining >20% pheno-
typic variation) were identiﬁed from three different
Fig. 6.1 Different steps involved in discovery/mapping of genes/QTLs for different traits and their use for
development of improved pigeonpea cultivars
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genetic backgrounds/mapping populations. These
QTLs were designated as QTL-RF-1, QTL-RF-2,
QTL-RF-3, and QTL-RF-4 explaining phenotypic
variation of 14.85, 15.84, 20.89, and 24.17%,
respectively (Bohra et al. 2012). For plant height,
number of branches, pod number, and flowering
time, a total of 13 QTLs were identiﬁed
(Table 6.1). The phenotypic variation explained
(PVE%) by these individual QTLs ranged from
3.18 to 51.4% (Kumawat et al. 2012). Similarly for
determinacy, six DArT (among 6144 features) and
19 SNPs (among 768 SNPs) have been found
signiﬁcantly associated with determinacy trait in
collection of 94 diverse pigeonpea germplasm
lines comprising both determinate (11) and inde-
terminate (83) lines (Mir et al. 2013).
In addition to QTL mapping and association
mapping, sometimes advanced backcross-QTL
(AB-QTL) mapping initially proposed by Tanks-
ley and Nelson (1996) has been found promising
for simultaneous discovery and transfer of QTLs.
In pigeonpea, AB-QTL mapping projects were
also started by a team of scientists led by Dr.
Rajeev Varshney and Nallini Malikarjuna of
ICRISAT, Hyderabad, by developing four differ-
ent mapping populations involvingC. cajanifolius
and C. acutifolius species for agronomically
important traits. The mapping populations have
been genotyped using DArT markers and are
being phenotyped for different traits for their use in
identiﬁcation of MTAs (Rajeev Varshney, per-
sonal communication).
6.4 Candidate Gene Analysis/
Identification/Mapping
in Pigeonpea
Biotic and abiotic stresses cause huge losses in the
production of pigeonpea. Among the biotic stres-
ses, FW and SMD are the two major constraints in
crop production (Sharma et al. 2012). Several
candidate genes have been already identiﬁed and
mapped for different traits using different plant
material/types of populations. The process of
candidate gene identiﬁcation/mapping will be
accelerate due to the availability of pigeonpea draft
genome sequence assembly. Different approaches
like comparative genomics, translational geno-
mics, differential gene expression (qRT-PCR),
overexpression, NGS-based approaches,
genetic/QTL mapping have been used to identify
and map candidate genes in pigeonpea
(Table 6.2). For instance, two important genes
C.cajan_01839 and C.cajan_03203 have been
identiﬁed for resistance to SMD and FW,
Table 6.1 QTLs identiﬁed through QTL mapping and association mapping in pigeon pea
Trait Name/number of QTL/marker identiﬁed Linkage group (LG) References
Plant height qPH4.1a, qPH5.1 LG_Cc4, LG_Cc5 Kumawat et al.
(2012)Primary
branching
qPB4.1a, qPB5.1 LG_Cc4, LG_Cc5
Secondary
branching
qSB5.1 LG_Cc5
Number of pods qPD3.1, qPD4.1, qPD5.1a LG_Cc3, LG_Cc4,
LG_Cc5
Flowering qFL4.1a, qFL5.1 LG_Cc4, LG_Cc5
Maturity qMT4.1, qMT5.1a, qMT10.1 LG_Cc4, LG_Cc5,
LG_Cc10,
Fertility
restoration
QTL-RF-1, QTL-RF-2, QTL-RF-3,
QTL-RF-4a
LG06, LG11,
LG06, LG06
Bohra et al. (2012)
SMD resistance qSMD4 LG07 Gnanesh et al.
(2011)
Determinacy Six DArT and 19 SNP markers NA Mir et al. (2013)
The QTL with highest R2 value has been highlighted with ‘a’
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respectively, by using NGS-based approach
(Singh et al. 2016). Seven genes such as
CcHyPRP, CcCDR, CcCYP, CcMT1, DLP, APB,
and LTP1 were identiﬁed in pigeonpea from sub-
tracted cDNA libraries among which transcrip-
tional up-regulation of dehydrin-like protein
(DLP) was observed under drought response
(Deeplanaik et al. 2013). In another study, seven
genes (CcAP, CcFCA, CcFLD, CcFKF1, CcGI,
CcTFL2, and CcTFL1) related to
determinacy/flowering pattern in pigeonpea were
isolated through a comparative genomics
approach. Among these seven genes, two genes
(CcGI and CcTFL1) were genetically mapped
using biparental mapping population and one gene
(CcTFL1) was declared likely candidate for
determinacy in pigeonpea by using candidate gene
sequencing, comparative genomics,
linkage-based QTL mapping, and expression
analysis approaches (Mir et al. 2014).
6.5 Identification of Genes Through
Transcriptomics
The traditional molecular mapping methods have
been extensively used tomap quantitative trait loci
(QTL)/genes for traits of agronomical importance.
However there use have been limited, due to time
consumption, expensive and laborious procedures
for marker development and validation. This
resulted in advancement toward efﬁcient, accurate,
and cost-effective strategy of next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies. NGS technolo-
gies have opened up wealth of opportunities for
plant breeding and genetics studies in addition to
de novo sequencing of crops. Transcriptome
sequencing has increased the accessibility of
genomic resources in pigeonpea. In pigeonpea, the
ﬁrst EST resource provides the transcriptomics for
gene discovery and development of functional
markers associated with Fusarium wilt and SMD
(Raju et al. 2010). As root is the site of infection for
Fusarium udum, therefore, cDNA libraries were
constructed from root tissues to evaluate the tran-
scriptional response after pathogen infection.
Similarly for SMD, leaf is the primary site of
infection and as such cDNA libraries were con-
structed from leaf tissues. A total offour pigeonpea
genotypes namely ‘ICPL 20102’ (FW resistant),
‘ICP 2376’ (FW susceptible), ‘ICP7035’
(SMD-resistant), and ‘TTB7’ (SMD-susceptible)
were used in this study. Another set of ESTs was
generated from whole plant tissues of pigeonpea
subjected to PEG/water deﬁcit stress conditions
(Priyanka et al. 2010). Two subtracted cDNA
libraries were constructed from pigeonpea plants
treated with 10% polyethylene glycol
(PEG-6000). Among the various ESTs identiﬁed,
three of the selected stress-responsive genes, viz.
CcHyPRP, CcCDR, and CcCYP showed remark-
able tolerance against multiple abiotic stresses in
transgenic Arabidopsis. Kumar et al. (2015) ana-
lyzed the transcriptome of pigeonpea roots under
Table 6.2 Candidate genes identiﬁed/mapped in pigeonpea
Gene Trait Approach References
CcHyPRP Drought Overexpression Priyanka et al.
(2010)
CcCYP Drought, salinity, and extreme
temperatures
Overexpression Sekhar et al.
(2010)
CcMT1 Heavy metal stress Overexpression Sekhar et al.
(2010)
CcCDR Drought, salinity, and cold Homology Tamirisa et al.
(2014)
CcTFL1 Determinacy Comparative genomics/candidate gene
sequencing/linkage mapping
Mir et al. (2014)
DLP Drought qRT-PCR Deeplanaik et al.
(2013)
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water deﬁcit by suppression subtractive
hybridization (SSH). In this experiment, plants
were grown at –0.45 MPa stress level by using
PEG-6000 for SSH library construction. A com-
prehensive transcriptome assembly from more
than 16 pigeonpea genotypes has been developed
by using Sanger along with second-generation
sequencing platforms (Illumina GA IIx and
FLX/454) (Kudapa et al. 2012). The resultant
transcriptome comprised of 21,434 transcript
assembly contigs. This transcriptome referred as
CcTAv2was generated from a range of tissues and
under various stress treatments given to the plants.
CcTAv2 was mapped on the soybean genome as
reference, and putative mapping positions of ISR
markers (intron spanning regions) were predicted.
A subset of ISR markers were validated in few
parental genotypes for important economic traits
that are important for pigeonpea improvement.
CcTAv2 assembly can be used for gene identiﬁ-
cation and function, for development of molecular
markers like SSRs, SNPs (Varshney et al. 2009).
In general, transcriptome sequencing has
increased the genomic resource availability in
pigeonpea, which can be used for molecular
breeding programs to develop elite cultivars of
pigeonpea. Different sequencing platforms used to
generate transcriptome assemblies in pigeonpea
are summarized in Table 6.3.
6.6 Genes Identified/Mapped
Through Genome Sequencing
Low genetic diversity among the cultivated
pigeonpea genotypes has hindered the conven-
tional breeding programs in this crop. Before
2006, almost no genomics resource of pigeonpea
was available. Pigeonpea genomics initiative
(PGI) under the umbrella of Indo-US agricultural
knowledge initiative (AKI) was started in late
2006 to enable genomics-assisted breeding in
this crop. Later funding from the Generation
Challenge Program (GCP) of the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR) and by joining of additional collabo-
rators across several institutes and countries has
strengthened the initiative. Varshney et al.
(2012a) used the Illumina GA and HiSeq 2000
sequencing platforms along with Sanger-based
bacterial artiﬁcial chromosome (BAC) end
sequencing to decode 605.78 Mb (72.7%) of the
833.07 Mb pigeonpea genome. This represents
the ﬁrst genomic report of orphan legume crop
‘pigeonpea’ with 48,680 genes. Of the 48,680
genes, 266 were identiﬁed as ORFans (genes
representing lineage speciﬁc pattern and with no
sequence similarity in the genome or protein
database) and 111 drought-responsive genes.
Another draft genome of the pigeonpea vari-
ety, ‘Asha,’ was completed by using 454
GS-FLX chemistry (Singh et al. 2012). This
study identiﬁed 59,515 genes including 12, 511
transposable element-related genes. Among
47,004 protein-coding genes, 1213 were identi-
ﬁed as disease resistance/defense response and
152 as abiotic stress tolerance genes. Availability
of genome sequence has opened a wealth of
opportunities for the improvement of pigeonpea.
In pigeonpea, next-generation sequencing,
sequencing-based bulked segregant analysis
(Seq-BSA) was used to map resistance genes for
FW and SMD. Two important genes namely
C.cajan_01839 for SMD resistance and C.ca-
jan_03203 for FW resistance have been reported
in pigeonpea, whose introgression will be useful
in molecular breeding of the crop (Singh et al.
2016).
Table 6.3 NGS platforms
used for identiﬁcation of
transcripts/genes in
pigeonpea
NGS platform Transcripts/unigenes References
454FLX 43,324 Dutta et al. (2011)
454FLX and Illumina 127,754 Dubey et al. (2011)
Illumina – Saxena et al. (2012)
FLX/454 and Illumina 21,434 Kudapa et al. (2012)
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6.7 Conclusion
Gradual decline in soil water and increase in
temperature will be the major challenges in near
future for food production. Drought and high-
temperature tolerant crops such as pigeonpea can
be a choice to provide food security especially to
the SAT regions of the world. Low genetic diver-
sity and biotic stresses are the major bottleneck in
pigeonpea production. However, signiﬁcant pro-
gress has been made in the generation of vast
genomics resources, transcriptomics, and whole
genome sequencing. In addition, the availability of
wild/cultivated germplasm, core/mini-core col-
lections, biparental mapping populations,
advanced breeding lines, released varieties has
facilitated discovery of genes/QTLs in pigeonpea.
Various approaches of gene discovery like QTL
mapping, association mapping, candidate gene
sequencing/analysis, transcriptomics, and whole
genome sequencing have been employed suc-
cessfully in this crop (Fig. 6.1). With the result
promising genes/QTLs with major effect have
become available for important targeted traits like
flowering time, determinacy, fertility restoration
(FR), Fusarium wilt (FW), and sterility mosaic
disease (SMD). More sophisticated approaches
like use of nested associationmapping (NAM) and
use ofmulti-parent advanced generation intercross
populations (MAGIC) shall be used in future for
high resolution/precision mapping of genes/QTLs
for important traits in pigeonpea. The genes/QTLs
already identiﬁed shall be validated in different
genetic backgrounds before recommending them
for marker-assisted selection (MAS) programs in
pigeonpea. In addition tomarker-assisted selection
(MAS), other modern breeding approaches like
marker-assisted recurrent selection (MARS) and
genomic selection (GS) shall be used in pigeonpea
for quick genetic gain.
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7Germplasm Characterizationand Trait Discovery
Christopher P. Krieg, Mulualem T. Kassa
and Eric J.B. von Wettberg
Abstract
Diverse germplasm is essential to breeding new pigeonpea varieties
resilient against both abiotic and biotic challenges. In this chapter, we
review the major abiotic and biotic challenges faced by pigeonpea, and
trait assessment tools available to the breeding community to address these
challenges. We place particular attention on drought tolerance, due to its
widespread nature and large effect on yield. We emphasize the utility of
wild material to expand the range of available genetic variation; as such
material is generally underutilized in breeding programs. A complete
genome brings great potential to the pigeonpea breeding community; to
fulﬁll the promise of a genome for breeding for climate resilience, the full
range of diversity available must be brought to bear. We hope that
conditions in the future allow wild germplasm collections to expand,
further capitalizing on the potential to increase pigeonpea yields and
resilience against climate change.
7.1 Introduction
Since the advent of agriculture over 10,000 years
ago, the domestication of plants by artiﬁcial
selection and directed breeding has dramatically
increased crop yields and altered plant pheno-
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types such as flowering time, growth form and
size, biotic stress responses (e.g., herbivore and
disease tolerance), and abiotic stress responses
(e.g., heat, drought, salinity tolerance) (Tang
et al. 2010; Brown et al. 2009; Purugganan and
Fuller 2009; Vaughan et al. 2007). However, the
selection of favorable alleles from a population
(i.e., artiﬁcial selection) can have additional
consequences by reducing genetic diversity,
reducing adaptive capacity, and maintaining the
presence of deleterious alleles (Olsen and Wen-
del 2013). Crop cultivars, therefore, face genetic
constraints that increase vulnerability to variable
environments including disease, pests, and abi-
otic conditions, which impose obstacles to
breeding programs tasked to feed a growing
population.
To combat the challenges of domestication
and substantial reductions of genetic variation
within crop lines, the use of diverse germplasm
including landraces and wild relatives of crops
has proven crucial to crop breeding programs by
making additional genetic material available for
introgression into crop cultivars and has led to
considerable improvement of disease and pest
resistance for more than half a century (Vavilov
1922; Hajjar and Hodgkin 2007). While some
crop species have substantial germplasm collec-
tions of wild relatives, only 2–6% of all inter-
national germplasm collections are from crop
wild relatives (Maxted and Kell 2009). The lack
of sufﬁcient genetic resources poses a signiﬁcant
challenge to breeders and agricultural scientists
who are tasked to not only increase crop pro-
ductivity to feed a growing global population but
also accomplish this task in the face of a
changing global climate that threatens to exac-
erbate increasing rates of famine, nutrition related
health issues, and threats to conservation of
biodiversity. The genetic reservoirs that wild
relatives offer are under threat of extinction from
habitat fragmentation, and habitat loss
(Ford-Lloyd et al. 2011). Climate change further
threatens all plant populations and makes abiotic
stress tolerance a major target for crop
improvement.
Many of the most globally important crops
have beneﬁtted from collections of wild relative
germplasm. Yet many legumes, particularly
those primarily grown in tropical regions, have
received less attention. One of these tropical
legumes, pigeonpea, Cajanus cajan, is the only
cultivated member of the genus (Kassa et al.
2016), while the remaining wild relatives belong
to the secondary or tertiary levels based on the
gene pool concept of Harlan and De wet (1971).
In pigeonpea, domestication is somewhat
incomplete, as indehiscent seeds remain a
breeding challenge. With a better understanding
of evolutionary relationships in Cajanus and new
wild relative collections, strategies can be
developed to systematically sample the variation
in wild relatives and utilize that variation in
breeding programs (Warschefsky et al. 2014).
For example, species in the tertiary pool of
Cajanus have a wide eco-geographical range in
Australia and remain an untapped reserve of
adaptive potential (Varshney et al. 2011).
Moreover, pigeonpea is locally adapted to a wide
range of edaphic and climatic conditions around
the world, presenting diverse adaptations that
could be incorporated into germplasm collec-
tions. In this chapter, we focus speciﬁcally on
pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan) and promote an
integrative approach to develop agroecology
programs capable of feeding an exploding human
population in a changing global climate, by
(1) considering evolutionary insight and popu-
lation genetic theory to guide germplasm col-
lection, (2) using physiological tools to
understand plant responses to biotic and abiotic
stresses, and (3) employ modern molecular tools
for phenotyping and trait selection. We intend to
review current literature and promote the inte-
gration of cross-disciplinary approaches from
physiology, population genetics, ecology, and
genomics.
7.1.1 Pigeonpea and Its Wild
Relatives
Pigeonpea is a short-lived perennial shrub with
relatively high levels of abiotic and biotic stress
resistance. Pigeonpea is a short-lived perennial
belonging to the Leguminosae genus Cajanus
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which is composed of 34 species. Pigeonpea is
the only cultivated member of the genus, while
the remaining wild relatives were placed in the
secondary or tertiary gene pools according to the
gene pool concept of Harlan and de Wet (1971).
Species in the secondary gene pool comprises the
putative progenitor of Pigeonpea, Cajanus
cajanifolius and others such as Cajanus albicans,
C. lineatus, C. scarabaeoides, C. sericeus, C.
acutifolius, C. confertiflorum, C. lanceolatus, C.
reticulatus, and C. trinervius (Mallikarjuna et al.
2011). Species assigned to the tertiary gene pool
includes Cajanus platycarpus, C. mollis, and C.
crassus (Upadhyaya et al. 2013).
In terms of geographical distribution, most of
the species of the genus Cajanus are endemic to
either southern/southeastern Asia or northern
Australia (Fortunato 2000). Among these, 16
Cajanus species occur in Asia (8 of which are
endemic to India), 15 species in Australia (of
which 13 are endemic), one species of Cajanus is
conﬁned to West Africa, and 2 species (including
Cajanus cajan) are ubiquitous throughout the old
world.
Using morphological and ecological charac-
ters such as habit, leaf structure, hairiness, pod
size, strophiole characters and other traits, van
der Maesen (1986) grouped the genus Cajanus
into six sections vis-à-vis Cajanus (2 species),
Atylosia (7 species), Fruticosa (9 species), Can-
tharospermum (5 species), Volubilis (6 species),
and Rhynchosoides (3 species). Species in sec-
tions Cajanus, Atylosia, and Fruticosa have erect
growth habit, Cantharospermum, Volubilis, and
Rhynchosoides are climbing and creeping spe-
cies, and Rhynchosoides are trailing species.
Three Cajanus species have been further subdi-
vided into botanical varieties: C. scarabaeoides
into var. pedunculatus and var. scarabaeoides,
C. reticulatus into var. grandifolius, var. reticu-
latus, and var. maritimus, and C. volubilis into
var. burmanicus and var. volubilis (van der
Maesen 1986). Molecular phylogeny of the
genus Cajanus resolved three distinct clades:
Indian, Australian, and Scarabaeoides (Kassa
et al. 2012).
Pigeonpea is a hardy, widely adapted and
drought tolerant pulse crop cultivated primarily
by subsistence farmers on 5.32 million hectares
of land (FAO 2012) of semiarid tropics and
subtropics in south Asia (mainly on the Indian
subcontinent), Africa, and Latin America. India
accounts 72.5% of the global production area.
Pigeonpea is a highly adaptable grain legume
that can promote food security in rain-fed agri-
culture because it tolerates drought, requires very
minimal inputs to give a sustainable yield and is
resilient to very harsh biotic and abiotic stresses.
In fact, a recent study has identiﬁed pigeonpea to
be more heat and drought tolerant than the
majority of grain legume crops (Khoury et al.
2015). As a legume crop, it plays a major role in
ﬁxing atmospheric nitrogen through symbiotic
nitrogen ﬁxation with soil bacteria as well as
through solubilizing of soil-bound phosphorus
and thus improves the nutrient status of the soil
(Saxena 2008). In addition to its main use as
de-hulled split peas (“dhal”) which is the primary
source of dietary protein (20–24% per seed) for
millions of resource-poor people around the
world, pigeonpea also has other uses: its imma-
ture seeds and pods are consumed fresh as green
vegetables, and stems are used as domestic fuel
wood and for making huts and leaves are used as
quality fodder (Saxena et al. 2006). In spite of
having typical Papilionoideae flowers with a
“banner and keel” shape, pigeonpea exhibits a
considerable variation (20–70%) in natural
insect-aided out-crossing rate and is a partially
cross-pollinated species (Saxena et al. 1990).
This considerable out-crossing rate may have
two major impacts on pigeonpea agronomy and
breeding. It creates a problem for maintaining
genetic purity in cultivar development, but on the
other hand, it has been used effectively in
developing elite hybrid varieties through
hybridization (Saxena 2008). Some studies have
reported that insect species also regularly visited
the wild relatives of pigeonpea and noted a few
naturally out-crossed plants with distinct traits
(Saxena and Kumar 2010). Pigeonpea exhibits
high levels of phenotypic and morphological
diversity in terms of vegetative, floral, with a
wide difference in days to maturity (90–
300 days), photoperiod sensitivity, growth habit,
and other phenotypic and agronomic traits
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(Upadhyaya et al. 2007; Saxena 2008). Pigeon-
pea germplasm comprises diverse sets of lan-
draces and heterogeneous feral forms with
extensive morphological diversity. There are
determinate, semi-determinate, and indeterminate
genotypes that are adapted to various agroeco-
logical settings (Upadhyaya et al. 2007).
Regardless of this extensive morphological and
phenotypic diversity, molecular genetic analyses
in pigeonpea, and wild relatives revealed that
there is very low genetic diversity in the
domesticated gene pool as compared to the wild
groups (Kassa et al. 2012 and references therein;
Saxena et al. 2014a, b). This strikingly low
polymorphism within the domesticated acces-
sions (including the landraces) signals the
severity of the “genetic bottleneck” which hap-
pened during pigeonpea domestication. To
broaden the genetic base of this highly con-
strained and narrowed genetic diversity in the
domesticated gene pool, there is a need to utilize
the high genetic diversity that present in the wild
gene pool. The wild relatives are a potential
source of novel alleles that can be exploited in
breeding and improvement programs in pigeon-
pea (Saxena et al. 2014b).
7.2 Genetic and Genomic Resources
of Pigeonpea and Its Wild
Relatives
Pigeonpea accessions have been collected and
deposited at various gene banks. The Interna-
tional Crop Research Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISAT) holds 13,771 pigeonpea
accessions (Gowda et al. 2013). About 11,221
accessions are deposited at the India National
Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources (NBPGR)
(Singh et al. 2014). Pigeonpea accessions are
also deposited elsewhere including 4116 acces-
sions at US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
and 1288 accessions at National Genebank of
Kenya (Singh et al. 2013). ICRISAT also holds
555 accessions of wild relatives represented by
67 species belonging to the secondary and ter-
tiary gene pool (Upadhyaya et al. 2011). Various
cultivated and wild accessions have been
characterized for important agronomic traits
including yield, early maturity, high protein
content, tolerance to salinity, and drought
(Gowda et al. 2013). However, recent studies
have shown that the bulk of pigeonpea wild
relatives are broadly underrepresented in gene
banks and other ex-situ conservation settings and
thus are high priority species for further collec-
tion to tap important traits to pigeonpea breeders
(Khoury et al. 2015).
In the past decade, tremendous progress had
been made to enrich genetic and genomic
resources of pigeonpea, including the completion
of the pigeonpea genome (Varshney et al. 2012).
This enables discovery of genes and quantitative
trait loci (QTLs) associated with important
agronomic traits and development of molecular
markers that promote marker assisted breeding.
About 30 biparental mapping populations seg-
regating for abiotic and biotic traits have been
developed (Varshney et al. 2010). These remain
a fantastic resource for trait determination and
accelerated molecular breeding. Moreover,
efforts are underway to develop multi-parent
mapping populations including multi-parent
advanced generation intercross (MAGIC) and
nested association mapping (NAM) populations
(Pazhamala et al. 2015).
Similar effort is needed to expand the range of
germplasm resources. With primary through ter-
tiary gene pool species poorly collected in cen-
ters of diversity in south Asia and Australia, there
is room to greatly expand collections. We
advocate for efforts to collect the large aridity
and soil type gradients that characterize both
south Asia and Western Australia. In both south
Asia and Australia, hierarchical sampling across
regions has great potential to capture adaptations
to drought and other climatic factors that segre-
gate on large spatial scales of degrees of latitude,
as well as biotic adaptations such as pest and
disease adaptation that likely segregate within
populations of wild species. We believe such
efforts, if integrated into pre-breeding programs
guided by genomic information, have great
potential to expand climatic resilience and dis-
ease resistance in pigeonpea (e.g., Warschefsky
et al. 2014).
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7.2.1 Leading Breeding Challenges:
Drought, Osmotic Stress,
and Other Abiotic
Challenges
Of particular importance in a changing climate is
understanding plant physiological responses to
variable and harsh environments. The relation-
ship between water use, photosynthesis, and
plant growth has been studied for over a century
by both ecologists and agronomists and offers
critical tools for developing agroecology pro-
grams. Although the goals of ecologists and
agronomists may differ, the underlying physio-
logical theory serves as a common core of prin-
ciples, equations, and processes that when
understood can be applied to a diverse set of
ﬁelds. It is critical for agronomists to understand
the physiological principles that describe how
water availability affects plant carbon acquisi-
tion, growth, and resource allocation (reviewed
in Chaves et al. 2003; Farooq et al. 2009)
because plant physiology offers useful tools to
assess the health of crop plants, and manipulate
agroecological breeding programs to increase
yield and plant productivity. The following sec-
tion of this chapter will review the core physio-
logical principles at the intersection of plant
water relations, gas exchange, and productivity
that inform agroecology programs and crop
breeders of the utility of variation in physiolog-
ical tolerance and traits. Speciﬁc attention is paid
to pigeonpea, and we emphasize that under-
standing the variation in physiological and mor-
phological phenotypes in crop wild relatives can
be used to inform germplasm collection efforts.
Harsh environments can cause signiﬁcant
yield losses and negatively impact biomass, pod
number, seed yield, seed weight, and quality in
cultivated pigeonpea (Toker et al. 2007; Khan
et al. 2010; Toker and Mutlu 2011; Hasanuzza-
man et al. 2013; Pagano 2014). One of the most
pressing issues for global food security is water
availability because the agriculture industry
accounts for some 70% of total freshwater con-
sumption (FAO 2012), and the irrigation water
sources and rain patterns that feed agricultural
land are vulnerable to the effects of climate
change. Already, 60% of all crop production
suffers from drought conditions (Grant 2012). In
many developing regions of the world, water is a
limiting resource and therefore plant water use
and traits related to abiotic stress tolerance have
been a signiﬁcant focus of agricultural scientists
and agronomists concerned with maintaining
productivity in harsh conditions, including water
deﬁcit conditions. In response to the numerous
climate models that predict changes in global
precipitation and increasing drought severity and
durations, a ﬁrm understanding of plant water
relations is critical for improving crop produc-
tivity in water-limited environments (see Ehlers
and Goss 2003).
The primary way water leaves a plant is
through stomata via transpiration. Transpiration
generates a pulling force on the water column in
xylem generating negative absolute pressures
that can surpass a perfect vacuum. This is pos-
sible because water is a polar molecule that forms
hydrogen bonds between positive and negative
hydrogen atoms that allow molecules to with-
stand tension. This is known as the cohesion–
tension theory and describes the force between
water molecules that allow water columns to
remain intact when “pulled” through the xylem.
When water is limited, plants generate more
negative tension within their xylem and are more
vulnerable to cavitation and embolism. Cavita-
tion is the breaking of a water column at very
negative water potentials to pull gas out of
solution and introduces gaseous bubbles into the
xylem. An embolism is the formation and
spreading of air bubbles and imposes an addi-
tional resistance to hydraulic flow and can
effectively stop water movement causing wilting
and premature senescence. Thus, selective
breeding on traits that target efﬁcient water use
and drought tolerance are of great importance in
all crop systems.
The transpiration of water vapor through
stomata is influenced by light environment, heat,
and leaf characteristics like hairs and thick epi-
cuticular wax that limit water loss (Holmes and
Keiller 2002) offering leaf level traits for plant
physiologists and breeders to get more “crop per
drop” (Yoo et al. 2009). Guided collection efforts
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and artiﬁcial selection on traits that confer more
efﬁcient water use are beneﬁcial in dry or
otherwise water-limited conditions, and there are
signiﬁcant tools available to assist in these
efforts. Carbon isotope discrimination has long
been established as a tool to evaluate plant
water-use strategies (Farquhar et al. 1989). In
particular, analysis of 13C discrimination is an
accurate way to measure water-use efﬁciency and
has been shown to be heritable in several species
(Schuster et al. 1992; Donovan and Ehleringer
1994). Carbon isotope discrimination is a supe-
rior method to assess water-use efﬁciency in
plants because it is an integrated measure over
the life of the sample, and thus 13C discrimina-
tion is called often as integrated water-use efﬁ-
ciency (WUE). Only a small amount of plant
tissue is needed for this method (on the order of
lg) and an accurate mass spectrometer. Other
measures of WUE using gas exchange data such
as A/E (i.e., assimilation rate/transpiration) are
most useful when measured repeatedly over time
(e.g., diurnal) because they are vulnerable to
changes in environmental conditions such as
light, humidity, and soil conditions. Carbon iso-
topes have been used successfully to assess
drought tolerance in other legume crops such as
chickpea, but it is not yet a ubiquitous tool
among pigeonpea programs (Kashiwagi et al.
2006).
Whole plant water movement is a function of
the water potential gradient from the soil, roots,
plant leaves, and atmosphere (often referred to
SPAC). Water potential in leaf tissue has three
main components: gravity potential, osmotic
potential, and turgor potential (the turgor poten-
tial component is replaced with a pressure
potential term when assessing xylem water
potentials). Comparative studies have shown
pigeonpea maintains a higher leaf water status
during times of terminal drought, allowing for
prolonged survival in soils with low water
potentials (Choudhary et al. 2011). This may be
attributed to pigeonpea’s ability to osmotically
adjustment tissues to maintain a more favorable
water status (e.g., Flower and Ludlow 1986,
1987). However, it is important to note that
osmotic adjustment is an active process
(requiring energy), in contrast to the passive
change in solute concentrations that can result
from a change in plant water status. Although
plants must invest energy to synthesize organic
molecules and shuttle ions across cell mem-
branes, a higher capacity for osmotic adjustment
enhances tolerance to osmotic stress and can
prolong survival (Mao et al. 2009). This can be
achieved through the accumulation of a range of
small osmolytes, such as proline, malate, and
other small metabolites.
Osmotic adjustment is involved in another
major abiotic stress, salinity and is very similar to
drought in that poses an osmotic challenge to
plants (Munns and Tester 2008). Cultivars and
wild Cajanus have been observed to vary in their
salinity tolerance (e.g., Johansen et al. 1988;
Subbarao et al. 1990, 1991; Srivastava et al.
2006). Salinity can limit germination, plant
vigor, and yield of agricultural crops especially
in arid and semiarid regions (Munns and Tester
2008; Latef 2014; Aggarwal et al. 2012; Porcel
et al. 2012). Approximately 20% of irrigated land
worldwide currently is affected by salinity, par-
ticularly in arid, and desert lands, which com-
prise 25% of the total land area of our planet
(Yeo 1999). High salinity affects plants in several
ways: water stress, ion toxicity, nutritional dis-
orders, oxidative stress, alteration of metabolic
processes, membrane disorganization, reduction
of cell division and expansion, and genotoxicity
(Hasegawa et al. 2000; Munns 2002;
Djanaguiraman and Prasad 2013). Together these
effects signiﬁcantly reduce plant growth, devel-
opment, and survival (Hameed et al. 2014).
Several criteria have been used in screening
for salinity tolerance including germination,
radicle length, dry weight production, shoot
length, cell survival, plant biomass, nodulation,
number of pods, grain yield, and K+/Na+ ratio
(Toker and Mutlu 2011). However, there are
physiological tools available that can accurately
determine how a plant accumulates osmolytes
and the relationship between water content and
water stress, i.e., the pressure-volume curve. The
pressure-volume curve can be generated with a
Scholander pressure chamber and a balance and
is plotted with the inverse water potential on the
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y-axis, and the deﬁcit from saturated water con-
tent on the x-axis from repeatedly taking mea-
sures as the plant tissue dries. From the resulting
curve, several parameters can be extracted such
as the osmotic potential, turgor loss point, and
bulk elastic modulus (Tyree and Hammel 1972).
The pressure-volume curve technique has been
used in several other crop systems (e.g., Katerji
et al. 1997, 1998) but is not yet integrated into
pigeonpea programs despite past interest (i.e.,
Flower and Ludlow 1986, 1987). This physio-
logical technique is ideal to assess plant water
status, capacity for osmotic adjustment, and thus
to identify these favorable traits. These osmotic
adjustment traits can then be used in QTL anal-
ysis to further breeding efforts (e.g., Teulat et al.
1998). Greater integration of physiological and
genetic tools is needed in pigeonpea agroecology
and breeding programs.
Classic morphological traits associated with
drought tolerance can also be selective targets.
Due to pigeonpea’s generally deep root system, it
is considered a drought tolerant crop because
having a deeper root system allows access water
at greater depths in the soil. Onim (1983)
observed differences in root length that was
positively correlated with seed yield among
genotypes in pigeonpea; therefore, it seems root
characteristics and architecture are posed as ideal
candidate traits for selection in breeding pro-
grams for water-limited environments. This can
be aided by root optimization models which can
be used to predict and assess plant responses to
environmental factors (Dunbabin et al. 2002;
Pages et al. 2004). Our understanding of how
root architecture contributes to drought tolerance
is rapidly growing (e.g., Lynch et al. 2014;
Lynch 2015) and can be applied to developing
more drought resilient root systems for crops like
pigeonpea. Furthermore, some studies classify
the variation in pigeonpea life histories into 4
groups of differing life histories regarding time to
maturity: 90–120 days, 120–150 days, 150–
200 days, and 200–300 days (Choudharry et al.
2011). If these genotypes are made a part of the
germplasm collection, one clear strategy to
improve yield under water limiting environments
is to match genotypes with seasonal patterns,
although some research suggests shorter period
genotypes experience greater deﬁcits in seed
yield under stress (Lopez et al. 1994). Collection
of landraces or wild crop relatives of pigeonpea
with locally adapted genotypes in harsh envi-
ronments can be used to create a comprehensive
germplasm collection that affords plant breeders
access to desirable traits such as extensive root
systems, phenology, water-use efﬁciency, osmo-
tic adjustment, etc. However, current collections
lack sufﬁcient passport data or depth of collection
to thoroughly explore local adaptation (Jaggal
et al. 2014). Ideally, large collections spanning
ecological gradients allow one to ﬁnd accessions
from regions with climates similar to areas that
are either now marginal or that are predicted to
be marginal with future climate change. Using
material from these marginal climates increases
the chances it harbors adaptive variation to these
conditions. Without large collections, spanning
ecological gradients, assessing local adaptation,
and utilizing it for breeding in wild relatives are
not feasible. Most collections predate GPS
technology and lack precise site of collection
descriptions. Furthermore, although landrace
collections, particularly at ICRISAT, are large
(see below), wild relative collections, which
harbor higher genetic variation, are limited, as is
the case in most other crops (Maxted and Kell
2012).
7.2.2 Biotic Challenges to Pigeonpea
Production
Pigeonpea suffers from a range of biotic stresses,
from nearly 200 herbivorous insects, nematodes,
fungal, bacterial, and viral pathogens. The major
diseases affecting pigeonpea production are
Fusarium wilt (FW), sterility mosaic virus, Phy-
tophthora blight disease, and major pests causing
severe damage are pod borer (Helicoverpa
armigera and Maruca vitrata) and pod fly
(Melanagromyza obtusa) (Minja et al. 2000).
Minor diseases include Macrophomina stem
canker and yellow mosaic virus (in Asia), leaf
spot and powdery mildew (in Africa), and wit-
ches broom (in the tropical Americas)
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(Kannaiyan et al. 1984). The major diseases and
pests can cause substantial harm, particularly for
small holder farmers with limited access to pes-
ticides or other inputs. Many of these diseases
and pests are badly understudied, particularly
outside India. For all these challenges, pheno-
typing remains a laborious task. Genetics sources
of resistance are particularly important to meet
these challenges.
Helicoverpa armigera pod boring moths
cause massive economic damage in pigeonpea,
as well as occasional total crop loss (Minja
2001). The moth can destroy entire seeds, as well
as leave partially damaged seeds unsuitable for
sale or consumption. Pod sucking Hemipterans
of several genera can cause equivalent or greater
losses in sub-Saharan and south Asian produc-
tion zones (Minja 2001). These pests can reduce
nutrient accumulation in pods and render seeds
unﬁt for market consumption. Seed feeding dip-
teran larvae of the species Melanagromyza
chalcosoma also cause substantial losses,
although usually less than the other two types of
pod-attacking insects. A variety of management
strategies such as altered planting dates or har-
vest techniques can reduce the severity of these
pests. Some pesticides are effective, although the
different biology of these classes of
pod-attacking insects means that no one weapon
is likely to be effective. Some biological agents,
such as Helicoverpa nuclear polyhedrosis virus
(NPV) can be effective but are hard to develop.
Although management can be effective,
genetic resistance is very desirable. Cultivated
lines and the wild Cajanus differ greatly in
resistance, with the wild species forming a par-
ticularly useful but under-explored reservoir of
resistance to insect pest (Shanower et al. 1997;
Green et al. 2002; Chougule et al. 2003; Aruna
et al. 2005; Mallikarjuna et al. 2007; Sujana et al.
2008; Sharma et al. 2009). Combinations of
amylase and protease inhibitors in pigeonpea
seeds can reduce feeding by and induce mortality
in Helicoverpa (Giri and Kachole 1998), and
phenolic compounds and morphological struc-
tures like trichomes can contribute to deterrence
(Green et al. 2003; Sharma et al. 2009). Larger
collections of wild material would likely uncover
segregating polymorphisms in resistance to these
pests, potentially from distinct loci to those
segregating in the cultivated material. Further-
more, the increased examination is needed to
determine the extent to which genetic resistance
to once pest modulates resistance to the other
pod-eating pests.
Wild material is a similarly useful source of
resistance to diseases, particularly when coupled
with molecular tools facilitated by the pigeonpea
genome project to identify resistance genes.
Pigeonpea mosaic sterility virus is a vectored
disease transmitted by the mite Aceria cajani
(Jones et al. 2004). Because the disease causes
pigeonpea to not flower, it is a green plague.
Only found in India, it is perhaps the most
damaging of the diseases, although all are prob-
lematic. Kulkarni et al. (2003) described broad
based resistance to Fusarium in Cajanus scar-
abaeoides, a species in the secondary gene pool.
Jones et al. (2004) described similar mosaic
sterility virus resistance in C. scarabaeoides.
Gangwar and Bajpai (2008) also found mosaic
sterility virus resistance from C. scarabaeoides
and C. acutifoloius to segregate in interspeciﬁc
crosses with cultivated pigeonpea. Since the
publication of the pigeonpea genome, some
resistance loci have been identiﬁed (Singh et al.
2015).
7.2.3 Economic Traits in Wild
Relatives of Pigeonpea
Abiotic (e.g., drought and salinity) and biotic
(e.g., diseases and pests) stresses constrain and
adversely affect pigeonpea production and cause
huge economic damage. Breeding strategies to
tackle these problems in pigeonpea have been
attempted by various researchers (reviewed by
Saxena 2008). The breeding programs for
developing disease resistant cultivars using
resistance gene sources from cultivated pigeon-
pea germplasm did not succeed in controlling
devastating pests (e.g., pod borer). The cultivated
gene pool has low genetic polymorphism and
lacks resistance alleles to a number of diseases
(e.g., Kassa et al. 2012; Saxena et al. 2014)
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Alternative approaches of utilizing wild species
as a source of resistance have shown promising
results, as there are wider genetic diversity and
the presence of resistance genes in the wild gene
pool.
Wild species have coexisted with pests and
pathogens on an evolutionary time scale, and they
have developed alleles conferring pest and
pathogen resistance (Acosta-Gallegos et al.
1998). These natural defense mechanisms for
diseases and pests have been lost during domes-
tication, and intense selection for agriculturally
desirable traits such as high yield improved
nutritional quality and other desirable agronomic
traits. Most wild species have unique traits (e.g.,
the presence of trichomes) that confer resistance
to these diseases and pests (Aruna et al. 2005).
Wild species in the secondary and tertiary gene
pools also possess useful genes for extra-early
flowering and maturity, photoperiod insensitivity,
good flowering and pod setting, true annuality,
rapid seedling growth (Mallikarjuna and Moss
1995). Wild relatives of pigeonpea are also
genetic sources for salinity tolerance (Subbarao
1988; Srivastava et al. 2006), drought tolerance,
resistance to sterility mosaic virus, Phytophthora
blight disease (Reddy et al. 1996; Mallikarjuna
et al. 2005, 2006), tolerance to pod borers (Heli-
coverpa armigera and Maruca testulalis), and
pod fly (Melanagromyza obtusa) (Saxena 2008).
Species in the secondary gene pool such as
Cajanus albicans, C. lineatus, C. scarabaeoides,
C. sericeus have genes for high seed protein, and
Cajanus sericeus has genes for resistance to
sterility mosaic virus and P2 race of Phytophthora
blight disease (Saxena 2008). Wild relatives of
pigeonpea such as Cajanus scarabaeoides, C.
sericeus, C. acutifolius, C. albicans, Rhynchosia
aurea, R. bracteata, and Flemingia bracteata
have shown high resistance to pod borer. Cajanus
platycarpus has shown resistance to the most
virulent race of phytophthora blight disease and
the only source of resistance to the P3 race of
Phytophthora blight disease (Saxena 2008). Some
of the wild relatives of pigeonpea have shown a
high level of resistance to pod fly (Melana-
gromyza obtusa) and pod wasp (Tanaostigmodes
cajaninae) (Sharma et al. 2003).
7.3 Cytoplasmic Male Sterility
System in Pigeonpea Breeding
All wild species of Cajanus have the same
number of chromosomes (2n = 22) and similar
karyotype and their interspeciﬁc hybrids showed
chromosomal homology and complete chromo-
somal pairing. Efforts have been made to utilize
desirable genes of the wild relatives in pigeonpea
breeding and improvement programs (Ariya-
nayagam et al. 1995; Saxena et al. 1996; Tikka
et al. 1997; Wanjari et al. 2000; Saxena and
Kumar 2003, 2010; Saxena et al. 2005a). Wild
species of pigeonpea have been utilized in
breeding programs to develop cleistogamous
lines (Saxena et al. 1992a, 2010), genetic dwarfs
(Saxena and Sharma 1995), and cytoplasmic
male sterile (CMS) lines (Saxena 2006). Breed-
ers at ICRISAT have been utilizing the partial
out-crossing nature of pigeonpea to develop a
high yielding hybrid cultivar (Reddy et al. 1978).
Saxena et al. (1992b) developed a pigeonpea
hybrid ICPH 8, which showed increased yield
gain (30.5%) over the best performing pure line
control. Despite the success of releasing high
yielding ICPH8 to farmers, it was not adopted
effectively due to the high cost of seed produc-
tion of the hybrid. This led to the development of
the CMS breeding system, which was more
efﬁcient in large-scale hybrid seed production.
Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) is a phenotypic
expression of incompatibility between nuclear
and cytoplasmic genomes and is a maternally
inherited trait that has been successfully used as
an efﬁcient pollination control system in devel-
oping hybrid seed production (Havey 2004). In
most cases, CMS is caused by the interaction
between the recessive nuclear genes and speciﬁc
genetic factors housed in the mitochondrial
genome which cause dysfunctionality of the
anthers and result in male sterility. Fertility can
be restored if dominant genes substitute the
recessive nuclear genes or fertility-inducing fac-
tors arise in the mitochondrial genome. Three
parents are required to maintain the CMS-based
breeding system: a male sterile line (A-line),
maintainer line (B-line), and fertility restorer line
(R-line). CMS systems can be caused by
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spontaneous mutation, intraspeciﬁc, interspeciﬁc,
or intergeneric crosses. About 75% of the CMS
systems are a result of interspeciﬁc and inter-
generic crosses (Kaul 1988). The absence of
CMS lines within pigeonpea germplasm led to
the synthesis of CMS lines through interspeciﬁc
crosses between cultivated pigeonpea and wild
species using the cytoplasm genome of the wild
parent and nuclear genome of the cultivated
parent (Saxena 2008). To date, seven CMS
breeding lines (A1–A7) have been developed by
crossing wild parental lines with the cultivated
pigeonpea parent. However, all except one failed
to use in a commercial seed production system.
The exception is the CMS system (A4) that uses
the wild progenitor species Cajanus cajanifolius
cytoplasm (Saxena et al. 2005b). High yielding
and stable seeds are produced and are being used
extensively by breeders to develop commercial
pigeonpea hybrids.
7.4 Hybrid Vigor in Pigeonpea
For the past ﬁve decades, breeders, particularly in
India, have actively pursuing pigeonpea
improvement with the objective of developing
high yielding varieties. Though over 100 new
cultivars were released, crop productivity
remains low and stagnant at around 750 kg/ha
(Saxena and Sawargaonkar 2014). However,
recent progress made on hybrid technology in
pigeonpea resulted in high yielding hybrid cul-
tivars. Currently, efforts are underway to identify
diverse heterotic groups in pigeonpea with the
objective of developing exceptionally high
yielding hybrids using a diverse set of elite and
hybrid parents (Saxena and Sawargaonkar 2014).
After decades of intense research, the world’s
ﬁrst commercial CMS-based legume (pigeonpea)
(“magic pea hybrid”) was developed by ICRI-
SAT. This breakthrough was achieved through a
CMS system of using the wild progenitor of
pigeonpea, Cajanus cajanifolius, as a parental
line (Saxena 2009). Unlike previous attempts of
hybrid development (ICPH 8) in pigeonpea,
three CMS hybrids were developed and released.
These are ICPH 2671 (Saxena et al. 2013a),
ICPH 2740 (Saxena and Sawargaonkar 2014),
and ICPH 3762 (Pazhamala et al. 2015), which
are stable across diverse environments and had
an excellent male fertility restorer system. The
hybrids give about 40% yield increase under
farmers’ ﬁeld over the best controls and showed
resistance to wilt and sterility mosaic diseases
(Saxena 2009; Saxena and Sawargaonkar 2014).
To augment the CMS technology, genomic
analysis of the mitochondrial genome of the three
lines (CMS, maintainer, and restorer lines) is
being pursued (Pazhamala et al. 2015). Addi-
tionally, cross-applicable markers for testing
pigeonpea hybrid purity are already developed
(Bohra et al. 2014).
7.4.1 Molecular Tools and Trait
Discovery
Development of new genomic tools and resour-
ces has brought a revolution in plant breeding. It
enables deciphering and genetic dissection of
traits of importance. Next generation sequencing
(NGS) technologies coupled with bioinformatics
advances are availing abundant genomic infor-
mation of many crops. Discovering of new
genes, QTLs, and molecular markers associated
with important agronomic traits is now becoming
routine (Varshney et al. 2009, 2015; Varshney
2016).
In pigeonpea, rapid progress has been made
recently, and abundant genomic resources are
currently available. This will speed up trait dis-
covery and promote molecular plant breeding.
Molecular markers starting from the classical gel
and hybridized-based technologies (e.g., RAPD,
RFLP, AFLP, DArT) to high throughput SNP
markers have been developed for pigeonpea over
the years (see review, Pazhamala et al. 2015).
Moreover, a draft genome sequence of pigeonpea
has been developed (Varshney et al. 2012a) and
is the basis for future advances. Recently, efforts
have been made to identify genes and QTLs
associated with important agronomic traits such
as drought tolerance (Varshney et al. 2012a),
plant height and earliness (Kumawat et al. 2012),
and determinacy (Mir et al. 2014).
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Recently, increasing the effort has been dedi-
cated to building the types of complex popula-
tions that are needed to take advantage of the
depth of data provided by next generation
sequencing approaches. One approach is to
establishing genome-wide association study
panels for gene discovery across diverse germ-
plasm. Some early success with GWAS has
already occurred (e.g., Huang and Han 2013;
Korte and Farlow 2013). In addition to GWAS,
complex crossing designs can combine the ben-
eﬁts of GWAS with QTL. A nested association
mapping (NAM) population for pigeonpea has
been built (Yu et al. 2008; McMullen et al.
2009). These populations are an excellent tool for
uncovering the genetic basis of traits because
they use widely divergent parents and bring to
bear the combined beneﬁts of both QTL mapping
and genome-wide association. A related tool, a
multi-parent advanced generation intercross
(MAGIC) population, has also been developed
for pigeonpea (Cavanagh et al. 2008).
Although MAGIC populations generally have
fewer parents than NAM populations and
reduced capacity for gene discovery, if they are
set up with elite parents they will more quickly
yield progeny suitable for breeding programs.
Both sets of tools are ultimately useful and
important. Full genome sequencing of parents of
many of the lines used in these populations will
further facilitate their use (Kumar et al. 2016). In
addition to these critical population tools, we
encourage the more widespread use of advance
backcross introgression lines to effectively cap-
ture variation in wild germplasm (e.g., Tanksley
and McCouch 1997; Warschefsky et al. 2014).
Although we are not aware of such efforts, we
see great potential in these crossing designs for
the effective use of wild germplasm.
7.4.2 Conclusion
Germplasm resources remain a critical compo-
nent of all breeding programs. At a time of rapid
habitat loss in all ecosystems, and a time of
declining funding for many gene banks, and
germplasm centers, germplasm conservation is of
increasing importance. The risk of loss of many
collections, such as that at the Vavilov Institute
for Research in St. Petersberg, Russia, remains
high. Many other collections, such as all those in
the Consultative Group on International Agri-
cultural Research and the USDA have unstable
funding sources. And wild populations of all
species, such as Cajanus species in South Asia,
have declining habitat areas and new threats from
invasive species and land conversion. In the face
of these risks, steps are required to better protect
germplasm.
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8Whole-Genome Sequencingof Pigeonpea: Requirement,
Background History, Current Status
and Future Prospects for Crop
Improvement
Rachit K. Saxena and Rajeev K. Varshney
Abstract
Despite of being a very important crop, pigeonpea did not have genomic
resources until 2005. Pigeonpea Genomics Initiative (PGI) supported by
Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) under Indo-US Agricul-
ture Knowledge Initiative was the ﬁrst major initiative that delivered ﬁrst
set of molecular markers in large numbers, ﬁrst set of mapping
populations, ﬁrst set of transcriptome assemblies, etc. Subsequently, two
consortia—1) International Initiative for Pigeonpea Genomics (IIPG), led
by International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics
(ICRISAT) and 2) Led by National Research Centre on Plant Biotech-
nology (NRCPB)—delivered two draft genome assemblies for Asha
(ICPL 87119) variety. In summary, all these genomic resources
transformed pigeonpea from an ‘orphan crop’ to ‘genomics
resources-rich crop’. After publication of draft genome sequences, a
detailed plan was developed to utilize draft genome information for
pigeonpea improvement. This plan in the form of a proposal was approved
by Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India and United States
Agency for International Development (USAID)—India. In addition to
this major project, two additional projects were funded by Department of
Biotechnology, Government of India. All these efforts have established
high-density genotyping platforms such as genotyping by sequencing
(GBS) and ‘Axiom®CajanusSNP Array’, produced the ﬁrst generation
HapMap, generated whole-genome re-sequencing data of >400 pigeonpea
lines, evaluated several mapping populations for desired traits, established
marker–trait association for several traits of interest to breeders and also
identiﬁed best-performing lines. Additionally, multi-parent advance
generation inter-cross (MAGIC) and nested association mapping
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(NAM) populations are being developed. With the availability of
above-mentioned information, next few years will be witnessing appli-
cation of genomics-assisted breeding for pigeonpea improvement. It is
anticipated that improved pigeonpea lines developed through genomics
interventions will reach to farmers’ ﬁelds and elevate the game towards
pulse sufﬁciency for poor farmers in arid and semi-arid regions of the
world in near future.
8.1 Introduction
Much has been written on the importance of
pigeonpea in previous chapters of this book and
in many other published articles. However, until
recently very few breeding programs have
remained engaged in systematic pigeonpea
research involving modern biology approaches.
Moreover, the genetic material used in these
breeding programs have limited genetic base.
There is a need to diversify the genetic base and
deploy modern approaches such as
genomics-assisted breeding (GAB) for pigeonpea
improvement. GAB has helped development of
superior varieties and hybrids in several crops, in
cereals (Varshney et al. 2005, 2006, 2010a) and
legumes such as chickpea (Varshney et al. 2013)
and groundnut (Varshney et al. 2014). The
pigeonpea crop, however, remained untouched
by the genomics revolution until 2005 and
resulted as an ‘orphan crop legume’. To enable
GAB in this crop, the Pigeonpea Genomics Ini-
tiative (PGI) was started in late 2006 with
ﬁnancial support from Indian Council of Agri-
cultural Research (ICAR) under the umbrella of
Indo-US Agricultural Knowledge Initiative
(AKI), US National Science Foundation’s Plant
Genome Research Program and the Generation
Challenge Program (GCP). As a result of inten-
sive efforts in PGI and several other programmes,
a signiﬁcant amount of genomic resources such
as molecular markers, mapping populations and
genetic maps was developed in pigeonpea
(Varshney et al. 2010b). These collaborative
efforts signiﬁcantly beneﬁted pigeonpea research
community and transformed an ‘orphan crop
legume’ to ‘genomic resources-rich crop’.
Although thousands of molecular markers and a
number of mapping populations were developed
in pigeonpea under PGI, very few genetic maps
with low level of marker density and only three
quantitative trait loci (QTL)-based studies were
conducted (Bohra et al. 2012; Gnanesh et al.
2011; Kumawat et al. 2012). This has happened
mainly because of low level of genetic diversity
present in the pigeonpea-cultivated gene pool. To
overcome the low level of genetic diversity bot-
tleneck in the cultivated gene pool and for
deploying GAB, following two options were
considered: (1) develop novel genetic material
with enhanced genetic diversity and (2) system-
atically scan entire pigeonpea genome for all
possible variations. In PGI, initially a
clone-by-clone approach was proposed to
sequence the pigeonpea genome. However, due
to lack of funds through PGI and availability of
low-cost and high-throughput next generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies encouraged
pigeonpea genomics community for developing
genome sequence based on whole-genome shot-
gun approach. At the later stage, International
Initiative for Pigeonpea Genomics (IIPG) (http://
ceg.icrisat.org/gt-bt/iipg/Home.html) was floated
to sequence genome and developed other geno-
mic resources. As a result of efforts from IIPG
and National Research Centre on Plant Biotech-
nology (NRCPB), two drafts of pigeonpea gen-
ome were published in Nature Biotechnology
(Varshney et al. 2012) and Journal of Plant
Biochemistry and Biotechnology (Singh et al.
2012). Nevertheless, the genomic resources
developed in PGI were pivotal in both pigeonpea
genome sequencing projects.
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8.2 Genome Sequence Initiatives
The year 2012 can be consider a signiﬁcant year
not only for pigeonpea but for the legume com-
munity. As mentioned above, IIPG and NRCPB
delivered draft pigeonpea genome sequence
almost at the same time, onewas based on Illumina
sequence data (Varshney et al. 2012) and the other
one was based on 454 GS-FLX sequence data
(Singh et al. 2012). These efforts delivered the
genome sequence information of the ﬁrst grain
legume as well as the second food legume, after
soybean to help increase the efﬁciency of
pigeonpea improvement by integrating biotech-
nological tools in conventional breeding and to
utilize the genome information of pigeonpea for
analysing other legume species. It was also antic-
ipated that the pigeonpea genome information will
be useful to understand the genetic basis of hybrid
vigour in pigeonpea, develop new methods for
hybrid breeding.
Background history and glimpse of the two
pigeonpea genome initiatives have been pre-
sented below:
8.2.1 Draft Genome Sequence
from IIPG (Varshney et al.
2012)
IIPG delivered the genome sequence through
partnership of 30 scientists from 12 institutes in 6
countries and published in Nature Biotechnol-
ogy. Initial partners in the initiative were Inter-
national Crops Research Institute for the
Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), Patancheru,
India; CGIAR Generation Challenge Programme
(GCP), Mexico; Beijing Genomics Institute
(BGI)-Shenzhen, Shenzhen, China; University of
Georgia, Athens, Georgia, USA; National Center
for Genome Resources (NCGR), Santa Fe, New
Mexico, USA; University of North Carolina,
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA; National
University of Ireland Galway (NUIG), Botany
and Plant Science, Galway, Ireland; University of
California, Davis, California, USA; Monsanto
Company, Creve Coeur, Missouri, USA; Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor,
New York, USA; Department of Biology,
University of Copenhagen, Denmark;
BGI-Americas, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
USA. This work received partial funding and
in-kind support from CGIAR, GCP, US National
Science Foundation, BGI-Shenzhen, China and
ICRISAT, India. The decoding of pigeonpea
genome was also backed by Indian Council of
Agricultural Research (ICAR), India and sup-
ported through ﬁnancial support to some earlier
work that was used for analysing genome
sequence data.
It is important tomention that above-mentioned
partnership was accomplished without any speci-
ﬁc funded project for the purpose. The two most
important features of this partnership includes
following: (1) total expenditure of <US$200 K,
whereas in general genome sequencing projects
involve millions of US$s, (2) completion of
pigeonpea genome sequencing in just about
2 years, unlike many other previous genome
sequencing projects (of the same or even smaller
genome sizes) generally took 5–10 years or even
more (http://www.icrisat.org/newsroom/news-
releases/icrisat-pr-2011-media20.htm).
The consortium used ‘ICPL 87119’, popularly
known as ‘Asha’ a pigeonpea variety for the
generation and analysis of genome sequence.
Illumina sequencing technology was used to
generate 237.2 Gb of sequence data from 22
different insert size libraries ranging from 180 bp
to 20 Kb. This sequence data along with
Sanger-based BAC-end sequences and a genetic
map assembled *73% (605.78 Mb) of the
833-Mbp pigeonpea genome. Genome analysis
predicted 48,680 genes for pigeonpea and also
showed the potential role of some gene families
during evolution/domestication, e.g. drought
tolerance-related genes. Although a few seg-
mental duplication events were found, recent
genome-wide duplication events, such as seen in
soybean, were not observed.
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8.2.2 Draft Genome Sequence
from NRCPB (Singh et al.
2012)
This draft genome, coordinated by NRCPB, was
reported in Journal of Plant Biochemistry and
Biotechnology. A number of research institutes,
namely NRCPB, Division of Genetics, Indian
Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi;
Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi; Indian Institute of Pulses
Research, Kanpur; University of Agricultural
Sciences, Dharwad; Panjabrao Deshmukh Krishi
Vidyapeeth, Krishinagar, Akola from India par-
ticipated in this consortium. This work was car-
ried out with funding support from ICAR.
The consortium also used ‘Asha’ for assem-
bling draft genome sequence data using
long-sequence reads of 454 GS-FLX. A total of
0.51-Gb high-quality sequence data were gener-
ated and analysed. In brief, sequence analysis
provided a total of 47,004 protein-coding genes
which is quite similar to Varshney et al. (2012).
Further, 1213 disease resistance/defence response
genes were detected.
In summary, both of above-mentioned
sequencing efforts have made the ﬁrst pulse
crop with genome sequence information. These
efforts have created a ‘Supermarket’ of genes and
molecular markers. However, we understand that
number of genes predicted in pigeonpea are
inflated and may reduce with better quality of
draft genome assembly in near future. It will lead
to the identiﬁcation and manipulation of candi-
date genes or genomic regions associated with
resistance or tolerance to biotic and abiotic
stresses, yield contributing and other agronomic
traits to enable pure line or hybrid breeding.
8.3 Deployment of Genome
Sequence Information
for Pigeonpea Improvement
Availability of genomic resources, such as draft
genome sequence alone is not enough to improve
the crop productivity. In fact, the genome
sequence is starting point and one of the
important tools to harness genetic diversity for
the traits of interest to crop improvement. In
addition to developing the varieties or parental
lines of hybrids with enhanced resistance to
sterility mosaic disease (SMD) and fusarium wilt
(FW), the pigeonpea breeding community
requires early maturing as well as photo-period
insensitive lines so that crop production can be
expanded to new niches such as sloping hills and
ﬁt into the new production systems with
short-time windows. While resistance to pod
borers (Helicoveropa armigera and Maruca vit-
rata) is another interesting trait, limited or
non-availability of resistance to these insects in
the cultivated gene pool does not allow the use of
a molecular breeding approach for targeting these
traits (at least for now).
Although breeders have been engaged in
developing superior varieties, the genetic base of
pigeonpea is limited due to minimal usage of
diverse genotypes in breeding programs, and
there have been only a few breeding programs
across the world. Also, modern breeding tools
such as molecular breeding could not be
deployed in breeding due to non-availability of
marker–trait information for traits of interest. In
this direction, development of draft genome
sequence has been considered as a milestone in
pigeonpea research. As a result of this break-
through, a signiﬁcant amount of information has
become available. These resources can be used as
tools to harness the genetic diversity for crop
improvement.
Just after decoding of pigeonpea genome
sequence (Nov. 7, 2011), round table discussions
were organized on 15 November, 2011 by
Mr P. Basu, the then Secretary and Mr Mukesh
Khullar, the then Joint Secretary, Department of
Agriculture & Cooperation (DAC), Ministry of
Agriculture, Government of India. In this meeting,
representatives from different pigeonpea research
institutes across India including the leaders of both
genome sequencing projects—Dr Rajeev K.
Varshney (IIPG/ICRISAT) and Dr NK Singh
(NRCPB/ICAR)—and several other key stake-
holders from India were present. In this important
meeting, key issues related to pigeonpea
improvement were identiﬁed. Subsequently,
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ICRISAT in collaboration with University of
Agricultural Sciences, ARS—Gulbarga, Kar-
nataka and the Professor Jayashankar Telangana
State Agricultural University (PJTSAU)-Hyder-
abad, Telangana—developed a road map for
deploying genome sequence information for
pigeonpea improvement. The consortium brought
expertise in different disciplines, namely breeding,
genomics, pathology, and wide hybridization.
These efforts led to the development of the project
‘Pigeonpea improvement using molecular breed-
ing’with an aim to harness diversity present in the
breeding material and germplasm collection.
Subsequently, the proposal was approved by
Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India and
United States Agency for International Develop-
ment (USAID)—India Mission.
The project was planned in three phases,
phase I (generating basic information/material to
initiate molecular breeding), phase II (molecular
breeding, multi-location evaluation, development
and extension in Asia and Africa) and phase III
(Coordinated Research Project trials and exten-
sion in Asia and Africa) (Fig. 8.1). Phase I (for
three years) was initiated in the year 2012 with
the funding from USAID—India. Furthermore,
research efforts were expanded for deploying
genome sequence information for pigeonpea
improvement through support from Department
of Biotechnology, Government of India; CGIAR
Research Program on Grain Legumes.
Signiﬁcant progress has been made in differ-
ent areas including developing new genetic
stocks, utilization of genetic material for
genome-wide proﬁling through re-sequencing,
genotyping by sequencing, SNP arrays and
establishing marker–trait association. Some of
this progress has been presented in the sections
below.
8.3.1 Developing New Genetic Stocks
Pigeonpea has a very strong crop improvement
programme; however, pedigree analysis of
released cultivars indicates that T-1 and T-190
were the most frequently used parents (Kumar
et al. 2004). There has been limited use of
genetic diversity from germplasm collection in
breeding programs in majority of crops including
pigeonpea (Upadhyaya et al. 2011).
Above-mentioned points clearly explain reasons
behind the low level of genetic diversity
observed in cultivated gene pool. Therefore, it
was planned to develop new genetic stock with
broader genetic base and deploy family-based
mapping approaches such as MAGIC and NAM
to tackle complex traits precisely. These
family-based approaches that play an intermedi-
ate role between classical bi-parental and natural
populations have been developed in some other
crops such as maize and Arabidopsis (McMullen
et al. 2009; Kover et al. 2009).
Multi-parent advanced generation inter-
cross (MAGIC): MAGIC could be used for
high-resolution mapping and generating new
breeding material with combined features of
various important traits. Thus, MAGIC directly
enriches breeding efforts in two ways: ﬁrst, by
revealing best alleles underlying a given trait and
second, by their enrichment into a single geno-
type that can be easily recognized. MAGIC
populations have been developed in Arabidopsis
(Kover et al. 2009), rice (Bandillo et al. 2009,
2013) and wheat (Huang et al. 2012). Therefore,
development of MAGIC population in pigeonpea
through reshuffling of the genome to enhance the
genetic base and to identify the marker traits
associations was initiated. A total of eight diverse
founder parents (four elite breeding lines and
four landraces) with desirable features were
selected for the development of MAGIC popu-
lation (Table 8.1). Half diallel crossing approach
(28, two-way F1s) followed by funnel-based
mating design (14, four-way and 7, eight-way
F1s) is being utilized for the development of at
least 1000 MAGIC lines.
Nested association mapping (NAM):
The NAM approach involves several populations
that have one common parent, with the other
parental genotype contrasting for traits of interest
to the common parent genotype. Using this
approach, available genetic diversity in the elite
cultivars/breeding lines is utilized (McMullen
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Fig. 8.1 A detailed plan for the deployment of genome
sequence information for pigeonpea improvement in three
phases, phase I (generating basic information/material to
initiate molecular breeding), phase II (molecular breeding,
multi-location evaluation, development and extension in
Asia and Africa) and phase III (Coordinated Research
Project trials and extension in Asia and Africa)
Table 8.1 List of parents and characteristic features used in the development of MAGIC population in pigeonpea
Lines Features
ICP 7426 High pod numbers, medium duration
HPL 24 High protein content, medium duration, compact, susceptible to FW and resistant to SMD,
inter-speciﬁc derivative
ICP 11605 Early flowering, germplasm line
ICP 14209 High number of pods, germplasm line
ICP 14486 Early flowering, germplasm line
ICP 5529 Medium duration, obcordate leaves, compact plant, poor yielding, modiﬁed flower
ICP 7035 Medium duration, SMD resistant to both Patancheru and Bangalore races, large purple seed, high
sugar content
ICP 8863 Erect, mid-late, highly resistant to FW and susceptible to SMD, an extensively grown variety in
Northern Karnataka and Maharashtra region of India, red seeded genotype
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et al. 2009). Progenies coming from the different
sets of bi-parental populations can be analysed
using both linkage as well as association map-
ping approach. Therefore, there is a need to
develop NAM populations for targeted traits. In
the case of pigeonpea, a total of 10 crosses
involving Asha as a common parent have been
made at ICRISAT (Table 8.2).
Developed MAGIC and NAM populations in
near future will be analysed together with
genome-wide markers and trait phenotyping data.
Such populations have potential to not only pro-
vide the trait-associated markers, but also provide
new genetic combinations for pigeonpea breeding
program, which can be proved as a game changer
in elevating productivity and genetic diversity.
8.3.2 Utilizing Available Genetic
Resources
As described in previous chapters of this book on
genomic resources and germplasm characteriza-
tion, a number of mapping populations ranging
from F2s (Varshney et al. 2010b), recombinant
inbred lines (RILs), advanced back-cross
mapping populations and specialized germplasm
collections, namely composite collection (1000
lines, Upadhyaya et al. 2011), core collection
(1290 lines, Reddy et al. 2005), mini-core col-
lection (146 lines, Upadhyaya et al. 2006) have
been developed. There is another set of germ-
plasm collection comprising of 300 genotypes
called ‘reference set’. This ‘reference set’ repre-
sents 95% of SSR alleles present in the com-
posite collection and also a reservoir of several
traits of interests to the breeders, e.g. early
flowering, high number of pods, high 100-seed
weights and high seed yield per plant. To map
the target traits for biotic stress resistance (FW
and SMD), three bi-parental mapping popula-
tions comprising of 188 lines in each were
developed and designated as Pigeonpea Recom-
binant Inbred Line (PRIL) populations. At pre-
sent, there are three populations, namely PRIL_A
(ICPB 2049  ICPL 99050), PRIL_B (ICPL
20096  ICPL 332) and PRIL_C (ICPL
20097  ICPL 8863). Trait phenotyping of these
mapping populations have been completed for
two years at two to three locations. Based on the
phenotypic datasets, FW and SMD resistance
lines are being identiﬁed.
Table 8.2 List of parents and characteristic features used in the development of NAM population
Lines Features
Nested parent
Asha Genome sequence available, leading variety, resistant to FW and SMD
Founder parent
HPL 24 High protein content, medium duration, compact, susceptible to FW and resistant to SMD,
inter-speciﬁc derivative
ICP 7035 Medium duration, SMD resistant to both Patancheru and Bangalore races, large purple seed, high
sugar content
ICP 8863 Erect, mid-late, highly resistant to FW and susceptible to SMD, an extensively grown variety in
Northern Karnataka and Maharashtra region of India, red seeded genotype
ICPL 87 Early duration, determinate, short, high combiner
ICPL 88039 Extra early maturity, indeterminate, good yield
ICPL 85063 Medium duration, indeterminate, good yield, more branching
MN 1 Super early, small seeded, determinate
ICP 28 Early maturity, local varieties
ICPL 85010 Early maturity, local varieties
ICP 7263 Determinate, long podded, white seeded
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8.3.3 Whole-Genome Re-sequencing
Initiatives
Initial investments in developing draft genome
sequence information in any organism provide
dividend in the form of re-sequencing projects.
Where genome-wide proﬁling of target sets in a
given species becomes cost-effective. Especially,
in the present world of low-cost NGS, an oppor-
tunity arises to catalogue genome-wide variations
in a number of individuals. NGS together with
draft genome sequence has enabled identiﬁcation
of SNPs and Indels in efﬁcient and
high-throughput manner in a number of species
(Lam et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2012). In the case of
pigeonpea, re-sequencing of different germplasm
sets has been initiated. These sets include parents
of mapping populations (Kumar et al. 2016),
reference set (Varshney et al. 2017), parental lines
of hybrids (unpublished). These datasets will
subsequently enable the pigeonpea researchers to
deploy GAB and to overcome the bottleneck of
limited genetic diversity information.
First generation HapMap: The ﬁrst report on
whole-genome re-sequencing (WGRS) in
pigeonpea has been published very recently
(Kumar et al. 2016). In this effort, WGRS was
conducted using Illumina paired-end sequencing
technology on a panel of 20 Cajanus lines.
Selected lines represent crossing parentals of
RILs, introgression lines (ILs), MAGIC and
NAM. Across the 20 lines, a total of 157 Gb raw
data with an effective mapping depth of *12X
per genotype were generated. Subsequently, a
total of 5.4 million variations including 4.6 mil-
lion SNPs and 0.7 million Indels were identiﬁed
across the lines. This study also provided 2598
copy number variations (CNVs) and 970 pres-
ence and absence variations (PAVs). Addition-
ally, unique accession/genotype signatures were
also detected through genome-wide analysis. The
analysis clearly explained a narrow genetic base
in cultivated gene pool and suggested use of new
populations such as IL or AB populations,
MAGIC, NAM to re-introduce adaptive diversity
in pigeonpea breeding.
Reference set: To catalogue the sequence
diversity, we have re-sequenced the genomes of
292 lines from a total of 300 pigeonpea lines in
reference set on HiSeq 2500 platform. This set is
comprised of breeding lines, landraces and wild
species lines. WGRS yielded 2.15 Tb of
sequence data with the coverage ranging from 5
to 12X. The WGRS data have been used to
identify small variations (SNPs and Indels) and
large structural variations (CNVs and PAVs).
Re-sequencing data have provided variation
counts around 17 million across 292 Cajanus
lines (Varshney et al. 2017). This generated
sequence data have been used to understand
genetic relationships among Cajanus lines, tar-
gets of domestication and human selection
genetic sweeps and associations between geno-
mic regions with agronomic important traits.
Parental lines of hybrids: In order to deﬁne
heterotic pools in pigeonpea, a set of 104 par-
ental lines (cytoplasmic male sterile, maintainers
and restorers) have been re-sequenced. WGRS
yielded 511 GB sequence data with the coverage
ranging from 5 to 10X. A total of 3.4 million
SNPs could be identiﬁed across 104 lines (un-
published). In parallel, it has been planned to
develop testcrosses from the parental lines. F1
hybrids along with parental lines will be pheno-
typed for yield-related traits. The combined
analysis with genome-wide variations and phe-
notypic data would provide clues on hybrid
performance that will be helpful in accelerating
hybrid improvement.
8.3.4 Sequencing-Based Genotyping
Approaches
Pigeonpea draft genome sequence has provided
opportunities to deploy sequencing-based geno-
typing approaches such as GBS and QTL-seq to
generate high-density linkage maps and marker
identiﬁcation. GBS provides ease of discovery
and genotyping of markers in a single-step pro-
cess. GBS technique is now being used for
genotyping PRILs (_A, _B and _C), multiple F2
populations and ILs for developing high-density
pigeonpea genetic maps and subsequently for
identiﬁcation of traits-associated markers (Sax-
ena et al. 2017a, b). Another approach of marker
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detection combines bulked segregant analysis
(BSA) and WGRS has been deployed in
pigeonpea for identiﬁcation of genomic region(s)
responsible for FW and SMD resistance (Singh
et al. 2016). In brief, R-bulk (resistant bulk) and
S-bulk (susceptible bulk) along with the resistant
parent were re-sequenced for identiﬁcation of
candidate genomic region(s)/genes. Detailed
analysis of sequence data identiﬁed association
of four candidate nsSNPs in four genes with FW
resistance and four candidate nsSNPs in three
genes with SMD resistance (for detailed results
please see Singh et al. 2016).
8.3.5 High-Density SNP Array
(Axiom®CajanusSNP Array)
In order to use above-mentioned sequence vari-
ations identiﬁed through large-scale WGRS in
pigeonpea, an array targeting*56,000 SNPs has
been developed using the Affymetrix platform.
SNP probes were designed by screen-
ing *2 million SNP loci extracted from the
re-sequencing data of cultivated lines. A total of
56,512 SNPs were placed on array. The array
contained evenly distributed markers in the
genome. Initial genotyping showed that this array
had high genotyping accuracy and could be used
for different objectives (unpublished). Therefore,
it has been planned to genotype pigeonpea
composite collection (*1000 lines) and at least
three different mapping populations segregating
for important traits with above-mentioned
‘Axiom®CajanusSNP Array’. This array will
play an important role in genomics studies and
molecular breeding.
8.4 Conclusion
Two draft genome assemblies have been gener-
ated in pigeonpea by collaborative sequencing
initiatives. These draft genomes have provided
information on genes and subsequently led the
foundation of a number of re-sequencing projects
and applications of novel methodologies. The
information produced through re-sequencing
projects is continuously adding up and will be
surely helpful in understanding the crop evolu-
tion, domestication, genetic relationships, genetic
control of genes, biological process in different
metabolic pathways etc. Whereas novel approa-
ches such as GBS and SNP arrays together with
trait phenotyping data will provide candidate
markers/genes associated with different impor-
tant traits in pigeonpea. As a next step in
pigeonpea genomics, there is a need of
improvement in draft genome assembly where
PACBio reads along with improved analysis
algorithms will certainly help. It is anticipated
that coming years will be witnessing usage of
genome sequence information in developing
superior lines of pigeonpea for both varietal and
hybrid breeding.
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Abstract
Availability of draft genome has brought quantum jump in pigeonpea
status and facilitated to move it to the league of genomic resource rich
crops. It is important to mention that pigeonpea became the ﬁrst orphan
and non-industrial grain legume in 2012 to have the draft genome
sequence. An elite pigeonpea genotype Asha (ICPL 87119) was used to
develop the draft genome in two different sequencing efforts. The
pigeonpea genome sequence effort led by International Crops Research
Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) used Illumina Genome
Analyzer and HiSeq 2000 NGS platform, and a total of 237.2 Gb of
sequence was generated. De-novo genome assembly combined with
Sanger-based bacterial artiﬁcial chromosome end sequences and a genetic
map was used to assemble raw reads into scaffolds representing 72.7%
(605.78 Mb) of the 833.07 Mb pigeonpea genome. Genome analysis
predicted 48,680 genes with an average transcript length of 2348 bp,
coding-sequence size of 959.35 bp and 3.59 exons per gene. Analysis of
genome assembly for repetitive DNA showed presence of transposable
elements (TEs) in 49.61% of assembled genome. The pigeonpea genome
sequencing led by National Research Centre on Plant Biotechnology
(NRCPB) used 454 GS-FLX sequencing chemistry, with mean read
lengths of >550 bp and >10-fold genome coverage, was used to assem-
ble *511 Mb sequence data. In this study, 47,004 protein-coding genes
were predicted. This study also reported 1213 disease resistance/defense
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response genes and 152 abiotic stress tolerance genes. The available
pigeonpea draft genome information is expected to facilitate
genomics-assisted breeding for the targeted traits that could improve food
security in many developing countries.
9.1 Introduction
In continuation to the previous chapter in the
book entitled “Whole-genome sequencing of
pigeonpea: requirement, background history,
current status and future prospects for crop
improvement,” we would like to present a
focused chapter on de novo sequencing the
pigeonpea genome. In the previous chapter, we
have discussed about the background history of
two genome sequencing efforts by Varshney
et al. (2012) and Singh et al. (2012). However, in
this short chapter, we present detailed compar-
isons between above-mentioned de novo
sequencing projects in terms of (i) sequencing
data, (ii) draft genome assemblies statistics,
(iii) repetitive sequences in genome, (iv) gene
annotation, (v) genome duplication and synteny
with sequenced plant genomes, and (vi) novel
marker and genes repertoire. Further, we have
also presented utility of pigeonpea genome
sequence by providing one example in soybean
for crop improvement.
9.2 Sequencing Data
Genome sequencing of pigeonpea was under-
taken in two different studies. Whole-genome
shotgun sequencing strategy was used in both the
studies. Illumina Genome Analyzer and
Hiseq 2000 Sequencing System was used by
Varshney et al. (2012), and 454 GS-FLX
Phase D platform was used by Singh et al.
(2012). Both of these next generation sequencing
platforms have their advantages and disadvan-
tages (Luo et al. 2012). In the case of Varshney
et al. (2012), a total of 22 paired-end sequencing
libraries with insert sizes of about 180 base pairs
(bp), 250 bp, 350 bp, 500 bp, 800 bp, 2 kb,
5 kb, 10 kb, and 20 kb were used for sequencing
on Illumina platforms. In the case of Singh et al.
(2012), GS-FLX sequencing was undertaken on
20-kb-long fragments sequencing library. In
these studies, 237.2 Gb and 10.1 Gb sequencing
data were generated on Illumina sequencing and
GS-FLX sequencing platform, respectively.
Further, to reduce the effect of sequencing errors
to the assemblies, a series of checking and ﬁl-
tering steps on reads generated were performed.
After applying stringent criteria, only 130.7 Gb
and 9.48 Gb data were used for developing draft
genome assemblies by Varshney et al. (2012)
and Singh et al. (2012), respectively.
9.3 Draft Genome Assemblies
Statistics
In general, both studies had taken a series of
steps to assemble the ﬁltered/corrected sequenc-
ing reads. As the ﬁrst step, raw sequencing reads
were aligned to form contigs and then calculated
the amount of shared PE relationships between
each pair of contigs, and then constructed the
scaffolds. Subsequently in Varshney et al.
(2012), BAC-ends sequences (BESs) were used
for mapping of scaffolds to obtain the super
scaffolds, and a genetic map (Cajanus cajan ICP
28  C. scaraboides ICPW 94) was used in
developing the ﬁnal scaffolds or pseudo-
molecules. A total of 137,542 and 59,681 scaf-
folds spanning 60,578 Mb and 5108 Mb genome
assemblies were developed in Varshney et al.
(2012) and Singh et al. (2012), respectively. The
N50 of the assembly was 51,606 kb (scaffolds)
in Varshney et al. 2012 and 4522 bp (contig) in
Singh et al. (2012).
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9.4 Repetitive Sequences
in the Genome
In Varshney et al. (2012), repetitive DNA (ex-
cluding low-complexity sequences) was identi-
ﬁed in 51.67% of the genome, most of which
could not be associated with known transposable
element (TE) families by the de novo repeat
identiﬁcation using RepeatModeler and homol-
ogy analysis against the RepBase library.
Majority of repetitive sequences were classiﬁed
as retro-transposons (37.12%), whereas 8.77% of
the transposable elements were DNA trans-
posons. Long-terminal repeat elements, of which
22.81% are Gypsy-type elements and 12.04% are
Copia-type element, were the most abundant. De
novo analysis of RE were conducted using
RepeatModeler software in the other study
(Singh et al. 2012). As a result, a total of
1,127,729 REs in the were identiﬁed (63.95%) in
the genome which covers a total of
326,671,068 bp sequences. Majority of the RE
was retro-transposons (23.6%) (including Line:
1.03%; Copia 6.1%; and Gypsy 16.02%) and
2.99% was DNA transposons, whereas 66.2%
was unclassiﬁed. Simple direct repeats and
low-complexity repeats represented only 2.57%
and 4.63% of the total RE, respectively.
9.5 Genome Annotation
Genome analysis combined with de novo gene
prediction programs identiﬁed 48,680 pigeonpea
genes (Varshney et al. 2012) (Table 9.1). The
average transcript length was found to be of
2,348.70 bp, coding-sequence size of 959.35 bp
and 3.59 exons per gene. De novo gene predic-
tion supported majority of these predicted genes
(99.6%). The annotation of the pigeonpea gen-
ome was found completed by observing 453 out
of 458 (98.9%) KOGs within the pigeonpea gene
set. The genes that have been predicted in
pigeonpea genome are comparable to poplar
(Populus trichocarpa), soybean (Glycine max),
and Medicago truncatula. The average length of
exon and intron in pigeonpea genome was found
to be 267.39 bp and 536.89 bp, respectively,
whereas the average number of exons per gene is
3.59. A total of 46,750 (96.04%) genes were
found to be similar to entries in databases to
tentatively assign gene functions and 1930
(3.96%) genes remain unannotated. Further, 862
microRNA (miRNA), 763 tRNA, 329 rRNA, and
363 small nuclear (snRNA) genes were identiﬁed
in the pigeonpea genome set in addition to the
protein-coding genes.
In the case of Singh et al. (2012), FGENESH
software was used for gene prediction using 454
GS-FLX large sequence contigs contain-
ing *511 Mb of high-quality sequence. A total
of 59,515 genes were predicted with average
gene size of 1170 bp. The gene with largest size
was of 11,523 bp and the gene with smallest size
of 501 bp. The average exon and intron sizes
were 268 bp and 288 bp, respectively. The pre-
dicted 99.9% of the genes showed signiﬁcant
matches within the pigeonpea transcriptome
database. A total of 47,004 protein-coding genes
and 12,511 transposable elements related genes
were reported. Additionally, 1213 disease
resistance/defense response genes and 152 abi-
otic stress tolerance genes in the pigeonpea
genome were also reported (Table 9.1).
After going in detail on these studies for last
2–3 years, we understand the number of genes
predicted in both the genome assemblies men-
tioned above is an overestimate. This may be due
to the quality of ﬁnal genome assemblies which
seemed to be fragmented. Improved version of
assembly in near future may provide us the
accurate number of genes in pigeonpea.
9.6 Genome Duplication
and Synteny with Sequenced
Plant Genomes
The synteny analysis in Varshney et al. (2012)
revealed that pigeonpea diverged from soy-
bean *20–30 Myrs ago. In spite of this long
period of divergence, high levels of synteny were
observed between pigeonpea and soybean as well
as between pigeonpea and the galegoid species
M. truncatula and Lotus japonicus. Each
pigeonpea chromosome showed extensive
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synteny with two or more than two chromosomes
in soybean, likely due to the independent dupli-
cation event in soybean following divergence
from pigeonpea. The close relationships between
pigeonpea and soybean genomes were also
detected in Singh et al. (2012). In this study, a
total of 31,937 (67.94%) of the pigeonpea genes
showed synteny with soybean genes, whereas
9067 genes were unique to pigeonpea.
9.7 Novel Marker and Genes
Repertoire
The completion of the pigeonpea genome has
made a signiﬁcant contribution to the genomic
resources available for pigeonpea through
sequencing of the pigeonpea genome. In Varsh-
ney et al. (2012), a total of 309,052 simple
sequence repeats (SSRs) and 28,104 novel single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were identi-
ﬁed. Further, a detailed comparative analysis has
identiﬁed 111 drought-responsive genes for
drought tolerance, an important trait that can be
transferred to other legume crops, whereas in
Singh et al. (2012) study, 1,89,895 SSRs com-
prising of 100,373 mono-nucleotide, 49,325 di-
nucleotide, 18,505 tri-nucleotide, 2217
tetra-nucleotide, 512 penta-nucleotides, 815
hexa-nucleotide, and 18,148 compound repeats
were reported. A total of 437 SSRs were exper-
imentally validated for PCR ampliﬁcation and
high rate of polymorphism among pigeonpea
varieties were reported.
9.8 Application of Pigeonpea
Genome Sequence
The genome sequence provided hope to the
pigeonpea community to use the genome sequence
to harness pigeonpea’s genetic diversity at gen-
ome level and to identify the molecular markers
and genes for targeted traits. Such informationwill
allow researchers to develop superior varieties and
parental lines of hybrids in pigeonpea. The gen-
ome sequence will also be useful in identifying
germplasm lines or advanced breeding lines with a
broader genetic base for future breeding programs.
Modern genetics and breeding approaches such as
genotyping by sequencing, marker-assisted
recurrent selection, and genomic selection will
now be possible in this crop to improve the efﬁ-
ciency of pigeonpea breeding. Genome sequence
will be useful in utilizing gene sequences in
genetic engineering approaches also. Several
Table 9.1 Comparative account on gene annotation in pigeonpea in two studies
Features Varshney et al. (2012) Singh et al. (2012)
Number of protein-coding genes 48,680 47,004
Number of gene models (non-TE containing) 40,071 34,493
Mean transcript length 2,348.70 bp –
Mean coding-sequence length 959.35 bp 1170 bp
Mean number of exons per gene 3.59 4.90
Mean exon length 267.39 bp 268 bp
Mean intron length 536.89 bp 288 bp
Number of genes annotated 46,750 (96.04%) –
Number of genes unannotated 1930 (3.96%) –
Number of miRNA genes 862 100
Number of rRNA genes 329 448
Number of tRNA genes 763 671
Number of snRNA genes 363 226
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projects are underway at present to harness the full
potential of pigeonpea genome for crop improve-
ment (Varshney 2016).
It is also important to mention here that the
pigeonpea genome sequence information has
also been used for crop improvement in other
species like soybean. A very ﬁrst example has
come recently where pigeonpea genome has been
used to bring rust resistance in soybean (Kawa-
shima et al. 2016). In soybean, Asian soybean
rust (ASR) is one of the most economically
important diseases. This disease can only treat-
able with use of fungicides. However, due to the
emergence of fungicide resistance in pest, it
becomes less effective. Moreover, there are no
commercial soybean cultivars with durable
resistance. Interestingly, a gene CcRpp1 (Caja-
nus cajan Resistance against Phakopsora
pachyrhizi 1) from pigeonpea has been found
useful to confer resistance to ASR in soybean.
By analyzing the pigeonpea genome sequence,
an intracellular immune receptor from pigeonpea
was identiﬁed and transferred into soybean
shows that CcRpp1 confers full resistance to
ASR in soybean. This will be helpful in achiev-
ing a higher level of resistance, which might
provide commercial control superior to current
strategies. This study has clearly shown the
importance of pigeonpea genome and opened
new avenues for its use not only in pigeonpea but
also in other crops species (primarily closely
related legumes) for crop improvement.
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Abstract
Pigeonpea with limited genetic diversity in the cultivated gene pool, long
crop cycle, almost negligible public funding support to research as
compared to other food crops remained an orphan crop. However, the
development of extensive genetic stocks and genomics resources in recent
years has made signiﬁcant advances in pigeonpea research. Although
genome sequence, genetic maps and a large set of markers allowed
genome-wide identiﬁcation of marker–traits associations and their
deployment in breeding programs, there is a need for concerted
community efforts to accelerate genetic gains in the crop breeding
programs. This chapter proposes the use of a number of approaches that
may be targeted by pigeonopea research community so that superior
varieties or hybrids can be developed and disseminated to farmers in
relatively short time. This will help to enhance the income of farmers as
well as contributing to the food, nutritional and environmental sustain-
ability in developing countries.
10.1 Introduction
More than 100 pigeonpea varieties and three
hybrids (ICPH 2671, ICPH 2740 and ICPH 3762)
have been released for cultivation (Singh et al.
2005; Saxena 2015), and thousands of germplasm
accessions are present in the genebanks (Upad-
hyaya et al. 2006). However, the actual yield
potential of pigeonpea has not been realized in
farmers’ ﬁelds (Mula and Saxena 2010). As dis-
cussed in many earlier chapters in this book, the
yield levels remain stagnated during last seven
decades. Moreover, the poor understanding of
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genetics of many complex traits and limited con-
certed efforts in pigeonpea research and develop-
ment has also been a contributing factor to develop
the varieties and hybrids in relatively long time
and with limited advantages over existing
varieties/hybrids. Although hybrid technology has
shown promise in elevating the yield levels in
pigeonpea, its adoption has been limited to con-
ﬁned regions (Saxena et al. 2013). Very recently,
new genomics approaches such as structural and
functional genomics have started to enhance our
understanding of genetic architecture of different
traits in pigeonpea. Further, the advances in
sequencing technologies have opened new
opportunities for using a number of strategies to
understand the complex traits and address the
production constraints by developing new culti-
vars at a rapid pace. Therefore, in this chapter, we
are highlighting futuristic approaches that can be
used to enhance the genetic gains in pigeonpea
breeding programs.
10.2 Genome Sequencing
and Re-sequencing
Limited genetic diversity in crop species like
pigeonpea poses threat to the crop to be more
vulnerable to diseases, insect pests and climate
change. Therefore, it is highly essential to con-
tinuously characterize and introduce novel
genetic variations in crop breeding programs.
This can be achieved by introducing mutants,
landraces and wild species accessions related to
the cultivated crop in breeding programs. How-
ever, linkage drag associated with favourable
alleles in landraces and wild species accessions
hindered their effective use in crop improvement
(Sharma et al. 2013). The availability of next
generation sequencing (NGS) and draft genome
sequence in pigeonpea provides unique oppor-
tunities for exploring nucleotide-level diversity
in cultivated, landraces and wild species acces-
sions and its relationship to phenotypic diversity
(Varshney et al. 2012). Re-sequencing of germ-
plasm accessions will provide a better under-
standing of existing genetic diversity, associating
gene(s) with phenotypes and exploiting natural
genetic diversity to develop superior genotypes
(Varshney et al. 2017). Few recent efforts as
mentioned in the book chapters of re-sequencing
pigeonpea reference set, hybrid parental lines and
parental lines of mapping populations are
underway. However, these efforts need to be
enhanced exponentially and probably the entire
germplasm collections stored in different gene-
banks should be sequenced. Ideally, we would
like to see de novo genome assembly for each of
the available Cajanus species and then
re-sequencing data for all accessions. Further to
use this information effectively, it is also
important to have extensive phenotypic data on
these collections so that appropriate marker–trait
associations can be established.
10.3 Trait Mapping
We propose to undertake trait mapping in
pigeonpea as mentioned in the following
sections:
i. Prioritization of traits
In order to enhance crop productivity,
pigeonpea research community is always
concerned for multiple traits related to yield
and quality. Besides these traits, research is
also focused on biotic and abiotic stresses to
provide stability. It is important to prioritize
traits as per the availability of human and
ﬁnancial resources in a given breeding
program. Keeping this aspect in considera-
tion, we have grouped target traits into three
categories (Table 10.1). Category (Cat) 1
traits include immediate (5 years) need
traits, Cat 2 traits are long-term (10 years)
needs traits and Cat 3 are important traits
but difﬁcult to breed (>10 years). Therefore,
high priority in implementation should be
given to Cat 1 and 2 traits. For Cat 3 traits,
consortium mode approach should be fol-
lowed by bringing advanced research insti-
tutes and universities together.
ii. Rapid detection of markers associated with
traits
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To improve pigeonpea lines for “must have
traits” as mentioned above through
genomics-assisted breeding approaches,
identiﬁcation of traits-associated
markers/genomic regions/quantitative trait
loci (QTLs) or candidate genes are prereq-
uisite. Once a marker (or candidate gene)
associated with target traits is identiﬁed and
validated; marker-assisted selection (MAS),
marker-assisted backcrossing (MABC) or
early generation screening (EGS) can be
deployed for precise and rapid development
of improved cultivars. Traditional QTL
mapping approach involves identiﬁcation of
parental polymorphisms and genotyping the
populations with polymorphic markers in
time-consuming and resource intensive
manner (Abe et al. 2012). Another common
trait mapping approach is bulked segregant
analysis (BSA) where marker screening on
the extreme bulks and parents provides
trait-associated markers (see Semagn et al.
2010). With the advantage of NGS tech-
nologies and draft genome sequence, rapid
trait mapping has been performed for
sterility mosaic disease (SMD) and fusar-
ium wilt (FW) (Singh et al. 2015, 2017).
These approaches depend on extreme bulks
and NGS to even provide markers for
qualitative and quantitative traits. We
anticipate in future, heavy use of
NGS-based BSA approaches for rapid and
accurate trait mapping.
iii. High-resolution mapping
Other than bi-parental mapping populations,
multi-parents mapping populations such as
multi-parents advanced generation
inter-cross (MAGIC) and nested association
Table 10.1 List of the traits on the basis of Cat 1 immediate (5 years) need, Cat 2 long-term (10 years) needs and Cat
3 important but difﬁcult to breed (>10 years)
Trait Immediate attention (Cat 1) Long-term attention (Cat 2) Difﬁcult, but important (Cat 3)
Early maturity group Super earlya Pod borerc Photo-insensitivitya
Large seeda Phytophthorad Races of phytophthorad
High yielda Water-loggingd
Indeterminateb
Flowering timea
Wide adaptationa
Stable fertility restorersb
Primary branchesa
Cleisto flowera
Medium/late maturity group Fusarium wilt resistanceb Races of fusarium wiltd Photo-insensitivitya
Sterility mosaic resistanceb Races of sterility mosaicd Drought tolerancea
High yielda Phytophthorad Races of phytophthorad
Cleisto flowera Rapid growthd High proteina
Flowering timea Pod borerc
Hybridity testb New CMSa
Diverse fertility restorersa
Primary/secondary
branchesa
Obcordate leaf shapea
aGenomics interventions ongoing
bGenomics interventions have reached to advanced stages and providing inputs in regular breeding program
cTransgenic approaches required
dTarget traits for implementing systematic genomics approaches along with other disciplines
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mapping (NAM) populations are being
developed in pigeonpea for high-resolution
mapping at ICRISAT. These family-based
populations can be used for precise marker
trait association following either individual
or combination of genome-wide association
studies and QTL mapping. MAGIC popu-
lation in particular is useful for gene-trait
association at higher resolution (Huang
et al. 2012). On the other hand, NAM has
advantage in identifying QTLs governing
complex traits with higher phenotypic
variation (McMullen et al. 2009). The
selection of parental lines in developing
MAGIC and NAM populations, however,
plays an important role. RILs developed
after this multi-dimensional crossing will
have genetic architecture from a number of
elite cultivars (crossing parents) and pro-
vides opportunity to evaluate them for must
have traits. In summary, this multi-parental
populations-based mapping approach will
provide accurate means of tagging traits as
well line with enhanced genetic diversity (in
the case of MAGIC). In our opinion, efforts
should also be directed towards utilization
of the genetic variations and useful traits
existing in many wild relative species of
pigeonpea. In this direction, few introgres-
sion lines (ILs) have been developed at
ICRISAT. However, there is still a scope to
move towards backcross inbred lines
(BILs), chromosome segment substitution
lines (CSSLs), stepped aligned inbred lines
recombinant strain (STAIRS) by using
exotic/unused material.
10.4 Functional Genomics
After developing comprehensive transcriptome
assemblies (Kudapa et al. 2012) and draft gen-
ome sequence (Varshney et al. 2012), there was a
need to correlate and complement the genome
information to the gene expression that is mod-
ulated in a temporal and spatial manner. In this
direction, a very ﬁrst step has been accomplished
by developing a gene expression atlas for
pigeonpea (Pazhamala et al. 2017). This will be
helpful in studying the genes expressed in spe-
cialized tissues/organ system in pigeonpea. Fur-
ther to harness the power of natural variation at
tissue level in terms of protein and metabolites,
the functional genomics should move towards
the development of proteome and metabolome
maps in pigeonpea. The protein and metabolic
differences among tissues within a plant offer
another source of variation that can be harnessed
in the quest to understand gene function and
tackling constraint related to crop improvement.
10.5 Next Generation Breeding
Majority of the present breeding programs
mainly rely on phenotypic selection in standard
breeding schemes. Few initiatives have been
taken in pigeonpea improvement programs to
take genomics inputs (marker-based purity test-
ing in hybrids and parental lines; DNA ﬁnger-
printing, etc.) for enhancing the precision.
Recently, GAB for introgression of SMD and
FW resistance in elite varieties has also been
started at ICRISAT. The availability of draft
genome, re-sequencing data, NGS,
bio-informatics advances and phenotyping plat-
forms provide opportunities to take pigeonpea
improvement program a step forward to move
towards the next generation breeding. Recent
drop in marker genotyping cost (lower cost per
data point) will make next generation breeding
possible in pigeonpea. These advances will
enable breeders to select the most appropriate
allele combinations for a number of traits
(especially for must have traits) simultaneously
at early generation and facilitating their intro-
gression from landraces or wild species acces-
sions into elite cultivars while avoiding the risk
of linkage drag.
The use of genomic selection (GS) is
becoming feasible in many crops (Zhao et al.
2015). GS is expected to help to design new
genotypes based on genome-wide proﬁling in a
cost effective and relatively fast way. In partic-
ular, pigeonpea hybrid breeding program, GS
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model can be designed for developing heterotic
groups of parental lines. This will improve the
chances of developing high-yielding better
hybrids and parental lines. Once established, GS
will eliminate the need for multi-location ﬁeld
testing at each generation and efforts in line 
tester crossing. Though we understand that
genetic resources, from elite cultivars to lan-
draces and wild species accessions, will remain
the foundation of pigeonpea improvement, we
expect that in near future the use of NGS or
high-throughput genotyping for EGS, GS,
MABC and MAS will be accelerated. In parallel,
new genome engineering approaches such as
genome editing will also be very useful as and
when causal nucleotide affecting the trait is
identiﬁed.
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